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INTRODUCTION 
Aircraft performance optimization continues to be a subject of considerable im­
portance. The goal is to determine the aircraft optimal control function(s), be it angle 
of attack a(i),.bank angle or thrust histories, such that a certain "performance 
index" is minimized while not violating any of the associated flight or aircraft con­
straints. When high performance aircraft became available in the late fifties and early 
sixties, these trajectory optimization studies intensified. The combat survivability of 
these aircraft is enhanced by a thorough understanding of various optimal maneuvers 
for a specific mission. The areas that received the most attention are the well-known 
classical minimum-time-to-climb [1-19] and minimum-time-to-turn [20-31] problems 
for a combat aircraft. Others include: minimum-fuel [32-40], maximum-endurance 
[41-44], and risk-avoidance flights [45]. In recent years, missile-evasion problems have 
also become especially important [46-53]. 
The difference of today's approach compared to the early years is that the tri al­
and-error trajectory solution process has been replaced due to the availability of well-
developed optimal control theories [54, 55] and high-speed computers. Mathematical 
models of various degrees of complexity were introduced along with advanced nu­
merical methods to enhance solving the trajectory optimization problems. However, 
as the complexity of the models increased, so did the computational requirements. 
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Recent trends are to obtain design optimization codes that will reduce these compu­
tational requirements and yet are reliable and sufficiently practical to include a large 
number of design variables. 
There are two basic ways in which optimal control problems can be solved. The 
first is to treat them as infinite-dimensional problems, while the second is to reformu­
late them as parameterized optimization problems. Each method has its merits and 
drawbacks. In our study, the second approach has been chosen primarily because of 
two reasons. First, the optimal control problems that we solve are highly nonlinear 
and if infinite-dimensional methods is used, it would require a tremendous amount of 
initial preparation time. This is due to the tedious analytical work involved in deriv­
ing the cost ate and the influence function equations for the highly nonlinear problem. 
Second, we desire to solve trajectory optimization problems that involve performance 
index, mathematical model, and constraint changes, and if infinite-dimensional meth­
ods are chosen, the analytical work in setting the problem up becomes overly labo­
rious, time expensive, and frustrating. By solving the optimal control problem as a 
parameter optimization problem via a nonlinear programming method, we can avoid 
this. 
In the latter approach, the optimal control problems are transformed into con­
strained parameter optimization problems by choosing control function representa­
tions which contain a finite number of parameters [12]. Rather than minimizing the 
performance index over the entire control history, we now minimize over this set of 
parameters. This eliminates the cumbersome procedure of setting up the two-point 
boundary-value problem and the inherent difficulties in solving it. The resulting pa­
rameterized problem is simpler and easier to solve. The numerical method chosen 
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in our trajectory optimization studies is sequential quadratic programming (SQP). 
The algorithm is based on the approach by Pouliot [56]. This nonlinear programming 
technique is computationally accurate and inexpensive, and its flexibility allows for 
changing the performance index, model, and constraints with relatively little repro-
gramming. The basic ideas were described earlier by Johnson [57], Balakrishnan [58], 
and Rader and Hull [12]. 
This dissertation is composed of four major parts, each of which presents SQP 
solutions to various related aircraft trajectory optimization problems. The content 
of each part is a paper which has been presented or accepted for presentation at a 
major conference, and which is under review for publication in a scholarly journal. 
Parts I; II, and III involve open-loop solutions, while Part IV presents an unorthodox 
approach to obtaining a robust feedback control law for real-time aircraft control. 
Part I, entitled Nonlinear 2-D Optimal Evasive Aircraft Maneuvers Against a 
Proportional Navigation Missile, was presented at the American Institute of Aero­
nautics and Astronautics (AIAA) Atmospheric Flight Mechanics Conference held in 
New Orleans, Louisiana, August 12-14, 1991. This is an annual technical specialists' 
conference (held at a new location, each year) in which papers that present new the­
oretical developments, experimental test and simulation methodologies and results, 
or computational analysis pertaining to atmospheric flight are shared. It includes 
aircraft dynamics and aerodynamics, trajectory optimization, aircraft handling qual­
ities, projectile and missile dynamics and aerodynamics, system identification and 
parameter estimation, and re-entry vehicle technology. In this paper, we investigate 
the evasive strategies of an aircraft against a missile with fixed, g-limited, propor­
tional navigation flying in the horizontal plane. Unlike previous studies, the missile 
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model includes missile dynamics. Also, no linearization about a nominal pursuit tri­
angle is employed. This paper is presently being revised before submitting it to the 
Journal of Guidance, Control, and Dynamics for a second review. 
Part II, entitled Optimal Evasive Aircraft Maneuvers Against a SAM Guided 
by Proportional Navigation^ has been accepted for presentation at the AIAA At­
mospheric Flight Mechanics Conference to be held in Hilton Head, South Carolina, 
August 10-12, 1992. This paper has also been submitted for possible publication in 
the Journal of Guidance, Control, and Dynamics. In this study, the optimal evasive 
aircraft maneuvers against a surface-to-air missile (SAM) are investigated. Here, the 
missile is allowed to fljr in three-dimensions, but the aircraft is constrained to flight 
in either a horizontal plane or a vertical plane. "Inward", "outward", pull-up, dive, 
and inverted pull-down evasive maneuvers are studied. It was found that depend­
ing on the missile launch angles and flight constraints, only one evasive maneuver is 
globally optimal. The results also indicate that the missile enters the 500 ft radius 
"hit-region" of the aircraft when the aircraft is constrained to vertical plane flight, 
and the optimal throttle setting obtained for constrained horizontal plane flight ap­
pears to be "bang-bang" in nature. And, except for inverted pull-downs, all optimal 
evasive strategies in this study require demanding maneuvers; that is, the aircraft is 
engaged in maximum-g turns, maximum-g pull-ups, and maximum-g dives. 
Part III, entitled 2-D and 3-D Minimum-Time-To-Turn Flights Via Parameter 
Optimization^ was presented at the AIAA 30th Aerospace Sciences Meeting in Reno, 
Nevada, January 6-9, 1992. This is the largest of the annual AIAA technical con­
ferences and includes the complete spectrum of aerospace sciences. Its purpose is 
to provide a forum for scientists and engineers from industry, government, and uni-
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versities to disseminate and share scientific knowledge and research results. In this 
paper, several two- and three-dimensional minimum-time-to-turn problems for a jet 
fighter are solved. A complete point-mass aircraft dynamic model is used. For the 
two-dimensional case, it was noted that having free final velocity reduces the turn­
ing time significantly. However, the aircraft loses a tremendous amount of kinetic 
energy, an undesirable feature in combat situations. In three-dimensional turns, the 
turn time can be reduced by half when compared to two-dimensional turns for the 
same flight conditions. The results also indicate that the aircraft tends to lose in­
stead of gain altitude initially in the optimal turn for a relatively wide range of final 
energies. The paper is presently being reviewed for publication in the Journal of 
Aircraft. 
Finally, Part IV, entitled Optimality-Based Control Laws for Real-Time Aircraft 
Control Via Parameter Optimization, has been accepted for presentation at the 18th 
International Council of the Aeronautical Sciences (ICAS) Congress to be held in 
Beijing, China, September 20-25, 1992. This international conference is held every 
other year. The previous two meetings were in Stockholm, Sweden (1990), and in 
Jerusalem, Israel (1988). The goal of ICAS is the international exchange of informa­
tion among all branches of -aeronautical sciences and technology. This year, a total 
of 647 papers were submitted from all over the world; only 264 papers were selected. 
This paper is one of only forty-eight papers selected from the United States. In this 
paper, we extend the idea proposed by Lu [59] to determine a robust "optimality-
based" control law for real-time aircraft control. This optimality-based control law 
possesses simplicity and yet preserves the originality of the highly complex, nonlin­
ear optimal control. The technique is applied to aircraft minimum-time-to-climb and 
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minimum-time-to-turn problems. These examples indicate that the control laws ob­
tained from this technique produce results identical to those from open-loop optimal 
solutions. In addition, these control laws are shown to exhibit excellent robustness 
compared to the open-loop results in terms of meeting the final state flight conditions 
in the presence of various initial state disturbances and plant/aerodynamic modelling 
uncertainties when a certain "correction" term is added. This technique appears not 
to have been introduced previously and is first applied here. 
Explanation of Dissertation Format 
This dissertation uses the alternate format approved by the Thesis Office to 
present the author's research and contributions to the studies of trajectory optimiza­
tion. It is composed of four major parts, all of which are papers that have been 
presented, or are accepted for presentation at major conferences. In addition, the 
papers have been submitted to scholarly journals and are presently in various stages 
of review. Paper I has already been published in the proceedings, while Papers 
III and IV will eventually be published in their respective conference proceedings. 
Shaw Y. Ong is the main investigator in all papers, while Dr. Bion L. Pierson has 
contributed as a technical consultant and advisor. The papers are followed by a Con­
clusions and Recommendations for Further Study section. References cited in the 
Introduction and Conclusions and Recommendation for Further Study sections are 
listed at the end of the thesis. 
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PART I. 
NONLINEAR 2-D OPTIMAL EVASIVE AIRCRAFT MANEUVERS 
AGAINST A PROPORTIONAL NAVIGATION MISSILE 
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NONLINEAR 2-D OPTIMAL EVASIVE AIRCRAFT MANEUVERS 
AGAINST A PROPORTIONAL NAVIGATION MISSILE 
Shaw Y. Ong^ and Bion L. Pierson ^ 
Iowa State University 
Ames, Iowa 50011 
ABSTRACT 
A comparative study of evasive strategies of an aircraft against a missile model 
with fixed, g-limited, proportional navigation is conducted for both subsonic and su­
personic speed confrontations. A complete point-mass aircraft model and a missile 
model which includes missile dynamics are used. No linearization about a nominal 
pursuit triangle is employed in the analysis, and all motion is constrained to a hor­
izontal plane. Sequential quadratic programming is employed to solve the optimal 
control problem. The results obtained show that turning towards the missile followed 
by a breakaway maneuver is optimal, as determined in the subsonic speed confronta­
tion. Also, two critical missile-aircraft initial velocity ratios exist. Depending on the 
initial velocity ratio and its subsequent values, the miss distance can either increase 
or decrease. Numerical results are presented for an early representation of the F-4 
fighter aircraft. 
^ Doctoral Candidate, Department of Aerospace Engineering and Engineering Mechan­
ics. Student Member AIAA 
2 Professor, Department of Aerospace Engineering and Engineering Mechanics. Asso­
ciate Fellow AIAA 
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INTRODUCTION 
Missile-evasion problems have been treated by many investigators.^"^ Fixing 
the missile's navigation strategy and forming a one-sided optimal control problem for 
the evader has become the latest approach to treating this problem. This allows for 
more realistic models to be applied for the dynamics of the evader. In Julich and 
Borg^ have considered constant aircraft and missile velocity problems. Slater and 
Wells^ studied evasive tactics with time delay which involves linearized kinematics. 
Shinar and Steinberg^, Shinar, et al.^, and Ben-Asher, et al.^'® have also investigated 
evasive maneuvers by assuming linearized kinematics with constant speeds. These 
assumptions, however, often result in limited applicability; in particular, they lead 
to only near "head-on" or "tail-chase" engagements. This is not true in a general 
situation as shown in the study by Forte et al.^ on the effects of nonlinear kinematics 
in optimal evasion. A more complete model has been used by Imado and Miwa.^ 
In this paper, no linearization about a nominal 2-D pursuit triangle is employed 
in the analysis. We study evasive strategies of an evader against a missile with fixed, 
g-limited, proportional navigation which includes missile dynamics. Also, instead 
of a simplified aircraft dynamic model, we are using the complete 2-D point-mass 
aircraft model with realistic aerodynamic forces and thrust characteristics. And 
unlike previous work, we are treating the optimal control problem as an approximate 
parameter optimization problem, i.e., we will choose a form for the control function 
which contains a finite number of parameters, and then minimize the performance 
index over this set of parameters. The resulting parameterized problem is simpler 
and easier to solve. Numerical results are presented for an early representation of the 
F-4 fighter aircraft. 
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MODEL 
Fig. 1 shows the relative geometry for the missile-evasion problem. The subscript 
m is used to denote the missile, and a subscript e denotes the evader. The models 
used are that of a point-mass vehicle flying over a flat, nonrotating earth. We will 
consider only motion in the horizontal plane. The equations of motion used in our 
study are described below. 
Evader's Equations of Motion 
The evader's equations of motion form a flfth-order system with variable mass 
to account for mass loss due to fuel consumption. The governing equations are:^^ 
meVe = Te cos ae-De (1) 
rrieVeipe = (Tesinae 4-Xe)sin/ie (2) 
= VecosTpe (3) 
ye = Vesinipe (4) 
Te 
me = (5) 
eg 
where Vê,^e,ze,2/e, and me are the velocity, heading angle, down-range, cross-range, 
and mass of the evader, respectively. The bank angle, fie, is the control. The aero­
dynamic forces, lift {Le) and drag (De) are given by 
L e 
De = qSCj) = qS{Cj)^+Tf]Gi^ai) (7) 
where q = ^p{h)V'^ is the dynamic pressure. Te is the maximum thrust. It depends 
on speed, V, and altitude, h. The angle of attack, ag, is determined via the constant 
qSGi = qSGi^ae (6) 
2\ 
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y 
a 
Evader 
m 
m Missile 
m 
Figure 1: Nomenclature and interception geometry 
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altitude constraint. If we set 7 = 0, where 7 is the flight path angle, the flight path 
angle dynamics yield 
(Tesinae + ie)cos/ie = rneg (8) 
Assuming small ctg, we get 
^eg / q x  
This relation is used both in the equations of motion (l)-(2) and in the aerodynamic 
forces (6)-(7). Also, our solution method provides a mechanism for bounding the an­
gle of attack on a point-by-point basis should be exceeded. However, from the 
results we have obtained, this bound is not necessary. The speciflc fuel consumption, 
i, is assumed to be constant. The aerodynamic. coeflRcients rj, and are 
all specified functions of Mach number, M = , where a{h) is the local speed of 
sound. 
Missile's Equations of Motion 
Our missile dynamic model consists of modified, variable point-mass, transla-
tional equations for flight in the horizontal plane.^ The missile heading angle rate 
is assumed to depend on its guidance command instead of the usual missile aerody­
namic and thrust characteristics. These equations.of motion result in a fifth-order 
dynamic system. 
"^ mYrri = — Dm (10) 
'4'm = U-m (11)  
xm = VmcosTprn (12) 
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Vm — ^4nsiii'0m (13) 
Ûm = —Ummax~^^^ ^ ) ~ (14) 
TT ^mjnax 
Here, T4nj V'm>®m,2/Tn> and Um are the velocity, heading angle, down-range, cross-
range, and missile guidance heading rate, respectively. Eqn. (14) is the guidance 
dynamics, 1 where n is the navigation constant and Tm is the time constant. The arc 
tangent function is chosen to ensure that the missile's guidance, heading rate does 
not approach infinity for large line-of-sight rotation rates, particularly towards the 
end of the confrontation. The maximum missile guidance heading rate, Ummaxi 
g-limited and is given by 
Um^a^ = (15) 
const 
where Gmmax the maximum number of g's, and is 2000 ft/s. The line-
of-sight rotation rate, 0, is 
; AyAx - AyAœ 0 = Ô (16) 
where Ax = Xe — Xm and Ay = ye — ym- The relative distance, r{t), at any time 
is r^{t) = Ax'^{t) + Ay^{t). .The missile's thrust Tmt drag Dmt and variable mass 
mm are given, respectively, by^ 
Tm{t) = Tmax 0 < t < tm 
0 tm < t 
(17) 
Dm — '^X^m "h (18) 
•mm{t) = -0.8226^ 4-13.71 Q<t<tm 
5.484 tm ^ t 
(19) 
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where Tmax = 1350.0 lbs., tm = 10.0 s, a-^ = 1.0717(10"^) slugs/ft., and «2 = 
4.745(10^) slug-ft. In particular, note that the missile is assumed to lose 60% of its 
initial mass as its propellarit is burned. 
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PROBLEM STATEMENT 
The objective of this study is to maximize the relative distance, at the 
time of closest approach, ty. Thus, the missile-evasion problem can be stated as: 
Find the evader's hank angle history, which minimizes 
J  =  - r h t f )  ( 2 0 )  
subject to the evader's state equations (l)-(5), the missile's state equations 
(10)-(14), the specified initial states, and the control constraint 
-85° < Jie{t) < 85° (21) 
The terminal time, (y, when the missile has come closest to the evader, is determined 
by setting 
. ^ AxAx + AyAy ^ ^ 
r 
Note that this is a moderately large nonlinear optimal control problem which 
involves bounded scalar control and a dynamic order of ten. Also, the problem is a 
variable end-time problem. The control bound (21) have been chosen arbitrarily to 
prevent the singularity in Eqn. (9) as bank angle approaches ±90°. 
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NUMERICAL RESULTS 
Sequential quadratic programming^® (SQP) has been chosen to solve this air­
craft missile-evasion problem. This method is flexible and can accommodate the 
desired dynamic model, state, and control constraint changes with relatively little 
reprogramming. The SQP algorithm used here is based on Pouliot.^^ All related 
numerical computations have been performed on the Iowa State University DEC 
3100 workstation using FORTRAN 77 with double precision arithmetic. A standard 
fourth-order, fixed-step, Runge Kutta, numerical integration scheme is used to inte­
grate the differential constraints. Also, the problem as formulated is a free-end time 
problem. We are treating it as a fixed-end time problem via an additional control 
parameter, /3, through the transformation 
t = I3t, 0 < r < ry^, 
Here, is a fixed nominal final time. The ith state equation, = /^(x, u), is 
then transformed to = /3/j(x,u): The final time tj; thus becomes 
Data for the maximum thrust, Te{V,h), and the aerodynamic coefficients are 
taken from an early representation of the F-4 fighter aircraft.We are using analyt­
ical representations of these data prepared by Ong.^^ 
Choice of Control Points 
We have made several computer runs initially to determine the most reasonable 
number of control points to be used in our missile-evasion numerical computations. 
The problem has been solved using 6, 11, 15, and 21 control points. The evader and 
missile parameters for this study are summarized in Table 1. The confrontation is 
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Table 1: Constants 
Evader Missile 
c = 1600 s n = 3 
= 10 s 
Tm - 0.5 s 
Tm = 1350.0 lbs. 
mm =• 13.71 slugs 
ai = 1.0717(10-4) slugs/ft 
«2 = 4.745(10^) slug-ft 
^T^max ~ 
= ^000 ft/s 
assumed to occur at 10,000 ft. All control points are equally-spaced except when 15 
control points are used. In this case, the first ten control points are equally distributed 
for the initial nine-tenth of the flight, while five are used for the last tenth. 
From the results obtained, it was observed that the bank angle control history for 
more complex interception geometry and flight constraints has not been accurately 
modelled when 6 control points were used. Employing 21 control points produced a 
more continuous bank angle control, but it has been quite expensive computation­
ally. Using 11 control points is reasonable, but our solutions show that the aircraft 
demands more maneuverability near the end of the confrontation to evade the mis­
sile. For these reasons, 15 control points has been chosen. We have opted for more 
accurate representation of the control history at the expense of little additional cost. 
Optimal Evasive Trajectories and Control Histories 
Strategically, an optimal evasive maneuver is desired by the pilot in all engage­
ments. In this section, we compute the optimal evasive maneuver for the aircraft 
18 
against the missile for three different missile initial heading angles and four missile-
V 
aircraft initial velocity ratios ( of 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, and 0.8) for both subsonic and 
^TTIq 
supersonic engagements. Fig. 2 depicts the initial intercept geometry for the cases 
studied: Case I - missile initial heading angle at 20° to the left of the initial line-
of-sight (LOS), Case II - missile initial heading angle directly on LOS, and Case III 
- missile initial heading angle at 20° to the right of LOS (V'm(O) = 41.89°, 21.89°, 
and 1.89°,.respectively). For the subsonic engagement, the initial Mach number of 
the evader is set to 0.8 (862.3 ft/s), while for the supersonic engagement, it is set to 
1.2 (1293.5 ft/s). 
Although several computer runs were made for the missile initial heading angles 
(MIHA) and missile-aircraft initial velocity ratios (MAIVR), typical optimal evasive 
flight profiles for MIHA = 21.9° (directly on the LOS angle) and MAIVR = 0.7 are 
given here. Fig. 3 illustrates these optimal evasive flight profiles for both aircraft 
subsonic and supersonic speed confrontations. In both cases, the solutions show 
that turning towards the missile is optimal. In fact, this strategy is optimal for all 
initial geometries considered here. The turn radius for subsonic speed engagements, 
however, is smaller compared to supersonic speed engagements. 
The optimal bank angle control histories for the above cases are shown in Fig. 4. 
The fluctuations in the optimal bank angle control history for the subsonic speed 
engagement near the end of the confrontation indicates a "breakaway" maneuver. 
We do not see a similar optimal strategy for the supersonic speed confrontation. 
This is because at lower speeds, the mrcraft is more maneuver able. In both cases, 
the. lowest bank angle value reached is approximately —80°. The ±85° bank angle 
limits are not exceeded in either case. This is because the aircraft is constrained to 
19 
Missile 
line-of-sight 
Evader 
4500' 
11200' 
Figure 2: Initial intercept geometry 
only horizontal planar motion and may not exceed a normal acceleration of 6 g. As 
a result, bank angle magnitudes greater than approximately —80° are not possible 
for these horizontal evasions. 
We have also computed solutions using a constant mass and speed missile model. 
Although this model is unrealistic, it was interesting to note from these earlier results 
that for low missile-aircraft velocity ratio, the optimal evasive maneuver is to turn 
towards the missile, while for high velocity ratio, the optimal evasive maneuver is to 
turn away or outrun the missile. In this paper, we have employed a missile model that 
includes missile dynamics. Thus, the speed of the missile increases rapidly resulting in 
low instantaneous missile-aircraft velocity ratio throughout the confrontation. Since 
this ratio is small, the optimal evasive maneuver is to turn towards the missile as 
obtained here. 
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Figure 3: Optimal evasive flight profiles for aircraft subsonic and supersonic speed 
engagement (Case II, initial velocity ratio = 0.7) 
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Figure 4: Optimal bank angle control histories for aircraft subsonic and supersonic 
engagements (Case II, initial velocity ratio = 0.7) 
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Miss-distances With Different Missile Initial Heading Angles and 
"ttio 
The results for this study are shown in Tables 2 and 3 for the cases as above. 
From these tables, we note that the miss-distances for Cases I and III are high, in 
thousands of feet. These two cases are not a threat to the aircraft. In Case II, however, 
the aircraft is in serious danger of being hit. Fig. 5 shows the plots of these miss-
distances vs missile-aircraft initial velocity ratios for both subsonic and supersonic 
speed encounters. From this figure, an important result is noted. The relationship 
between miss-distance and velocity ratio exhibits a sine-wave like structure. This 
leads to two critical initial velocity ratios. As the missile-aircraft initial velocity ratio 
increases from 0.5 up to the first critical value, the miss-distance increases. This 
is because the aircraft begins to have a speed advantage and can out maneuver the 
missile. After the first critical point, the miss-distance begins to decrease. Here, 
the missile speed is low compared to the aircraft speed (we fixed the aircraft initial 
speed but vary the initial missile speed according to the respective initial velocity 
ratio), and whatever evasive maneuvers are executed by the aircraft to increase the 
LOS rotation rate, they can easily be counteracted by the slower missile. This trend 
continues until the second critical initial velocity ratio is reached. Beyond this point, 
the miss-distance increases. Here, the aircraft now has a speed advantage over the 
missile and can simply outrun the missile for the optimal strategy. 
The above result leads to an important point. The miss-distance does not neces­
sarily increase with missile-aircraft initial velocity ratio. Since the solution obtained 
exhibits a sine-wave like structure, the miss-distance can increase or decrease de­
pending on the value of MAIVR and whether this value increases or decreases in 
magnitude. 
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Table 2: Miss-distance and flight time comparisons for various initial intercept ge­
ometries for subsonic confrontations (Me(0) = 0.8) 
Case I Case II Case III 
Miss-dist. 
(ft) . • 
Fit. time 
(sec) 
Miss-dist. 
(ft) 
Fit. time 
(sec) 
Miss-dist. 
(ft) 
Fit. time 
(sec) 
0.5 3969 9.3 315 8.3 1870 10.2 
0.6 3894 10.9 293 9.5 2064 11.8 
0.7 4073 12.0 202 . 10.1 2706 • 13.3 
0.8 5073 13.0 228 11.0 3849 14.1 
Table 3: Miss-distance and flight time comparisons for various initial intercept ge­
ometries for supersonic confrontations (Me(0) = 1.2) 
Case I • Case II Case III 
Miss-dist. Fit. time Miss-dist. Fit. time Miss-dist. Fit. time 
(ft) (sec) (ft) (sec) (ft) (sec) 
0.5 5330 7.6 434 7.4 479 9.0 
0.6 5350 9.7 485 9.1 957 11.4 
0.7 5025 12.1 276 10.8 1734 13.5 
0.8 5374 14.6 635 11.8 3135 14.6 
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Figure 5: Miss-distance vs aircraft-missile initial velocity ratio for Case II 
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Load Factor Histories 
The aircraft and missile load factor histories for Case II subsonic and supersonic 
speed engagements with initial velocity ratio of 0.7 are given in Fig. 6. We note that 
the aircraft immediately sustains a maximum 6 g turn in the attempt to evade the 
missile. This continues throughout the entire encounter for the supersonic case, but 
not for subsonic engagements. In the latter case, the g-loading decreases near the end 
of the confrontation. This is because the aircraft is executing breakaway maneuvers. 
The missile g-loading, however, begins from zero and increases rapidly during the 
first second for both situations. This is because the missile is executing a very tight 
turn to counteract the high initial LOS rotation rate created by the aircraft evasive 
maneuver. Also, the magnitude of the g-loading in the supersonic speed confrontation 
is higher than in the subsonic case. This comes naturally since turning at higher speed 
results in larger load factor. After the first second, the increase in missile g-loading is 
more gradual. For the initial interception geometry considered, the g-loading never 
reaches its saturation limit of 10 g's. When the initial relative distance between the 
aircraft and the missile is small, we expect then that this saturation limit constraint 
may be reached. 
Miss-Distance With Missile Time Constant 
In Fig. 7, a pilot of miss-distance vs missile time constant is given for Case II with 
fixed initial velocity ratio of 0.5. It is clear that the miss-distance becomes small as 
missile time constant decreases. In this case, the miss-distance appears to decrease 
linearly with missile time constant. With Tm = 2.0, the miss-distance is 1674 ft, but 
with Tm = 0.2, it is only 117 ft. For small missile time constant, the missile is able 
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to react quicker to any evasive strategies executed by the aircraft. The evasion flight 
time, however, seems not to be affected by missile time constant as shown in the 
same figure. 
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Figure 6: Aircraft and missile load factor histories for Case II (t^(0) = 0.7) sub­
sonic and supersonic speed engagements 
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Figure 7: Miss-distance vs missile time constant for Case II with initial velocity 
ratio of 0.5 
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CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, the optimal aircraft evasive maneuver against a proportional nav­
igation missile is investigated for a horizontal planar engagement. Also, we have 
worked with the full aircraft equations of motion without further simplifying as­
sumptions. For all missile initial flight path angles studied for both subsonic and 
supersonic speed confrontations, it was found that the aircraft optimal evasive ma­
neuver is to turn towards the missile. This optimal strategy may also be governed by 
the missile-aircraft velocity ratio throughout the confrontation; that is, for low veloc­
ity ratio, turning towards the missile is optimal, while for high velocity ratio, outward 
maneuver or outrunning the missile is optimal. Unlike the subsonic encounter, no 
breakaway maneuvers were executed by the aircraft for the supersonic speed engage­
ment. Also, all aircraft optimal evasive strategies require maximum-g turns, but for 
the subsonic case, the aircraft reduced its g-loading near the end of the confrontation 
to execute a breakaway maneuver. 
It is important to note that the miss-distance between the aircraft and the missile 
at the terminal time does not always increase with missile-aircraft initial velocity 
ratio. Since the solution obtained exhibits a sine-wave like structure, two critical 
missile-aircraft initial velocity ratios exist. At the lower and higher critical ratio, the 
optimal miss-distance is at the crest and trough of the curve, respectively. Depending 
on the initial velocity ratio, and the direction this value proceeds, the miss-distance 
can either increase or decrease. 
Finally, it was also shown that the missile time constant affects the optimal 
miss-distance significantly. For the cases studied here, there appears to be a nearly 
linear relationship between these two quantities. The missile time constant does not 
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significantly affect the evasion flight time. 
In closing, it should be noted that this study was carried out as a two-dimensional 
analysis without the assumption of linearized kinematics. It is possible that because 
of this, we do not see the engagements degenerate into a "head-on" or a "tail-chase" 
situations. 
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ABSTRACT 
Optimal evasive aircraft maneuvers against a surface-to-air missile (SAM) are 
investigated. The missile is allowed to fly in three-dimensions, but the aircraft is con­
strained to flight in either a horizontal or a vertical plane. For constrained horizontal 
planar flight, bank angle and throttle setting are used as the controls, while for ver­
tical planar flight, angle of attack and throttle setting controls are used. "Inward", 
"outward", pull-up, dive, and inverted pull-down evasive maneuvers are studied. De­
pending on the missile's initial flight path angles and aircraft flight constraints, only 
one evasive maneuver is globally optimal. The results also show that the missile 
enters the "hit-region" of radius 500 ft enclosing the aircraft for constrained vertical 
plane evasion for the cases studied, but not for horizontal planar evasion. The opti­
mal throttle setting obtained for constrained horizontal planar flight appears to be 
"bang-bang" in nature. Except for inverted pull-downs, all optimal evasive strategies 
in this study are acceleration-limited; that is, the aircraft is engaged in maximum-g 
. - — ; 
Doctoral Candidate, Department of Aerospace Engineering and Engineering Mechan­
ics. Student Member AIAA 
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turns, pull-ups, and dives. The aircraft used in this study is an early representation 
of the F-4 fighter aircraft. 
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INTRODUCTION 
In a zone defended by surface-to-air missiles (SAMs), it is to the offensive pilot's 
advantage to know the optimal evasive maneuver(s) for various situations so that 
he may elude an incoming missile. However, such optimal evasive strategies are 
not readily available, and the pilot often has to react by "feel". The need to know 
these optimal evasive maneuvers is crucial because tactical missile guidance laws have 
become increasingly sophisticated.^"^ 
An earlier study of a missile-evasion problem which involved constant aircraft 
velocity was done by Julich and Borg.® Slater and Wells^ and Shinar and Steinberg® 
contributed to this work using linearized kinematic models. A more complete aircraft 
and missile dynamics model was used by Imado and Miwa.^ More recently, Ong and 
Pierson^^ presented results on nonlinear two-dimensional optimal evasive aircraft 
maneuvers against a proportional navigation missile. Although these results are 
encouraging, in that they provide insights as to how one may evade a missile, little 
work on SAM-evasion problems can be found in the open literature. One possible 
reason is that the problem is relatively difficult. The other is that the work might 
be classified for security reasons and therefore not available to the gener^ public. 
Thus, exactly what does the SAM optimal evasive trajectory look like? How does the 
optimal evasive trajectory change as the initial SAM boundary conditions are varied? 
What constraints are needed to make the maneuver practical? Are there multiple 
relative minima present? Is it possible to construct optimality-based feedback laws 
for automatic evasive maneuver control? These are just a few of the many unanswered 
questions. 
In this paper, the SAM-evasion problem is examined. We are interested in 
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investigating the optimal aircraft evasive maneuver, for an aircraft constrained to 
horizontal and to vertical plane motion, for a series of SAM (guided by proportional 
navigation) initial heading angles, flight path angles, and missile-aircraft velocity 
ratios. The optimal control problem is reformulated as parameter optimization prob­
lem and treated via a sequential quadratic programming (SQP) technique. Numerical 
results are presented for an early version of the F-4 fighter aircraft. 
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MATHEMATICAL MODEL 
The initial SAM-evasion geometry is depicted in Fig. 1 for a variable velocity, 
maneuvering evader. M denotes the missile, and E denotes the evader. It is assumed 
that, prior to target acquisition, the missile has already been launched, and infor­
mation of its states at an altitude of 1000 ft is known. The missile is free to fly in 
three-dimensions. The. evader's motion is, however, constrained to only horizontal or 
to vertical planar flight. The governing equations of motion for a point-mass vehicle 
flying over a flat, nonrotating earth are described below. 
Evader's Equations of Motion 
Horizontal planar motion The evader's equations of motion is a fifth-order 
system with variable mass to account for mass loss due to fuel consumption. The 
governing equations are:^^ 
meVe = iTeTe cos ae - De (1) 
meVe'ipe = {T^eTe sm ae + Le) sin jjLe (2) 
xe = Vecostpe (3) 
ye = •VesinV'e (4) 
Ae = (5) 
where Ve>V'eî®eî2/e> and me are the velocity, heading angle, down range, cross range, 
and mass of the evader, respectively. The bank angle, fie, and the throttle setting, 
TTe, are the controls. The aerodynamic forces, lift (Le) and drag {De), are given by 
Le = qSGi = qSCi^OLe (6) 
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Figure 1: Initial interception geometry 
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de = qscj^ = qs{cj^^-\-r}ci^a\) (7) 
where g = is the dynamic pressure. Te is the çaajcimum thrust. It depends 
on speed, Vq, and altitude, A,g. The angle of attack, «g, is determined via the constant 
altitude constraint. Thus, if we set 7 = 0, where 7 is the flight path angle, the flight 
path angle dynamics yield 
{•KeTe sin ae + Le) cos fie — meg (8) 
Assuming small ag, we get 
^ {ireTe + qSCi^) cos He 
This relation is used both in the equations of motion (l)-(2) and in the aerodynamic 
forces (6)-(7). Also, our solution method provides a mechanism for bounding the 
evader's g-load on a point-by-point basis. By adjusting the restriction on the g-loads, 
we can ensure that the angle of attack will not exceed The specific fuel 
consumption, 1, is assumed to be constant. The aerodynamic coeflicients 7/, 
and Ci^ are all specified functions of Mach number, Mg = ^, where a{he) is the 
local speed of sound. 
Vertical plane motion The equations of motion also yield a fifth-order sys­
tem. Flight path angle and altitude dynamics replace the heading and down-range 
rate equations in the horizontal planar motion. 
TUeVe = iTeTe cos ae — De — meg sin-fe (10) 
'^eVeje = vrgTg sin ctg + JCg - mgg cos 7g (11) 
he = Vesinje (12) 
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me 
Ve cos 7e 
TTeTg 
eg 
(13) 
(14) 
Since altitude varies for this problem, the atmospheric density, p, does not remain 
Missile's Equations of Motion 
Our dynamic model consists of modified point-mass translational equations for 
flight in three-dimensions. The heading angle and flight path angle rates of the missile 
are assumed to depend on its horizontal and vertical guidance command, respectively, 
instead of the usual missile aerodynamic and thrust characteristics. The equations 
of motion result in an eighth-order dynainic system. 
constant. We are using the exponential atmosphere density model^^ 
(15) 
where po = 2.54 x 10^ slug/ft^ and = 2.73 x 10^ ft to determine the dynamic 
pressure needed for computation of the aerodynamic forces. The angle of attack, ae, 
and the throttle setting, TTg, are the controls. 
mmvm — i'm ~ dm ~ mmg 
mmax 
mmax 
fpm = urrix 
im — ^mj^ 
hm = Vm sin 'ym 
Xm = Vm cos 7m cos 
ym = Vm cos fm sin i^m 
(16) 
(17) 
(18) 
(19) 
(20) 
(21) 
(22) 
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ùmf^ - —ummax-^^^ (23) 
^m TT ^rrimax 
Here, Vm, V'm, 7m, hm, ®m, î/m, C^ma;» and î/m^ are the velocity, heading angle, 
flight path angle, altitude, down-range, cross-rangé, horizontal and vertical missile 
guidance heading command, respectively. Eqns. (22) and (23) are the horizontal and 
vertical guidance dynamics, where n is the navigation constant and Tm is the time 
constant. The arc tangent function is chosen to ensure that the missile's horizontal 
and vertical guidance command do not approach infinity for any large line-of-sight 
rotation rates,® particularly, towards the end of the confrontation. The maximum 
missile guidance heading rate, Um-max > g-limited and is given by 
Ummax = (24) 
''^const 
2000 f t / s  V m  <  2000 f t / s  (25) 
3000 f t / s  V m  >  2000 f t / s  ^^const 
where Gmmax the maximum number of g's. The horizontal and vertical line-of-
sight rotation rates are given, respectively, by 
• AyAx - Aî/Aa: (px = 9 (/D) 
^hor 
Ah?.', A/i AhAxKx AhAyÀy , . 
9 9 9 
where Ax = xe - ®rn, Ay - ye - 2/m, Ah = he - hm, and = Az + Ay . The 
r e l a t i v e  d i s t a n c e ,  r { t ) ,  a t  a n y  t i m e  t  i s  g i v e n  b y  r ^ { t )  =  A x ^ { t )  +  • A y ^ { t )  A h ^ { t ) .  
The missile's thrust, Tm, drag, Dm,^ and mass, mm, are given by 
T m { t )  =  T m  0 < t < t m  ( 2 8 )  
0 tm < t 
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dm — o'xvffi + 
-0.8226i + 13.71 slugs 0<t<tm 
5 . 4 8 4  t f f i  t  
m m i t )  =  
(29) 
(30) 
where T-m — 1350.0 lbs., tm — 10.0 s, = 1.0717(10 slugs/ft., and &2 
4.745(1o4) slug-ft. 
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PROBLEM STATEMENT 
The objective of this study is to maodmize the relative distance, r(<y), at the 
time of closest approach, tj:. Thus, the missile-evasion problem can stated as: 
Find the aircraft controls and Tre{t) (horizontal planar motion) or 
a e { t )  a n d  T T e i t )  ( v e r t i c a l  p l a n e  m o t i o n )  t i m e  h i s t o r i e s  w h i c h  m i n i m i z e  
J  =  — r ' ^ { t j )  (r^ = Ax^ + + A/i^) (31) 
subject to the evader's state equations (l)-(5) or (10)-(14), respectively, 
the missile's state equations (16)-(23), the specified initial and final states, 
and the control constraints 
-85° < ^g(f) < 85° (32) 
-12° < ae{ t )  <  12° (33) 
0 < 7re(0 < 1 (34) 
The terminal time, tj, when the missile is closest to the evader, is determined by 
setting 
AœÀx + Ai/Ay + A/iA/i _ 
r = : = 0 (35) 
r 
Note that this is a moderately large nonlinear optimal control problem which in­
volves two bounded scalar controls and a dynamic system of order thirteen for both 
horizontal and vertical plane aircraft motion. One of our objectives is to work with 
the original equations of motion without further simplifying assumptions. Also, the 
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problem as formulated is a free-end time problem. We are treating it as a fixed-end 
time problem via an additional control parameter, (3, through the transformation 
t  =  I3 t, 0 < T < 0< t < t j :  
Here, is a fixed nominal final time. The ith state equation, = /^(x, u,4), is 
d x -  '  
then transformed to u, J5t). The final time thus becomes 
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NUMERICAL RESULTS 
is used to solve the above problems. In this approach, the optimal 
control problem is reformulated as a parameter optimization problem. Interpolated 
control functions based on a fixed number of control points are chosen, and optimiza­
tion then takes place over this set of control points rather than the entire control 
history. Results presented here are for an early representation of the F-4 fighter 
a i rc raf twi th  i t s  maximum thrus t ,  Te(V,  h ) ,  and aerodynamic coefficients modelled 
17 by Ong . All numerical computations for the S AM-evasion problem have been per­
formed on a DEC 3100 workstation at Iowa State University using FORTRAN 77 
with double precision arithmetic. The aircraft and the missile parameters are given 
in Table 1. We assume that the aircraft is approaching the speed of sound (M = 
0.96) when initially confronted by the SAM. Table 2 summarizes the specified initial 
and final states for the aircraft and the missile. The flight geometry at the outset of 
the confrontation is shown in Fig. 1. 
Clearly, many interception geonletries can be studied. However, we would like 
to deterniine the scenario most disadvantagous to an aircraft which is limited to 
only flight in the horizontal or vertical plane. To do that, thirty six cases were 
investigated initially (for the horizontal planar case) for a range of missile initial 
flight path angles (MIFPA), heading angles (MIHA), and missile-aircraft velocity 
ratios (MAIVR), and the resulting maximum miss-distance was computed in each 
case. For all cases, the initial conditions of the aircraft are the same. The results for 
the optimal miss-distance and flight time are presented in Table 3 for MAIVR of 2 
and 3. Graphical representation of these results are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. From 
these plots, we note that the aircraft is able to evade the missile easily, for the cases 
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Table 1: Aircraft and missile parameters 
Evader Missile 
c = 1600 s n = 3 
Tm = 0.5 s 
= 10 s 
Tm = 1350.0 lbs. 
mm = 13.71 slugs 
ai = 1.0717(10-4) slugs/ft 
@2 = 4.745(10^) slugs-ft 
~ 10 
studied, when the missile's initial flight path angles are at 0° and 90° relative to the 
horizontal plane. These angles are nonoptimal flight path angles for the missile. The 
miss-distance between the aircraft and the missile becomes small gradually when the 
MIFPA either increases or decreases from these extremes. A hit is most likely to 
occur when MAIVR and MIHA are 3 and 0°, respectively (marked by an asterisk). 
This particular flight geometry is investigated in detail. The goal is to compare the 
evasion flight profiles, miss-distances, flight times, controls, and g-load histories for 
the aircraft constrained to horizontal and vertical planar flight. 
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Table 2: Specified aircraft and missile initial and final states 
Aircraft Missile 
Initial States Final States Initial States Final States 
y(0) = 1000 ft/s y( fy)  =  free  y(0) = fixed^ V { t f )  —  free 
o
 
o
 
O
) 
1 II •0(fy) = free V'(O) = fixed^ i p { t j : )  =free 
A(0) = 20000 ftl h { t f )  =  free 7(0) = fixed^ 7(4 x) = free 
3(0) = 11200 ft% x { t f )  = free /i(0) = 1000 ft h { t f )  =  { T e e  
2/(0) = 4500 ft y { t f )  =  free z(0) = 0 ft x { t j )  = free 
m(0) = 1088 slugs m { t f )  = free 2/(0) = 0 ft y{t f) = free 
u m x w  =  0 u m x i i f )  =  free 
= 0 umjj{ t f )  = free 
constant for horizontal planar flight. 
constant for vertical plane motion. 
2000 ft/s for Vmo/Veo = 2. 
3000 ft/s for Vmo/Veo = 3. 
varies with initial configuration, but fixed for any one problem. 
Table 3z Miss-distances and flight times comparisons for aircraft constrained to hor-
izontd planar motion 
vmolveo — 2 VmolVeo = 3 
45° 0° -45° 45° 0° -45° 
0° I7I87I, 7.2% 15020, 7.4 16226, 7.6 18727, 4.2 17189, 4.5 18680, 4.1 0 0 13417, 8.7 10410, 8.0 11833, 8.6 14518, 5.2 11937, 5.5 14491, 5.1 
45"^ 10018, 10.1 3374, 11.8 6900, 9.4 9886, 6.2 3648, 6.8 10134, 6.4 
60^ 9000, 10.7 4429, 12.6 5994, 9.1 8435, 6.5 1479, 8.8 8821, 6.9 
00
 
0
 0 8031, 11.0 6729, 12.8 13236, 10.4 7302, 7.2 5703, 9.9 8180, 8.2 
90"^ 8657, 11.3 9786, 12.7 15151, 8.1 8917, 7.6 9562, 9.2 10096, 9.0 
^: miss-distance, ft. 
flight time, sec. 
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Optimal Evasive Flight Profile Comparison 
Here, the optimal evasive flight profiles for the missile and the aircraft which is 
constrained to horizontal or vertical planar motion are compared. Although several 
computer runs were made for various MIFPA, typical results for 20° and 70° are given 
here. Figs. 4 and 5 show these trajectories for the horizontal plane case, while Figs. 6 
and 7 depict the optimal trajectories in the vertical plane case. "Inward", "outward", 
pull-up, and diving evasive maneuvers are investigated. It is clear from these plots 
that depending on the MIFPA and the aircraft flight constraints, only one evasive 
maneuver is globally optimal. For the horizontal plane case, if the MIFPA is low, 
the "inward" maneuver (IM) is optimal since flying quickly over the missile would 
ensured that the line-of-sight (LOS) between the missile and the aircraft rotates at 
maximum rate. Since the missile's guidance command depends on the LOS rotation 
rate, this will ensure that the missile has maximum difficulty reacting to the aircraft 
evasive maneuver. When the MIFPA is high, the "outward" maneuver (OM) is 
preferred by similar reasoning. For constrained vertical plane motion, a pull-up is 
optimal for low MIFPA values, but diving is optimal for high MIFPA values. These 
optimal strategies lead to an important questio. For what range of MIFPA values 
is one maneuver best executed over the others? The answer to this question will be 
clear when we study the plots of miss-distance vs IMFPA. 
Miss-Distances and Flight Times Comparison 
Figs. 8 and 9 show the optiinal miss-distances vs MIFPA for the aircraft con­
strained to horizontal and vertical planar flight, respectively. The results are also 
summarized in Table 4. The trend is that the globally optimal miss-distance first 
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Table 4: Miss-distances and flight times comparisons for aicraft constrained to hor­
izontal and vertical motion (V'mo = 0°) 
Imo 
Horizontal planar flight Vertical plane flight 
"Inward" "Outward" Pull-up Dive Inverted pull-down 
0° 17189, 4.5 18121, 4.7 
to
 
o
 
o
 
11937, 5.5 12532, 6.4 
o
 
o
 
5331, 6.6 967, 8.6 3059, 9.1 997, 7.0 629, 6.9 
45° 3648, 6.8 1144, 8.6 944, 9.1 146, 6.7 
50° 2047, 7.0 1232, 8.7 199, 9.0 380, 7.0 251, 6.7 
55'=' 925, 7.0 1370, 8.6 228, 8.8 305, 7.0 338, 6.7 
60° 746, 7.0 1479, 8.8 345, 8.8 242, 6.8 456, 6.8 
70° 868, 6.9 2669, 9.4 491, 8.9 1200, 7.0 1368, 7.0 
OO
 
o
 o
 
5703, 9.9 3620, 7.3 3848, 7.1 
90° 9562, 9.2 6679, 7.3 6724, 7.2 
First number indicates miss-distance in feet. 
Second number indicates flight time in seconds. 
decreases and then increases with increasing missile initial flight path angle as in­
dicated earlier. Note that, for an intermediate range of MIFPA values, there exist 
two optimal trajectories, each of which represents a relative minimum. In Fig. 8 for 
constrained horizontal aircraft motion, when the MIFPA values are below 53°, the 
IM is clearly the globally optimal evasive strategy. For MIFPA values higher than 
53°, the OM would be preferred. 
However, the distinction between the two relative minimum evasion strategies 
is less clear when a pull-up is preferred over a dive when the aircraft is constrained 
to vertical motion (see Fig. 9). If we assume that any miss-distances below 500 ft. 
constitute an intercept, then below MIFPA values of 47°, the pull-up is the globally 
optimal choice. For MIFPA values above 64°, the dive would be optimal. Between 
47° and 64°, the missile becomes a serious threat to the aircraft, i.e., it enters the 500 
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ft. radius "hit-region" of the aircraft. When this happens, neither a pull-up nor a dive 
can evade the missile. We have also investigated inverted pull-down maneuvers to 
determine if this maneuver might evade the missile better than a dive. For our aircraft 
model, the only difference between these maneuvers is that the normal acceleration 
limit is 2 gs for the dive and 6 gs for the inverted pull-down. The results obtained 
show no significant difference. 
The confrontation times are also given in Table 4. It can be seen that these 
evasion flight times are well within the missile thrust time of 10 seconds. It needs 
to be stressed here that since the problem solved is not a fixed-end time problem, 
identifying the terminal time for zero radial velocity between the missile and the 
aircraft is relatively difiicult. This is due to the line-of-sight rotation rate being 
extremely high near the end of the confrontation. In our computation, the terminal 
time is determined when the relative velocity is less than 10~^ ft/s. The results 
indicate that the OM takes more time for evasion than the IM. This is because when 
the aircraft is turning away from the missile, the missile has to fly a longer distance 
for interception which then leads to longer confrontation time. But when the IM is 
employed, the relative distance between the aircraft and the missile decreases at a 
faster rate and thus results in a smaller confrontation time. Similar reasoning explains 
the longer evasion time for pull-up maneuvers compared to dive or inverted pull-down 
maneuvers. At any rate, the short confrontation flight times clearly shows that the 
pilot has little room for error and needs to have the optimal evasive strategies readily 
available. 
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Throttle Setting, Bank Angle, and Angle of Attack Control Time Histories 
We present first the importance of the optimal choice of the throttle setting for 
evasion. For the constrained vertical plane case, maximum throttle is optimal for 
all pull-up, dive, and inverted pull-down maneuvers. For the constrained horizontal 
plane case, the optimal cominanded throttle setting turns out to be a ."bang-bang" 
control. For low MIFPA, the evader initially flies with maximum thrust. Towards the 
middle of the maneuver, the thrust is completely reduced to zero. The reverse is true 
for high MIFPA, that is, the evader initially coasts and then, about halfway through 
the maneuver, switches to maximum thrust. The reasons for this behaviour are to 
improve turning performance (zero thrust) and to gain speed (maximum thrust). 
When the MIFPA values are low, the optimal maneuver is to fly over the missile as 
quickly as possible and then turn away. Maximum thrust is employed to gain speed 
to fly over the missile in minimum time. Zero thrust is then used to reduce the turn 
radius. The opposite strategy is optimal for high MIFPA values. 
The bank angle histories for the IM and the OM remain fairly constant through­
out the evasive maneuvers. For IMs, the optimal bank angle is about —80°, while for 
OMs, it is about 80°. The ±85° bank angle limits are not exceeded in either cases. 
This is because the aircraft is constrained to only horizontal planar motion and may 
not exceed a normal acceleration of 6 g's. As a result, bank angle magnitudes greater 
than 80° are not be possible for these horizontal turns. 
The angle of attack histories for the optimal pull-ups are near the upper bound 
of 12°. For dives, however, the angle of attack varies between 0° and -3°, far from the 
lower bound of —12°. The reason for this occurrence lies in the load factor constraint. 
For pull-ups, a maximum of 6 g's is allowed, but for dives only -2 g's is permitted. In 
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relaxing the g-loadings, the aircraft is able to make a tighter pull-up, hence, resulting 
in higher angle of attack control histories. However, by making the g-loadings in a 
dive more restrictive, we restrict the angles of attack as well. . 
G-Load Histories 
The load factor histories for both the aircraft and the missile in Figs. 10-13 cor­
respond to the solutions of Figs. 4-7, respectively. The solid lines indicate the aircraft 
g-loadings, while the dash and the dotted lines show the missile horizontal and verti­
cal load factor histories, respectively. For the aircraft constrained to horizontal plane 
motion, the aircraft basically maneuvered immediately to a maximum sustainable 6 
g turn for both the IM and the OM (see Figs. 10 and 11). In the optimal pull-up 
maneuver, however, the aircraft begins with a maximum 6 g climb. It then eases up 
gradually to gain speed. The little dip in the aircraft load factor history (Fig. 12) 
is due to linear interpolation between control points. In the optimal dive, the limit 
of -2 g is attained. Clearly, all aircraft optimal evasive strategies require demanding 
maneuvers: hard turns, and maximum-g pull-ups or maximum-g dives. 
We have employed a missile guidance system which is horizontally and vertically 
independent. The convention is that counterclockwise rotation in the horizontal plane 
and upward rotation in the vertical plane are positive. For all cases, the missile begins 
initially with zero g-loadings, but these increase rapidly since intense maneuvers are 
executed to intercept the aircraft. Pursuing the aircraft constrained to horizontal 
planar flight when the missile's initial flight path angle is low results initially in a 
positive vertical g-loading for the missile. This is to ensure that the missile flight path 
rotates upwards. In Fig. 10, this trend continues until near the end of the pursuit. At 
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the final phase of this pursuit, the vertical g-loading of the missile becomes negative 
to counter the aircraft which has now gotten past the missile. For high MIFPA 
values, the missile's vertical g-loading is negative througout the pursuit (Figs. 11 and 
13). This is necessary to ensure that the missile flight path rotates downward. The 
positive and the negative missile horizontal g-loading solutions as shown in Figs. 11-
13 depend on the missile rotating either counterclockwise or clockwise in the pursuit 
of the aircraft. In all cases, the missile horizontal and vertical g-loadings approach its 
saturation limit of ten. This is because the LOS rotation rate becomes particularly 
high and the missile has to "work harder" to pursue the aircraft. 
3-D Maneuver 
A complete three-dimensional problem is beyond the intended scope of this pa­
per. It would take substantial additional effort to solve this problem. However, based 
on the above results, we can speculate on some aircraft 3-D optimal evasive maneu­
vers. For low MIFPA values, a combination of the IM and a pull-up would likely be 
optimal since an IM/dive combination would lead to a "head-on" collision. For high 
MIFPA values, a probable optimal maneuver is a combination of the OM and a dive, 
or inverted pull-down. This would ensure that the line-of-sight rotation rate remains 
high and thus enhances evasion against a SAM. A combination of the OM and a 
pull-up is not likely to be optimal since this would lead to a "tail-chase" situation; 
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Figure 10: Aircraft and missile load factor histories for aircraft constrained to hor­
izontal motion (missile is initially at 20° flight path angle, "inward") 
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Figure 11: Aircraft and missile load factor histories for aircraft constrained to hor­
izontal motion (missile is initially at 70° flight path angle, "outward") 
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Figure 12: Aircraft and missile load factor histories for aircraft constrained to ver­
tical motion (missile is initially at 20° flight path angle, pull-up) 
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Figure 13: Aircraft and missile load factor histories for aircraft constrained to ver­
tical motion (missile is initially at 70° flight path angle, dive) 
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CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, optimal evasive strategies for an aircraft constrained to either 
horizontal or vertical plane motion against a surface-to-air missile flying in three-
dimensions are determined. The solutions obtained provide insight into which evasion 
strategy is best taken. "Inward" and pull-up evasive maneuvers are optimal when the 
missile initial flight path angle is low, whereas "outward" maneuvers and dives are 
optimal when it is high. This study also leads to several other important observations, 
i) Miss-distance is larger for evasion in horizontal as opposed to vertical plane flight. 
Thus, given a choice to evade either in a horizontal or a vertical plane, the horizontal 
evasion should be chosen. Unlike the vertical plane evasion case, the missile has not 
become a threat to the aircraft for evasion in horizontal planar flight for the cases 
investigated, i.e., the missile had not entered the "hit region" of the aircraft, ii) 
Throttle setting is crucial for horizontal evasion and it is "bang-bang" in nature. 
Zero thrust is employed to improve turning performance while maximum thrust is 
used to gain speed. Maximum thrust, however, is optimal for all evasion maneuvers 
in the vertical plane, iii) With the exception of inverted puU-downs, all optimal 
evasive strategies require acceleration-limited maneuvers. This leads to an increase 
in line-of-sight rotation rates and ensures that the missile needs to "work harder" for 
interception. 
Since the optimal throttle setting control is "bang-bang" in nature, a single 
parameter for the switching time for the throttle setting may be used instead of the 
fifteen control points used here. This would enhance the computation speed. Also, 
future work might include a complete three-dimensional aircraft evasion against the 
surface-to-air missile. 
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ABSTRACT 
Several two- and three-dimensional minimum-time-to-turn problems for a jet 
fighter are solved using sequential quadratic, programming. The original optimal 
control problem is transformed into a constrained parameter optimization problem 
by discretizing the vector of control functions into an appropriate number of control 
points. A complete point-mass aircraft dynamic model is used. Numerical results 
indicate that the choice of the control constraints influences significantly the form 
of the optimal control. Also, it appears that initially losing altitude as opposed 
to gaining altitude is a key feature in the three-dimensional turn for the range of. 
final energies investigated. Comparisons between two- and three-dimensional optimal 
turning flights are given for an early version of the F-4 fighter aircraft. 
^ Doctoral Candidate, Department of Aerospace Engineering and Engineering Mechan­
ics. Student Member AIAA 
Professor, Department of Aerospace Engineering and Engineering Mechanics. Asso­
ciate Fellow AIAA 
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INTRODUCTION 
A crucial feature for an aircraft in air-to-air combat is the minimum time required 
to make a turn. Since this minimum-time turn problem remains difficult despite re­
cent advances in computational techniques, considerable attention has been devoted 
to applying energy-state approximations to it.^~^ In the case of minimum time-
to-climb problems, Bryson, Desai, and Hoffman® have shown that the energy-state 
approximations give good results when compared to more complex dynamic models. 
This approach is useful in that the order of the state differential equations is reduced, 
but, because unrealistic instantaneous zoom climbs and dives are allowed, the actual 
total flight time is not obvious. Ardema^ and Ardema and Rajan^'^ have applied sin­
gular perturbation methods to trajectory optimization, and this greatly reduces the 
complexity of the system dynamics. The success of these methods depends largely 
on identifying appropriate slow and fast state variables. Also, the application of 
these methods frequently results in problems with discontinuous reduced solutions. 
Other investigators^^ have also treated the minimum-time-to-turn problem, but 
a majority have used infinite-dimensional or "continuous" methods. These techniques 
have two main drawbacks. First, the initial preparation time to set up the problem 
is high. This is due to the analytical work involved in deriving the cost ate equa­
tions and the influence function equations. It is even more so, and curribersome as 
well, when the particular problem involved is highly nonlinear. Second, the problem 
must be defined analytically in order that these infinite-dimensional methods can be 
implemented. Often this is not the case. 
In this paper, we solve the minimum-time turn problem without using the above 
assumptions. In particular, we use a complete point-mass dynamic model. Also, to 
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avoid the tedious work in setting up the two-point-boundary-value-problem (2PBVP), 
we are treating the optimal control problem as a parameter optimization problem. 
The infinite-dimensional problem is reformulated as a fini te-dimensional problem in 
which the vector of control functions is discretized into an appropriate number of 
control points. Optimization then takes place over this set of control points. This 
approach allows a lot of flexibility in changing models, performance indices, and 
constraints and yet requires only modest computer expense and reprogramming effort. 
Rader and Hull^^ have demonstrated this technique on the minimum tinie-to-climb 
problem, and it has proven to be very effective. Based upon this idea, Pouliot, 
Pierson, and Brusch^^ have developed a sequential quadratic programming (SQP) 
code which is used here to solve the minimum-time turn problem. Numerical results 
as well as comparisons between two- and three-dimensional optimal turning flights 
for an early version of F-4 fighter aircraft are presented. 
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PROBLEM FORMULATION 
We want to find the flight path of a supersonic aircraft which gives a minimum-
time turn from a specified initial state to a specified final state. Fig. 1 shows the 
nomenclature commonly used for an aircraft in turning flight. We assume the thrust 
is always directed along the zero-lift longitudinal axis of the aircraft. The models 
employed are that of a point-mass aircraft flying over a flat, nonrotating earth. The 
equations of motion in both 2-D and 3-D are discussed below. 
2-D Equations of Motion 
The equations of motion constitute a fifth-order system with variable mass to 
account for mass loss due to fuel consumption. The governing equations, assuming a 
coordinated turn in the horizontal plane, are:^® 
mV = 7cTcosa  — D (1) 
mVip = {ttT sin a + L) sin fi (2) 
X = V cosip (3) 
y = V sinip (4) 
ttT • . 
m = (5) 
eg 
where V, i l> ,x ,y ,  and m are the velocity, heading angle, down-range, cross-range, and 
mass of the aircraft, respectively. The bank angle, /x, and the throttle setting, tt, are 
the controls. The aerodynamic forces, lift {L) and drag (£)), are given by 
L = qSCi = qSCi^a (6)  
D = qSC]^ = qS{Cj)^^T}Ci^a^) (7) 
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Figure 1: Geometry and nomenclature for minimum-time-to-turn problem 
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where q =  ^p{h)V^  is the dynamic pressure. T is the maximum thrust. It depends 
on speed, V, and altitude, h. The angle of attack, a, is determined via the constraint 
that the altitude remain constant. If we set 7 = 0, where 7 is the flight path angle, 
the flight path angle dynamics yield (T sin a + L) cos fi = mg. Assuming small a, we 
get 
This equation is used both directly through the thrust terms in the equations of mo­
tion (l)-(2) and indirectly through the aerodynamic forces (6)-(7). The specific fuel 
consumption, g(= is assumed to be constant. The aerodynamic coefficients 
Cdq^ 7/, and Ci^ are all specified functions of Mach number, M = where a{h) 
is the local speed of sound. 
3-D Equations of Motion 
The 3-D equations of motion result in a seventh-order dynamic system. The 
state variables altitude, h, and flight path angle, 7, provide the additional differential, 
equations. 
mV = ttT cos a — D — sin 7 (9) 
mV cos •yif) = (TrT sina 4-ijsin/^ (10) 
mV'y = {ttT sin a + L) cos ft — mg cos-y (11) 
H = V sin7 (12) 
X — y cos 7 cos ^  (13) 
y = y cos 7 sin ^  (14) 
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m = — (15) 
eg ^ ' 
Three controls, the bank angle, /i, the throttle setting, TT, and the angle of attack, a, 
are used in this three-dimensional formulation. 
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PROBLEM STATEMENT 
The objective of this study is to determine the optimal control(s) required for 
an aircraft to make a turn in minimum time, (y. Thus, the minimum-time-to-turn 
problem can simply be stated as: 
For the 2-D problem: 
Find the bank angle, and the throttle setting, 7r(i), time histories 
which minimize 
For the 3-D problem: 
Find the bank angle, n{t), the throttle setting, 7c{t), and the angle of attack, 
a{t), time histories which minimize (16) subject to the state equations (9)-
(15), the specified initial and final states, the control constraints (17)-(18), 
and 
J = tf (16) 
subject to the state equations (l)-(5), the specified initial and final states, 
and the control constraints 
-86° < i i ( t )  <  85° 
0 < 7r(i) < 1 
(17) 
(18) 
-12° < a(i) < 12° (19) 
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Note that these problems are free-end time problems. We are treating them as 
fixed-end time problems via an additional control parameter, f3, through the trans­
formation 
t  =  ( 3 t, 0 < r < Ty^, 0< t < t f  (20) 
•  d x -  .  Here, is a fixed nominal final time. The ith state equation, = /j(x,u), is 
then transformed to = /3/^(x,u). The final time (y thus becomes 
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METHOD OF SOLUTION 
These optimal control problems are treated as constrained parameter optimiza­
tion problems by choosing a control function representation which contains a finite 
number of parameters. Instead of minimizing the performance index over the en­
tire control history, we minimize over this set of parameters. Sequential quadratic 
programming is employed to solve these problems. It is relatively accurate, inexpen­
sive, and able to accommodate the dynamic model, control parameter and constraint 
changes with relatively little reprogramming. The SQP algorithm used here is based 
on one developed by Pouliot.^^ 
Control Discretization 
Each continuous control function, say u{ t ) ,  is discretized as follows. We let 
the interval (0, ty) be divided equally into q intervals. At each time point, we let 
ui approximate the control value at time i.e., where i = 0,1,...,9. 
We will have g + 1 control points, the w^'s, and these control points serve as the 
control parameters. The control parameters are corrected at each iteration until 
some termination criterion is satisfied which results in an optimal solution. As the 
number of time intervals increases, we will have more control points and thus a closer 
approximat ion  to  the  cont inuous  cont ro l ,  u{ t ) .  
A piecewise linear or cubic interpolation scheme is used to calculate control 
values between control points. One major advantage of the SQP algorithm used here 
is that we can set an upper and a lower bound on the control points. In doing so, if 
linear interpolation is used, we ensure that the control constraints are never violated. 
When using cubic interpolation, however, one has to be a little careful because the 
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cubic nature of the interpolation can result in control constraint violations between 
time points. If this happens, one can easily switch to piecewise linear interpolation. 
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NUMERICAL RESULTS 
All numerical computations for the minimum-time turn problem have been per­
formed on the Iowa State University HDS AS/9180 computer using FORTRAN 77 
with double precision arithmetic. A standard fourth-order, fixed-step, Runge-Kutta, 
numerical integration scheme is used to integrate the differential constraints. One 
hundred integration steps are used. Data for the maximum thrust, T(V,h), and the 
aerodynamic coefficients are taken from an early representation of thé F-4 fighter 
aircraft.® We are using analytical representations of these data prepared by Ong.^^ 
Good optimal trajectory descriptions can be obtained with the above numerical 
approach without the use of a large number of control points. We are using 11 
equally-spaced control points for each control function plus the additional control 
parameter (3 for the solutions obtained below. 
Two-Dimensional Minimum-Time Turn Trajectories 
One specific problem chosen for our 2-D study involves a decreasing energy turn. 
The aircraft is assumed to be flying straight and horizontal before entering the turn. 
Thus, the initial heading angle is zero. The initial down- and cross-range distances are 
assigned values of zero, and the specified altitude is 50,000 ft. Also, the turn begins 
with y(0) = 1355.9 ft/s (M(0) = 1.4@50,000 ft) and ends with V{if) = 1210.2 
ft/s = 1.25@50,000 ft). We require the aircraft to make a 165° turn. The 
specified initial and final states for this 2-D problem are summarized in Table 1. 
Shown in Fig. 2a and 2b are the optimal solutions for the 165° turn. We have 
used both linear and cubic spline interpolation schemes between control points to 
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Table 1: Specified Initial and Final States for 2-D and 3-D Flights 
2-D Problem 3-D Problem 
Initial States Final States Initial States Final States 
y(0) = 1355.9 ft/s V { t f )  =  1210.2 ft/s y(0) = 1355.9 ft/s V { t ^ )  =  1210.2 ft/s 
o
 
II o
 
o
 
I p { t j : )  = 165° V'(d) = 0° i p i t f )  = 165° 
x(0) = 0 ft x { t j : )  = free 7(0) = 0° 7(^/) = 0° 
2/(0) = 0 ft y { t f )  =  free /t(0) = 50,000 ft h { t j : )  = 50,000 ft 
m(0) = 1088 slugs m { t j )  = free x(0) = 0 ft x { t ^ )  = free 
2/(0) = 0 ft y { t f )  =  free 
m(0) = 1088 slugs m { t ^ )  = free 
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Figure 2; Optimal 2-D, 165° minimum-time-to-turn results 
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obtain these results. It is apparent from these figures that both interpolations give 
nearly identical results. We note that the optimal bank angle history stays nearly 
at a constant optimal value; in this case, it is about 48.5°. This leads to almost a 
constant optimal angle of attack history as shown also in Fig. 2b. The value is well 
below the stall angle of 12°. The minimum time required to accomplished the 165° 
turn is 99.73 seconds, which compares very well with the Hedrick and Bryson^ result 
of 100 seconds for the same flight conditions. Maximum thrust is optimal in this 
case. 
Effects of Fixed Final Position with Fixed/Free Final Velocity on 2-D 
Flight Profiles 
For a more interesting study, we compute two 180° optimal turn trajectories in 
which the aircraft is required to return to its original position. Both cases begin with 
a speed of 1335.9 ft/s, but on return, one case has a fixed final velocity of 1210.2 ft/s 
while for the other it is free, i.e., we have: Case 1 - 180° turn with fixed final velocity 
on return, and Case 2 - 180° turn with free final velocity on return. The altitude 
remains at 50,000 ft. 
Figs. 3(a-d) show the results of this comparison. The first thing we note is that 
having a free final velocity has a pronounced effect on the flight time. About 253 
seconds is required when the final velocity is fixed, but only 122 seconds is needed 
when it is free (52% difference). However, the qualitative behavior of the optimal 
flight profile remains unaffected by free final velocity as can be seen in Fig. 3a. Fig. 3b 
shows wider range and larger optimal bank angle history when final velocity is free. 
As a result, the angle of attack approaches its stall value. The upper bound is 
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a) Flight profile 
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Figure 3: Optimal 2-D, 180° minimum-time-to-turn to a fixed final position with 
fixed/free final velocity 
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c) Angle of attack 
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enforced at fifteen time points and is active at six of these as shown in Fig. 3c, 
It is encouraging that substantial time is saved when the turn is made with free 
final velocity, but the velocity history in Fig. 3d shows that Case 2 ends with a much 
lower speed than in Case 1. This means a large decrease in final energy. In a combat 
situation, this will become a disadvantage. To bring this energy up to the final energy 
level of Case 1 (assuming straight acceleration after the turn) requires an additional 
146 seconds. The total flight time of 268 seconds then exceeds that of Case 1. Thus, 
there is an important tradeoff between the minimum turn time and the fined velocity. 
We would also like to point out that the load factor for these turns never exceeds 
three. 
Thrée-Dimensional Minimum-Time Turn Trajectories 
We now turn our attention to minimum-time turns in three-dimensions. The 
specific problem chosen here is identical to the 165°, 2-D turn except that the trajec­
tory is now flown in three-dimensions. We require that the aircraft begins and ends 
at an altitude of 50,000 ft. The specified initial and final states for this problem are 
also summarized in Table 1. 
The results of this study are shown in Figs. 4(a-e) by the solid lines. The solution 
begins with a turning zoom dive from 50,000 ft (1355.9 ft/s) to 32300 ft (1665 ft/s), 
followed by a turning decelerating climb to the required altitude of 50,000 ft and 
Vy = 1210.2 ft/s. The turning flight time here is 68.70 seconds as opposed to 99.73 
seconds for the 2-D case, a difference of 31.03 seconds or about a 31% savings in time. 
This flight time reduction comes from the fact that the aircraft in 3-D motion has 
the advantage of trading altitude (potential energy) with velocity (kinetic energy) in 
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d) Velocity 
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an optimal fashion so that the turn can be made in minimum time. This is not true 
in horizontal flight. 
The bank angle and the angle of attack control histories as shown in Figs. 4b and 
4c, respectively, indicate an interesting feature at the outset of the turn. Although 
the optimal flight profile shows that the turning trajectory is to the left, the aircraft 
is seen to bank to the right (negative bank angle). This appears wrong. However, in 
looking at the angle of attack history during this portion of the flight, we see that it 
is negative, implying that the lift is directed downwards and towards the center of 
the turn, which is towards the left at the start of the turn. A similar feature is seen 
to occur at the end of the flight. This phenomenon is due to the choice of the control 
constraints. More discussion of this will be given later. 
The load factor history as given in Fig. 4e remains within the physical limit of 
five for the pilot. The negative load factor at the outset of the turn implies that 
the lift is directed both downwards as well as towards the center of the turn as 
mentioned earlier. The "negative-centered" lift is optimal in that it does two things 
simultaneously. First, it forces the aircraft to dive to gain speed, and second, it aids 
the aircraft in the turn. 
Effects of Specified Final Energy on 3-D Fliglit Trajectories 
The probleni studied here is the same as the one above except that we do not 
specify the final velocity and the final altitude. Instead, we specify only the final 
specific energy, E = + gh. From the given final velocity of 1210.2 ft/s and the 
altitude of 50000 ft, the calculated final specific energy of 2.341 x 10® ft^/s^ is used. 
Any combination of velocity and altitude at the final time is allowed provided that 
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the specified final energy is met. 
The results of this study are also shown in Figs. 4(a-e) but are indicated by 
the dotted lines. Fig. 4a compares two optimal flight profiles ending with the same 
specific energy but only one has the final V and h specified. It is clear from this 
figure that the optimal flight profiles are very much different. With only final energy 
specified, the aircraft is free to trade its final velocity and altitude optimally such 
that a further turn time reduction is achieved. The aircraft for this particular case 
appears to favor kinetic energy more than potential energy. It now terminates at 
a lower altitude of 25615 ft but with a higher speed of 1742 ft/s (see Fig. 4d for 
velocity comparison). The down- and cross-ranges are also much smaller than if the 
final velocity and altitude had been specified. If only the final energy is specified, 
the turn time is further reduced to 48.08 seconds from 68.70 seconds, a difference of 
20.62 seconds or a 30% turn time reduction. If we compare it to the original 2-D 
turn (99.73 seconds), we have about a 52% time reduction. In a combat situation, 
this optimal turn profile may be superior since significantly less time is required for 
the turn and the aircraft still attains the desired final energy level. 
The bank angle and angle of attack control histories as given in Figs. 4b and 
4c, respectively, exhibit characteristics similar to those for the case of specified final 
velocity and altitude. However, unlike the case for specified final velocity and altitude, 
we do not see the bang-bang control feature at the end of this flight. This is because 
the aircraft now need not maneuver to satisfy the given final velocity and altitude 
states. It only has to achieve, the specified final energy. 
For further comparison purposes, we have obtained solutions for: i) Ey = 1.25 
Eo, ii) Ey = 0.75 Eo, and iii) Ey = 0.50 Eq. The turning flight times for these cases 
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are 107.1, 31.8, and 34.5 seconds, respectively. It is obvious that each flight profile 
differs from one another, but an interesting trend is that for this range of final energy, 
be it increasing or decreasing, the aircraft favors losing altitude initially. Also, all the 
turns were made at maximum throttle except for case (iii), where the optimal throttle 
setting is zero. In this case, the aircraft is required to lose 50% of its initial energy, 
and the optimum way to achieve this is to cut off its thrust completely. The aircraft, 
now acting as a glider, loses altitude quickly while performing extra "S-maneuvers" 
at high angle of attack to allow atmospheric drag to absorb more energy. 
Optimal Turn Time vs Final Specific Energy 
It is important to know what final specific energy should be specified in order that 
the absolute minimum-time-turn is achieved. Figs. 5a and 5b show plots of optimal 
turn times vs final specific energy (% of initial energy) for two- and three-dimensional 
turns. From these figures, we note a tradeoff between turn time and the energy loss 
or gain in the turn. As we first decrease E{tj) relative to E((Q), the tninimum time 
decreases because the aircraft need not "make-up" the drag losses. But, as E{tj) 
becomes smaller, the flight time increases to allow the aircraft to dissipate the excess 
energy. On the other hand, as we increase E{tj) relative to E((Q), the minimum time 
always increases because the aircraft now requires more time to gain speed and/or 
altitude to reach the higher energy level. For the two-dimensional case, the absolute 
minimum-turn-time occurs when the final specific energy is 80% of the initial specific 
energy. For the three-dimensional case, it occurs at about 70% of the initial energy. 
Also, the final specific energy may be reduced to as low as 40% of the initial energy 
in the three-dimensional case. For the two-dimensional case, the lowest is only 74% 
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Figure 5: Optimal turn time vs final specific energy 
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of the initial energy. Beyond that, constant altitude turns are not possible. 
Effects of Control Constraints 
We now turn our attention to the effect of the choice of control contraints on 
the form of the optimal control. To do this, we compute, in addition to the bank 
angle control constraints of ±85°, trajectories for the three-dimensional, 165° turn 
for control constraints of: i) 0° < fi{t) < 85° and ii) 0° < < 180°. Fig. 6 shows 
the results of this study. It is apparent from this figuré that the "bang-bang" nature 
of the optimal, bank angle history as discussed earlier is clearly due to the choice of 
control constraints. When the control constraint is changed to 0° < < 85°, the 
jump discontinuities are no longer present. The optimal bank angle now starts and 
ends at its upper limit of 85°. Note that when the constraint is further altered to 
0° < fi{t) < 180°, a smooth optimal control is obtained, and the initial and final 
segments appear to be the original solution values plus 180°. This indicates clearly 
that the choice of the bank angle constraints dictates the form of the optimal control. 
The resulting optimal flight trajectories remain almost the same for all constraints 
.with only small variations in the flight times. The constraint 0° < n{t) < 85° 
results in the highest turn time since it is the most restrictive (see Fig. 6). As more 
control points are used, we expect the other two solutions to produce (in the limit) 
identical trajectories and flight times. Though interesting, these optimal trajectories 
with "negative-centered" lift at each end of the optimal maneuver provide a relatively 
small performance improvement (approximately a 7% time reduction) when compared 
with that for bank angles restricted to the first quadrant. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
We have computed solutions to several new minimum-time turn problems with­
out much difficulty. This is largely because we have solved the resulting optimal 
control problem as a parameterized optimization problem. Sequential quadratic pro­
gramming has proven to be able to accommodate the desired dynamic model and 
constraint changes with relatively little reprogramming; we were able to easily obtain 
solutions for a complete point-mass model. Since no model simplification is made, 
the turning flight times determined are quite realistic. 
With the numerical results obtained thus far, several points should be noted. 
For the 2-D turns, it was found that: 1) If only final velocity and heading angle 
are specified, then turns are made at almost a constant optimal bank angle. When 
specified final position constraints are added, the optimal bank angle history can vary 
quite a bit. 2) Having a free final velocity saves a lot of turn time, but the aircraft 
loses a tremendous amount of final kinetic energy; this is an undesirable feature in 
most combat situations. Finally, 3) niaximum throttle setting is optimal for the cases 
considered here. 
For the 3-D turns, the important observations are: 1) 3-D turns can reduce 
the turn time by half when compared to 2-D turns. 2) The choice of bank angle 
control constraints affects the form of the optimal bank angle. "Bang-bang" control 
occurs when the bank angle is restricted to the first and fourth quadrants. A smooth 
optimal control time history is obtained when the bank angle is restricted to the 
first and second quadrants. In either case, a "negative-centered" lift occurs at the 
beginning/end of the optimal flight which aids the aircraft in gaining/losing speed as 
well as making the turn. 3) Specifying only the final energy, instead of final velocity 
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and altitude, can reduce the flight time by 30% or more. Also, the aircraft appears 
to favor kinetic energy more than potential energy for a relatively wide range of final 
energies; that is, it trades altitude for speed in the turn. Finally, 4) the optimal 
throttle setting depends on the specified final energy. For lower final energy, the 
optimal value is zero, while for higher energy levels, it is one. 
The fact that the aircraft initially loses instead of gains altitude for the optimal 
turn, assuming no thrust vectoring or post-stall maneuvers, may be a general trend. 
Several attempts were made to find "climb first, dive later" optimal turns by starting 
the optimization process from a nominal control which corresponds to such a tra­
jectory. In all cases, the algorithm converged to the same "dive first, climb later" 
solution. 
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ABSTRACT 
The potential for real-time aircraft control via the control law obtained by. the 
application of the "optimality-condition" is investigated. This optimality-based con­
trol law possesses simplicity and yet preserves the original structure of the highly 
complex, nonlinear, optimal control. The technique is applied to aircraft trajectory 
optimization, in particular, the minimum-time-to-climb and the minimum-time-to-
turn problems. Robustness is also studied via simulations with respect to various ini­
tial state disturbances and plant/aerodynamic modelling uncertainties. The results 
indicate that the optimality-based control law exhibits excellent natural robustness 
in terms of meetirig the final flight conditions when a certain "correction" term is 
included. The open-loop solutions are also given for comparison purposes. 
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ics. Student Member AIAA 
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INTRODUCTION 
With the advancement in high-speed computers, interest has grown consider­
ably in obtaining a whole range of aircraft optimal control laws for real-time air­
craft control. The optimal control problem is usually solved by applying the first-
order necessary conditions to the variational Hamiltonian. However, the difficulty 
inherent in solving the resulting nonlinear two-point boundary-value problem (TP-
BVP) has prevented the extensive use of this technique as design tool to acquire 
and implement such optimal flight control laws. To circumvent these mathemati­
cal and computational difficulties, several reduced-order techniques have been pro­
posed. Two well-known techniques are the energy-state approximation^""^ and sin­
gular perturbations. 10 " . 
In the energy-state approximation, energy replaces the velocity and altitude as 
the state. By assuming small flight path angle and angle of attack, additional simpli­
fication in modelling complexity is achieved. Bryson, et al,^ have applied this tech­
nique successfully to the classical minimum-time-to-climb problem. Other authors 
have had similar success applying this technique to aircraft turns^"'^ and minimum-
fuel^"^ problems. Because of its reduced order, this approach is suitable for quick 
aircraft performance estimation and is attractive for on-board real-time display of 
trajectory information. In many cases, closed-form solutions are possible. The main 
disadvantage to this technique is that in allowing the kinetic and the potential en­
ergies to trade back and forth in zero time ât a given energy level, discontinuities in 
velocity and altitude histories occur. An alternate approach is the use of singular 
perturbation techniques introduced by Kelley.l®"^^ In these approaches, the system 
dynamics are separated into slow and fast modes, and the solution of a higher-order 
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problem is approximated by the solution of a series of lower-order problems. These 
methods have been shown by many authors to be effective and efficient in the com­
putation of aircraft optimal trajectories. For example, Weston, et al,^^ applied it to 
the climb-dash intercept mission in two dimensions, while Calise^^, Visser, et al,^^ 
and Sheu, et al,^® have had equal success in three-dimensional interception prob­
lems. Ardema^^"^^ used it to treat aircraft pursuit-evasion and maneuverability 
problems. 
Recently, another technique has been proposed by Lu.^^ He suggested applying 
the maximum principle and the information yielded by the necessary conditions to 
aid in parameterizing optimal feedback control laws. Here, the costate variables were 
parameterized instead of the control function. He successfully tested this approach 
to the problems of robot arm and aeroglider control. In this paper, we extend his 
idea to obtain optimal control laws for several aircraft maneuvers. We investigate 
the application of the "optimality condition" to develop a real-time control law for 
minimum-time-to-climb and minimum-time-to-turn problems. This optimality-based 
control law has the property of being simple and yet preserves the state structure 
information of the original optimal control. In general, the proposed control law is 
not linear. A brief background on the development of the optimality-based control 
law is given, and its application to the above problems are presented. For comparison 
purposes, we have included the open-loop solutions. 
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OPTIMALITY-BASED CONTROL LAW DEVELOPMENT 
Consider the following class of free-end-time optimcJ control problems. The goal 
is to determine u{t) € U which minimizes the performance index 
( f ) [ x { t f ) ]  +  L { x , u , t ) d t  (1) 
subject to-
X è  =  f ( x , u , t )  (2)  
with x ( t o )  given, as well as some specified Xj(iy) where i  =  1, ..., g .  Here, x  E  B P '  is 
the state; u € is the control; U is the class, of piecewise continuous controls; t is 
the time; L, f E are known functions of their arguments, and tj: is the terminal 
time. 
The optimal control problem is solved by using the variational Hamiltonian,^^ 
rp 
H { x , u , X , t )  =  L { x , u , t )  +  X - ' - f { x , u , t )  (3) 
where the costate variables A G are continuously differentiable functions of time. 
Application of the first-order necessary conditions results in 
x { t o )  =  x ° ,  X  =  =  f ( x , u , t )  
\  =  - H I  
X { t f )  =  
fi-J = 0 
i < l > x + H ) \ t = t f = 0  
l { t j )  = Xj. (i = l,...,g) '•'•state''' eqns. (4) 
''•costate''' eqns. (5) 
i / j ,  i  =  " t r a n s v e r s a l i t y ' ^  
(6)  
4>Xj\tz=tj;^ ; = 1 + conditions 
"optimality^^ conditions (7) 
""terminal time'"' condition (8) 
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where v 6 R'^  is the undetermined multiplier vector associated with the specified 
terminal states. Eqns. (4)-(8) constitute a two-point boundary value problem. To 
obtain an approximate optimal control law, Lu^^ suggests solving the optimality 
conditions for the control u* as a function of state and costate variables, and then 
instead of parameterizing the control u{t), he now parameterizes the costate variables. 
This approach has been tested successfully in two examples. In this control law 
development, we extend the technique a step further and parameterize the coefficients 
of the states instead of the costates alone. As a hypothetical example, suppose after 
applying the optimality condition, we obtain 
u * { x ,  A, t )  = (i) + + -^3(0^3(0 (9) 
Now instead of the costates, the coefficients of the states are parameterized; that is, 
we can propose a nonlinear control law of the form 
û * { x , a , t )  =  a i ( i ) a : | ( i )  +  a 2 ( 0 ® 2 ( 0  +  ( 1 0 )  
The'a^-(i)'s are now the new control functions to be determined via parameter opti­
mization techniques. Often times, the optimality condition results in a highly complex 
structure for the control which involves not only the costate variables but also the at­
mospheric properties and aerodynamic characteristics of the aircraft. The advantage 
of this approach is that all these terms can be implicitly included in the aj(i)'s. It is 
not difficult to make such engineering judgements since the structure of the optimal 
control obtained via the optimality condition would serve as a guide. The resulting 
optimality-based control law (OBCL) possesses simplicity and yet retains the original 
state structure of the optimality condition which may or may not be linear in nature. 
It is expected that this OBCL would exhibit robustness with regard to initial state 
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disturbances and plant/aerodynamic modelling uncertainties when compared to the 
open-loop solution. If it does not, a further bonus is that an intuitive term could be 
added to the OBCL to enhance its robustness; for example, we can add k{t)f{x) to 
Eqn. (10) to obtain 
u * { x , a , t )  =  +  a 2 { t ) x 2 { t )  +  a ^ { t ) x ^ { t )  +  k { t ) f { x )  (11) 
Although there is no theory to justify this term, we will show that this is indeed 
practical and posssible numerically. As a note, our primary goal is to obtain the 
simplest feedback controls needed to achieve a specific purpose. Sequential quadratic 
programming (SQP)^^ is chosen to solve the resulting optimal control problem with 
the fixed-structure control law u* replacing u*. This nonlinear programming method 
is computationally accurate and inexpensive, and in addition, its flexibility allows 
for performance indices and constraint changes with little reprogramming. In this 
technique, interpolated control functions, based on a fixed number of control 
points are determined. Optimization then takes place over this set of control points 
rather than the entire control history. 
Choice of Initial a(t)'s 
A question arises immediately about how one chooses an initial set of control 
points for a^{t) for the optimization process. Due to an infinite range available, 
many combinations are possible. Although no standard procedure of selecting the 
initial guess for a{t) is available, it stiU can be done and with a careful selection the 
optimization process will easily converge to a solution. In our technique, the initial 
control points are selected based on the result of the open-loop solution. We first 
make an engineering judgement to weight each term in the proposed control law. 
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The values of the control points for each term are then chosen accordingly, and given 
the optimal states from the open-loop solution, the closed-loop control is calculated. 
If the value of the closed-loop control matches approximately the optimal open-loop 
control, these control points will be retained and used as the starting guess for the 
closed-loop optimization process. The advantage of this selection process is that one 
has complete control of distributing the values of the control points for the aj(<). 
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NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 
We are applying this approach to aircraft trajectory optimization. As a pre­
liminary study, the classical point-mass aircraft minimum-time-to-climb in a vertical 
plane and a constant altitude minimum-time-to-turn problem are considered. Data 
for the aircraft maximum thrust, T(V,h), and the aerodynamic coefficients are taken 
from an early representation of the F-4 fighter aircraft.^ We are using analytical 
representations of these data prepared by Ong.^^ In Appendices I and II, the devel­
opment of the "optimality-based" control laws are given. In this section, numerical 
simulations based on the proposed control laws obtained in the appendices for specific 
flight conditions are studied. We discuss first the results of the minimum-time-to-
climb problem, and in the minimum-time-to-turn problem we show that by adding a 
"correction" term in the OBCL the robustness can be enhanced significantly. 
Minimum-Time-To-Climb Solutions 
In this problem, we want the aircraft to fly from an initial state of V(0) = 830 
ft/s (M = 0.8), 7(0) = 0°, h{0) = 20000 ft, a;(0) = 0, and m(0) = 1088 slugs to a 
final state of V{tj) = 968.1 ft/s (M = 1), h{tj:) = 65600 ft, and z((y) = 300000 ft in 
minimum time; litf) and Tn(iy) are free. Eleven equally-spaced control points were 
used for both a{t) in the OBCL solution and u{t) in the open-loop solution. 
In Fig. 1, the optimal climb trajectories obtained using the proposed optimality-
based control law â = a{t)/V are compared to the optimal open-loop solution. Note 
that these two optimal trajectories are virtually identical. The aircraft first flies at 
almost a constant altitude to gain speed, and near the end of the flight it executes 
a zoom-climb maneuver. The optimal flight time for the open-loop solution is = 
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Figure 1: Open-loop and optimality-based optimal flight profile comparisons 
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209.1 s, while that for the optimality-based control law is = 209.5 s. This 
i s  n o t surprising Because parameterizing the control function a{t) to obtain a{t) is 
equivalent to parameterizing the a{t) directly. However, the advantage here is that 
the proposed control law incorporates velocity feedback while the other does not. We 
expect that both the angle of attack histories for the open-loop and the optimality-
based control law should also be nearly identical. This is the case as shown in Fig. 2. 
We note that the high angle of attack history near the end of the flight is a result of 
the zoom-climb maneuver. We anticipate the proposed control law to be more robust 
than the open-loop solution in the presence of external disturbances. This robustness 
will be investigated in the presence of two initial state disturbances: i) +5% in initial 
velocity, and ii) 4-5° in initial flight path angle. Robustness in the presence of plant 
uncertainties is not investigated, but will be studied in the minimum-time-to-turn 
problem. 
In Fig. 3, the robustness of our optimality-based control law compared to the 
open-loop solution in the presence of the initial velocity perturbation is given. It is 
encouraging to see that the perturbed solutions for both the closed-loop and open-
loop do not deviate greatly from the nominal solutions, but compared to the open-loop 
perturbed trajectory, the closed-loop deviations is smaller. This can be explained by 
virtue of the fact that the angle of attack control in the optimality-based control law 
has velocity state feedback. Thus, any perturbation in the velocity will be accounted 
for in the angle of attack. 
In Fig. 4, the robustness, of both the open-loop and the optimality-based control 
law solutions in the presence of initial flight path angle perturbation is given. Unlike 
the initial velocity perturbation case, both solutions deviate much more from the 
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nominal solution. In fact, the closed-loop solution surprisingly deviates more from 
the nominal solution than those for the open-loop solution. This can be explained 
by the fact that the flight path angle does not appear in the proposed control law, 
and because of this any perturbation in the flight path angle will not be accounted 
for in the control law. In an ad hoc way, if we include the flight path angle in the 
proposed control law, this deviation could be reduced. This idea of including more 
feedback states is demonstrated in the minimum-time-to-turn problem. 
. Minimum-Time-To-Turn Solutions 
In this problem, we would like the aircraft to make a 180° turn and return to its 
original position, but with a different final velocity; that is, we want to fly from an 
initial state of V(0) = 1355.9 ft/s, •0(0) = 0°, a:(0) = 2/(0) = 0 ft, and m(0) = 1088 
slugs to a flnal state of V{tj:) = 1210.2 ft/s, V'(^y) = 180°, and z((y) = y{tj:) = 0 
ft. The final mass is free, and the altitude for the turn is 50000 ft. The proposed two 
optimality-based control laws i) fi* — ai{t)lV and ii) /2* = ai{t)fV + \f^2/^/^2 
are tested against the open-loop solutions. The reason for the additional term in the 
optimality-based control law II will become clear when the results are discussed. 
As in the case of the minimum-time-to-climb problem, eleven equally-spaced 
control points are employed. Fig. 5 shows the optimal flight profiles for the open-
loop and optimality-based control law I and II (OBCL-I, OBCL-II). It is apparent 
that the optimal trajectories are nearly identical. This comes as no surprise since the 
problem is the same for all three cases except for the control approximations. As a 
result, the optimal flight times are also identical: = 253.3 sec. 
Thus far, the proposed OBCL-I and II perform as well as the optimal open-loop 
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solution assuming a perfect system and no external disturbances. Athough there is 
no theory to back-up our claim, we would like to show that these optimality-based 
control laws also exhibit excellent robustness with regard to initial state disturbances 
and plant/aerodynamic modelling uncertainties. The next two sections address the 
robustness issue. 
Presence of Initial State Disturbances 
In this section, we investigate the robustness of each control law in the presence 
of i)±5% of initial velocity, ii) ±5° of initial heading angle, and iii) ±1000 ft of initial 
down- and cross-range distance perturbations. To save space, only the plots for the 
initial velocity disturbances are given as shown in Figs. 6 and 7. Table 1 shows the 
final state values compared to the desired final states in the presence of the other 
initial state disturbances. 
The advantage of the correction term in OBCL-II now becomes clear. In Fig. 6, 
note that the open-loop solution out performs significantly OBCL-I. However, by 
adding the correction term as in OBCL-II, it now performs better, i.e., its robustness 
is enhanced which in turn allows the perturbed trajectory to follow closely the nomi­
nal solution. This additional term involves down- and cross-range as feedback states, 
and it allows OBCL-II to possess natural robustness. The intuitive justification for 
this natural robustness is as follows. When the aircraft strays "outside" the nominal 
trajectory, the correction term increases in value. This increases the bank angle which 
aids the aircraft in returning to it nominal solution. The reverse is true as shown in 
Fig. 7 in the presence of —5% initial velocity perturbation. In this case, the aircraft 
strays "inside" the nominal solution leading to smaller down- and cross-range values. 
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Table 1: Final states values due to initial state disturbances 
Uncertainties 
Optimality-based control law I, II 
V f , î t  i >f, deg x^, ft V f ,  ft 
Nominal 1210.2 180 0 0 
-f-5% init vel 1599.6, 1306.3 124.8, 190.4 42420,-877 166086,-6285 
—5% init vel - , 1140.3 - , 168.2 - , -938 - , 5881 
+5° heading 1210.2, 1210.2 185.0, 185.0 0 , 0 . 0 , 0  
—5° heading 1210.2, 1210.2 175.0, 175.0 0 , 0 0 , 0 
-{-1000 ft dwn-rnge 1210.2, 1205.7 180.0, 181.9 1000, 1067 0 ,-3400 
—1000 ft dwn-rnge 1210.2, 1215.6 180.0, 178.7 -1000,-902 0 , -3256 
4-1000 ft crss-rnge 1210.2, 1209.1 180.0, 180.1 0 , 672 1000,-113 
— 1000 ft crss-rnge 1210.2, 1211.4 180.0, 179.3 0 , -672 -1000, 100 
As a result, the correction term is smaller which leads to a shallower bank angle to 
allow the aircraft to return to its nominal solution. No trajectory is given for the 
original optimality-based control law I in the presence of —5% initial velocity per­
turbation because as the perturbed trajectory progresses, the velocity drops so much 
that constant altitude flight cannot be maintained. This again shows the significant 
contribution of the correction term. 
In Table 1, the values of the final states as a result of the initial state disturbances 
are given. The perturbations in the initial velocity state appear to result in the most 
significant deviations from the nominal final states. One reason for this is that velocity 
plays a major role in the problem formulation; that is, it affects the dynamic pressure, 
thrust, drag, and lift, all of which are pertinent quantities in the equations of motion. 
The initial heading angle perturbation does not affect the velocity, down-, and cross-
range final states for both the two proposed control laws and the open-loop solutions. 
It merely shifts the final heading angle by the amount of the initial perturbation. 
Similar effects can be seen in the final state of the OBCL-I and open-loop solutions 
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Table 1 (Continued) 
Uncertainties 
Open-loop 
V f ,  f t  i p f ,  deg •2//, ft 
Nominal 1210.2 180 0 0 
+5% init vel 1386.3 165.6 -8493 42386 
—5% init vel 1108.0 197.0 14207 -36725 
+5° heading 1210.2 185.0 0 0 
—5° heading 1210.2 175.0 0 0 
+1000 ft dwn-rnge 1210.2 180.0 1000 0 
— 1000 ft dwn-rnge 1210.2 180.0 -1000 0 
+1000 ft crss-rnge 1210.2 180.0 0 1000 
— 1000 ft crss-rnge 1210.2 180.0 Q -1000 
for initial perturbations of the down- and cross-range, i.e., the perturbation affects 
its own final states but not others. This is not true for OBCL-II. Its final states are 
affected by these perturbations. The reason for this occurrence lies in the structure of 
the control law which includes down- and cross-range as feedback states. Nonetheless, 
the deviations are small. 
With Plant/Aerodynamic Modeling Uncertainties 
Thus far, robustness is enhanced in the presence of state disturbances. In this 
• section, we investigate robustness in the presence of plant/aerodynamic modelling 
uncertainties. Only the OBCL-II will be tested against the open-loop solution since 
OBCL-I has been shown not to perform better than either of the other two. We 
assume the following plant/aerodynamic modelling uncertainties: i) actual thrust is 
95% of maximum thrust, ii) actual specific fuel consumption is 5% more than the 
specified value of 1600 s, iii) actual lift is 5% less than the available lift, and iv) actual 
drag is 5% more than the original value. 
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In Fig. 8 , we show the robustness of our optimality-based control law II due to 
these uncertainties, and in Fig. 9, the results for the open-loop case are given. From 
these figures, it is clear that the proposed control law performs far better than the 
open-loop solution. In Table 2, we note that the average deviation of the final states 
of the perturbed trajectories of OBCL-II from the nominal trajectory are 78 ft/s for 
the velocity, 3° for heading angle, 4613 ft for down-range, and 5319 ft for cross-range. 
Except for the final velocity deviation, these values are significantly lower than those 
for the open-loop solution of 62 ft/s, 8°, 8284 ft, and 18443 ft, respectively. The 
uncertainty in drag appears to influence the trajectory most in both cases. It is 
followed by thrust, lift, and specific fuel consumption in order of importance. 
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Table 2: Final state values due to plant/aerodynamic modelling uncertainties for 
optimality-based contraol law II and open-loop solutions 
Uncertainties 
Optimality-based control law II Open-loop 
V),ft V"/, deg xp ft Vf, ft V"/, deg zy, ft 2//, ft 
Nominal 1210.2 180 0 0 1210.2 180 0 0 
T = 0.95 Tmax 1087.7 174.7 5976 -5553 1088.3 191.3 15760 -25030 
L = 0.95 Lift 1168.7 178.9 5081 6289 1210.2 171.2 123 22642 
D = 1.05 Drag 1086.8 176.6 7291 -7893 1086.9 191.8 17054 -25881 
c = 1.05 ^orig 1184.5 176.7 102 1542 1208.0 180 197 -218 
Avg. dev. 78 3 4613 5319 62 8 8284 18443 
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CONCLUSIONS 
This study demonstrates the potential of the application of the "optimality-
condition" to obtain optimality-based control laws for real-time aircraft control. The 
proposed control laws possess simplicity and yet retain most of the information 
present in the original, more complex, optimality condition control laws. In gen­
eral, these control laws are nonlinear. In the minimum-time-to-turn problems, it was 
found that by including a "correction" term in the proposed optimality-based control 
law, its robustness is enhanced significantly in terms of meeting the specified final 
state conditions in the presence of initial state disturbances or plant/aerodynamic 
modelling uncertainties. Without this term, the control law did not perform bet­
ter than the optimal open-loop control. This technique of enhancing robustness has 
not been introduced previously, and is first applied here. An important observation 
from this study is that perturbations in the velocity produce the biggest impact in 
the deviations from the nominal trajectory. In the presence of plant/aerodynamics 
modelling uncertainties, drag perturbations contribute most. 
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APPENDIX I 
Minimum-Time-To-Climb Problem 
The governing equations of motion for the minimum-time-to-climb problem (see 
Fig. 10 for nomenclature), assuming motion over a flat nonrotating earth, are:^'^ 
mV = T cosa — D — mg sin f (12) 
mV-y = Tsina + i/— mycos7 (13) 
h = y sin 7 (14) 
X = V cos 7 (15) 
T 
m = (16) 
eg 
where F, 7, /t, s, and m are the .velocity, flight path angle, altitude, down-range, 
and aircraft mass, respectively. The angle of attack, a, is the control. 
The aerodynamic forces, lift {L) and drag (Z>), are given by 
L = qSCi = qSCi^a (17) 
D = qSCj) = qS{Cj)^-\-T]Ci^OL^) (18) 
where q — ^p[h)V'^ is the dynamic pressure, S is the aerodynamic reference area, 
CLet is the lift coefficient slope, Cj^Q is the zero-lift drag coefficient, and 7/ is the 
efficiency factor (0 < 7/ < 1). In general ^Doi ^ are functions of Mach 
number. T is the maximum thrust. It depends on speed, V, and altitude, h. A 
standard exponential atmosphere model is used, i.e.,^^ 
-f p { h )  =  p o e  H  (19) 
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Figure 10: Geometry and nomenclature for minimum-time-to-climb problem 
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where po — 2.54 x 10~^ slug/ft^ and h-^ = 2.73 x 10^ ft. The performance index to 
be minimized is J = /q dt. Thus, omitting the angle of attack inequality constraints 
and the effects of angle of attack that come through the aerodynamic drag and lift, 
the variational Hamiltonian is 
.  T  cos a  —  D  —  m g sin7 T s i n a  +  L  —  m g cos 7 
H — Ai; '— + X-y — 
m ' mV 
T 
+ X lV  sin 7 "t" X x V  cos 7 ~ — (20) 
eg ' 
Applying the optimality condition, we obtain 
T . T . H o t  —  — —  s i n  o i  A - v  — — -  c o s  a  =  0  ( 2 1 )  
m ' mV 
Solving (21) explicitly for a, we get 
a * { t )  = (22) 
From the structure of the above optimal control, we proposed the following 
"optimality-based" control law 
â*(y;a(f)) = ^ (23) 
Note that we have modified the structure of the angle of attack control some­
what; that is, the arc tangent form in the control law is omitted to avoid numerical 
s e n s i t i v i t y  s i n c e  t h e  v e l o c i t y  c o u l d  b e c o m e  s m a l l  i n  t h e  o p t i m i z a t i o n  p r o c e s s .  T h e  a { t )  
are then determined optimally by using the nonlinear programming method SQP. 
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APPENDIX II 
Minimum-Time-To-Turn Problem 
The standard point-mass equations of motion over a flat, n.onrotating earth 
are:^^ (see Fig. 11 for geometry and nomenclature) 
mV = T cos a.— D , (24) 
mVip = (Tsina + L)sin/i (25) 
X = y cos ^ (26) 
y = V sinip (27) 
T 
rh = (28) 
eg 
where V, x, y, and m are the velocity, heading angle, down-range, cross range, 
and mass respectively. The bank angle, /z, is the control. The aerodynamic drag and 
lift are D = qS{CDfy + TjCj^^a^) and L = qSC^^^a, respectively. If we assume 
small angle of attack, i.e., cos a % 1, sin a ~ a, and T sin a <C L, the angle of 
attack needed to maintain a constant altitude turn, determined from the vertical 
force balance (T sin a + L) cos {x =. mg, is 
' ^ (29) 
Using these assumptions and Eqn. (29), we can reduce Eqns. (24) and (25) to 
mV = T — Do — Dj^ sec^ fi (30) 
* = ^ (31) 
where Do = Cj^QqS and Dj^ = IC£^qS. The performance index to be 
minimize is J = /q dt. Before forming the variational Hamiltonian, we would like to 
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note that the numerical method we use allow us to provide an upper and lower limit 
on the bank angle. Thus, neglecting the constraints on bank angle, the variational 
Hamiltonian is 
m y y 
T 
+ XyV sin ^  — Attî— (32) 
. eg 
Applying the optimality condition, we obtain 
Solving Eqn. (33) explicitly for /z, we get 
(35) 
From the structure of the above optimal control, we propose the following two 
"optimality-based" control laws. 
Optimality-based control law I 
" fiViaiit)) = ^ (36) 
Optimality-based control law II 
r(x,.,K;ai(0.a2) = (37) 
Note that we have modified the structure of the bank angle control somewhat; 
that is, the arc tangent form in the original optimal control is omitted mainly to 
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avoid numerical problem that might surface should bank angle reaches 90°. The arc 
tangent structure may be regarded as implicitly included in The mass may also 
be assumed to be imbedded in aj(i) since we do not expect large mass variation. For 
the second proposed control law, we have added an additional term. This is equivalent 
t o  a d d i n g  k f { V , i j j , x , y , m )  w h e r e  k  =  l / a 2  a n d  f { V , i { ) , x , y , m )  =  +  y ^ { t ) .  
We shall show from the numerical results that this term allows OBCL-II to possess 
natural robustness. 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER 
STUDY 
The problem of finding optimal controls and flight trajectories for a high speed 
aircraft with regard to missile-evasion, minimum-time-to-climb and minimum-time-
to-turn trajectories, and an unorthodox approach of obtaining a robust closed-loop 
feedback control law for real-time aircraft control are investigated. In the missile-
evasion problems, the goal has been to maximize the miss-distance between the air­
craft and the missile, while for the climb and turn problems, the goal is minimum 
time. These optimal control problems were reformulated as parameter optimization 
problems and treated via a nonlinear programming method. All modelling changes as­
sociated with each problem have been easily accommodated by a sequential quadratic 
programming technique. 
In the study of the aircraft missile-evasion problem in horizontal planar flight, 
new observations were noted. The most important is that the velocity ratio, that 
is, the ratio of the velocity of the aircraft to the velocity of the missile, throughout 
the confrontation dictates the type of optimal evasive strategy. It was found, for the 
initial interception geometries studied, that the optimal evasive strategy for small 
instantaneous velocity ratio is to turn towards the pursuing missile. Also, it is im­
portant to note that the miss-distance between the aircraft and the missile at the 
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terminal time does not always increase with missile-aircraft initial velocity ratio. The 
solution shows the existence of two critical missile-aircraft initial velocity ratios. At 
the first (lower) critical initial velocity ratio, a relative maximum miss-distance oc­
curs, while at the second (higher) critical initial velocity ratio, a relative minimum 
miss-distance results. The study also shows that breakaway maneuvers are best exe­
cuted near the end of the confrontation, particularly for the subsonic speed confronta­
tion. The purpose here has been to increase the line-of-sight rotation rate between 
the aircraft and the missile. Since the missile's navigation command is dependent on 
the line-of-sight rotation rate, this will ensure that the missile has maximum difiiculty 
reacting to the aircraft evasive maneuvers. 
A point to note in the missile-evasion problem is that identifying the exact point 
of zero radial velocity between the aircraft and the missile is relatively difficult. The 
initially high negative y- (negative because the missile is closing in on the aircraft) 
can become extremely large just seconds before the end of the confrontation. A good 
initial guess for the flight time is needed to start the optimization process. This 
limitation is eased, however, when two hundred integration steps are used. 
The problem of optimal aircraft evasion against a surface-to-air missile (SAM) 
posed a challenging task. The problem formulation is new in that it includes a com­
plete a dynamic model (order thirteen) for both the aircraft and the SAM. The types 
of maneuvers executed by the aircraft are not new, but the strategies required to 
evade an incoming SAM are. It was found that "inward" and pull-up evasive ma­
neuvers are optimal when the SAM is launched at low angles, while "outward" and 
dive maneuvers are optimal when the missile is launched at high angles. The air­
craft throttle setting was also observed to be crucial for successful evasion. For the 
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cases studied, the trend is that zero thrust is employed to improve turning perfor­
mance, while maximum thrust is used to gain speed. Further combinations of initial 
flight conditions need to be investigated to validate this observation since evasive 
trajectories involving singular arcs are always a possibility. 
Another important observation is that the missile enters the "hit region" of the 
aircraft for evasion in a vertical plane when the missile is launched between 47° and 
64° relative to the horizontal plane. This "hit region" is a region of radius 500 ft 
enclosing the aircraft. As long as the missile is inside this sphere, pull-up or dive 
maneuvers would not evade the missile successfully. However, by appropriately exe­
cuting the optimal "inward" or "outward" evasive maneuvers in the horizontal plane, 
this threat does not exist, i.e., the missile never enters the "hit region". Horizontal 
planar evasion should be chosen over vertical plane evasion for the cases investigated 
here. It may well be true for all situations. This hypothesis requires additional study. 
Allowing the aircraft to evade the SAM in three-dimensions would be a candidate 
for future investigation. Finally, except for inverted pull-downs, all optimal evasive 
strategies in this study require demanding maneuvers; that is, the aircraft is engaged 
in maximum-g turns, maximum-g pull-ups, and maximum-g dives. 
For the minimum-time-to-turn problems, several new solutions were determined. 
It was found that the choice of the control constraint influences significantly the form 
of the optimal control. The "bang-bang" nature of the optimal bank angle control 
history exists only because of the ±85° bank angle control constraints. This leads 
to a "negative-centered" lift segment at the beginning and end of the optimal turn. 
When the constraints are changed to 0° < ^(t) < 85°, the phenomenon dissappears. 
The aircraft bank angle now starts and ends at its upper limit of 85°. An even more 
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smooth transition in the optimal bank angle control results when the contraints are 
0° < MO < 180°. 
The next important observation is that the aircraft favors losing instead of 
gaining altitude initially for a relatively wide range of final energies, assumming 
no thrust vectoring or post-stall maneuvers, even though the initial control applied 
produced a nominal climb trajectory. This characteristic may be a general trend for 
the minimum-time-to-turn problem, It was also found that specifying only the final 
energy, instead of the speed and altitude, has pronounced effects on the turn times. 
For the two-dimensional case, the flight time can be reduced by as much as fifty 
percent, while for the three-dimensional case, by thirty percent or more. Depending 
on the type of engagements, some cautions are necessary since freeing up the final 
energy can result in the aircraft losing a tremendous amount of energy, particularly, 
for the two-dimensional turns. 
There is a tradeoff between turn time and the energy loss or gain in the turn. As 
we first decrease E{tj) relative to the minimum time decreases because the 
aircraft need not "make up" the drag losses, but as E{t^) becomes smaller, the flight 
time increases to allow the aircraft to dissipate the excess energy. As E{tj;) is further 
decreased we find more complex optimal trajectory structures, involving singular arcs 
and coasting arcs. On the other hand, as we increase E{t^) relative to E{tQ), the 
minimum time always increases because the aircraft now requires substantially more 
time to gain speed and/or altitude to meet the final larger E{tj). In this study, the 
absolute minimum-time-turn for the two- and three-dimensional cases occurs for a 
final energy of 80 and 70 percent of the initial energy, respectively. 
The extension of a new investigation of optimality-based control laws [59] for real­
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time aircraft control for minimum-time-to-climb and minimum-time-to-turn problems 
marks a significant departure from the usual open-loop solutions to trajectory opti­
mization problems. In the minimum-time-to-turn problems, it was found that the 
control law obtained by the application of the optimality condition did not perform 
better than the optimal open-loop control in terms of meeting the specified final 
state conditions in the presence of initial state disturbances or plant/aerodynamic 
modelling uncertainties. It was found, however, that by including a "correction" 
term in the proposed optimality-based control law, its robustness is enhanced signif­
icantly. This technique of enhancing robustness is new and has not been introduced 
previously. It was shown also that when the optimality condition results in a highly 
complex structure for the control which involves not only costate variables but also 
atmospheric properties and aerodynamic characteristics, these quantities can be im­
plicitly included in the control functions to be determined by SQP. The resulting 
control law structure which depends on these control functions and states becomes 
much simpler and easier to work with. 
One important observation from this study is that the perturbations in the ve­
locity produce the biggest impact in the deviations from the nominal trajectory. 
This is because velocity plays a dominant role in the problem formulation; that is, it 
affects the dynamic pressure, thrust, drag, and lift, all of which are pertinent quan­
tities in the equations of motion. In the presence of plant/aerodynamics modelling 
uncertainties, drag contributed most. 
The trajectory optimization problems treated in this dissertation are not trivial. 
They are all relatively large and difficult nonlinear optimal control problems, some 
of which include as many as three control functions and dynamic constraints of order 
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thirteen. New problem formulations were investigated and new solutions determined. 
A complete point-mass aircraft dynamic model with realistic aerodynamic and thrust 
characteristics has been used in each of the trajectory optimization problems treated. 
All aircraft physical limits and path constraints, such as g-loads and stall angle of 
attack, have been monitored closely and either included directly as constraints or 
found not to be violated in the final optimal solutions. Overall, these trajectory 
optimization problems have been very challenging, and the solutions obtained provide 
insights into which maneuvers are best for the desired objectives. 
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APPENDIX H. 
ORIGINAL PROCEDURES FOR ADMINISTERING 
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Sludent feedback surveys are to be conducted late in each course offered at times set by 
each building faculty. Following are the instructions for those teachers who will administer 
the survey. 
1. All of your students will be surveyed. 
2. For primary grades (K-2), exchanging classes is necessary because all questions 
must be read to students. Exchanging classes is a recommended procedure for all 
grade levels. A schedule will be determined in each building. 
3. General purpose, machine-scored answer sheets (bubble sheets) will be used for 
recording answers. These will be supplied by each principal's office prior to the 
survey. A return envelope will also be provided. This should be sealed after 
inserting the answer sheets and forwarded through the principal's office for 
tabulation. 
4. Read each direction to every class regardless of age (see special instructions for K-2 
students on instrument). Students are not to ask any questions during the survey. 
5. Refrain from making any comments other than the specified direcdons. 
6. Insist that no names be written on the form and that "personalized" pen or pencil 
colors be avoided. Only No. 2 lead pencils should be used. Say that you want 
"confidential" answers which you will add together to "get the big picture." Make it 
clear this is voluntary. If students prefer to not participate, they simply do not 
return the questionnaire. 
7. Ask a student to pick up the completed forms (again the reason is to assure 
anonymity) and place them in the envelope. The student is to seal the envelope. 
ADDITIONAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR SPECIAL AREA TEACHERS. 
1. Special area teachers include Art, P.E., Band, Music, Special Education, Spanish 
(K-5), and ESL. 
2. Special area teachers are to randomly sample 100 of their students. Use the roll 
book and pick every third student until a total of 100 is anained. 
3. Special education/resource students will have the survey questions read to them as a 
class. 
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APPENDIX I. 
50-ITEM BUBBLE SHEET 
STUDENT RESPONSE RATING FORM 
IDENTIFICATION 
NUMBER 
DATE 
MO DAY YEAR 
SPECIAL CODES 
A B C D E F G 
©<D 
® ® 
® ® 
® ® 
® ® 
® ® 
w® 
( à ,  0  
V?' ® 
(' (.1) 
(2> ® 
(V ® 
ii) ® 
i i l  ® 
® 
® 
? ® 
. 0  0  
0 
? ® 
3- ® 
.4 0 
.5  ® 
,6) 0 
0 
8, 0 
9 .  0  
0 . 0 0 0  
' O 0 ® 
Z ® ® ® 
'3' ® @ ® 
f- ® ® 0 
( i )  d )  ® ® 
(«; ® ® ® 
(V ® ® ® 
>•: ® ® ® 
;») ® ® ® 
A 
M 
hex 
e 
0 
0f 
( b ,  0  
' ' 0) 
't- ® 
® 
® 
® 
® 
® 
® 
0 
CO 
@ 
® 
® 
® 
® 
® 
•) ® 
»1 ® 
•?' ® <?' ® lo 
1, ® (O 0 (I 
(? ® (Z) ® "V 
i ® (2' ® ' 
0 ® 0 ® 
® ® 0 ® (»> 
0 0 0 ® (i) 
0 ® (z) ® ( j ) 
(•) ® 0 ® ('!) 
0 ® 0 ® < 
(O) 0 
0 • 
® ! 
® 
® ff, 
® (.!' 
® •' 
® (?' 
® <•' 
® I!' 
MARKING INSTRUCTIONS 
USE NO.^ PENCIL Or^Y 
• Do not use ink or ballpoint pens. 
• Make heavy black marks that fill 
the circle completely. 
• Erase cleanly any answer you wish 
to change. 
• Make no stray marks on the answer 
sheet. 
EXAMPLES 
WRONG 
1 ( «) 1% 0 ('«• •®' 
WRONG 
2 ,'yi ('iJ .«> Si 
WRONG 
3 (V 0 0 # 
RIGHT 
4 I «"t 0 # 15, 
Pimt«tJ III U S A TfuiiK Opiic' by NCSM16432 32313029 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
form no. 16432 
A B C D E  A B C D E  A B O D E  A B C O t  
1 1 2 3 4 b  1 4  1 2 3 4 ! .  2 7 > 2 J 4 b  4 0  I  2  J  4  b  
A B C D E  A B C D E  A B C D E  A B C D E  
2  I  2  3  4  &  15 1 2 3 4 ! )  2B< 2 i 4 t .  41 I  2  3  4 : .  
A B C D E  A B C D E  A B C D E  A B C D E  
3 I 2 3 4 &  1 6  I  2  3  4  b  2 9  1 2 3 4 ! .  4 2  I  3  4  b  
A B C D E  A B C D E  A B C D E  A B C D E  
4  I  2  3  4  S  1 7  1 2 3 4 b  3 0  1 2 3 4 b  4 ]  I  V  3  4  b  
A B C D E  A B C D E  A B C D E  A B C D E  
S i 2 .  3  4 b  I B  1 2 3 4 b  3 1  1 2 3 4 b  44 '  2  3  4 b  
A B C D E  A B C D E  A B C D E  A B C D E  
6  1 2 , 3  4  b  1 9  1 2 3 4 b  3 2  < 2 3 4  b  4 5  :  '  3  4  b
A B C D E  A B C D E  A B C D E  A  :  D  E  
7  I ,  2 ,  . 3 ,  4  S  20» 2  3  4  S  33 1  2  3  4  b  46  •  3  4  b  
A B C D E  A B C D E  A B C D E  A B C D E  
8  ,  2 ,  3  4  5  2 1  > 2  3  4 b  3 4  1 2 3 4 b  47 '  2  3  4  b  
A B C D E  A B C D E  A B C D E  A B C D E  
9  1 ,  , 2  3 ,  4  & ,  22 I  2  3  4  b  3 5  I  2  3  4  b  48 '  2  3  4  b  
A B C D E  A B C D E  A B C D E  A B C D E  
1 0  I  2  3  4  S  23  '  2  3  4  b  3 6  1 2 '  3 4 b  49 '  2  3  4  b  
A B C D E  A B C D E  A B C D E  A B C D E  
1 1  I  2  3  4  b  2 4  • 2 3 4 b  3 7  1 2 3 4 b  50 '  2  3  4  b  
A B C D E  A B C D E  A B C D E  
1 2  1 2 3  4 b  2 5  • 2 3 4 b  3 8  1 2 3 4 b  
A B C D E  A B C D E  A B C D E  
1 3  I  2  3  4  b  2 6  • 2 3 4 b  3 9  1 2 3 4 b  
' lyya liy Nalmiuil Cumpulii Syblanib. Inc 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
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APPENDIX J. 
REVISED INSTRUCTION SHEETS 
FOR ADMINISTERING QUESTIONNAIRES 
151 
CAVE CREEK. ARIZONA 
STUDENT FEEDBACK 
In order that in the future student feedback data can be processed most 
effectively, please include the following information regarding teachers 
and/or students participating in Cave Creek's career ladder student feedback 
process. 
A, TO BE INCLUDED ON BUBBLE SHEET 
1. Teacher Information: 
Code (6  digits)"The first five digits of the teacher code should be 
listed under "special codes" and may be the teacher's social 
security number or any other self-selected number. (For 
teachers participating for the second year, use the same code as 
was used previously.) The sixth digit of the code must be an 
identification ûumber for the class (period of the day at the 
middle/high school and an appropriate identification number at 
the elementary level.) If there is no period number or other 
appropriate identiOcation number, use 9 for the sixth digit. 
When sending the evaluation data, please include a list of class 
code numbers. (See Category B, below) 
2. Student Information 
Sex of Student-To be listed in the first colunm under the area 
designated for identifîcation number. (Code: 0=>Male, l=Female) 
The remaining 9 columns should be left blank. 
3. Patg 
Do not fill in any information pertaining to month, day, or year. 
*B. ON SEPARATE SHEET. USTED BY TEACHER CODE NUMBERS 
1. Sex of T^çhgr 
2. Ymts of Twçhing Eyperignçg 
3. Grade Level or Subject Taught-for each grade or subject for 
which the teacher is being evaluated 
4. Dftsiynatinn; Required or Elective Class (middle school and 
high school) 
*If possible, we would like to have the above information on each 
participant in the 1989-90 program. 
To facilitate processing of the data, bubble sheets should be packaged in the 
following manner: 
1. Group all of each teacher's classes together—for example, put Teacher 
A's period 1 together, then period 2 etc.,—making certain that the 
sixth digit class identifier code is correct. Put all of Teacher A's bubble 
sheets inside of a large manila envelope. (Avoid wrapping bubble 
sheets with rubber bands.) On the outside of the envelope, specify: 
A) Name of Teacher 
B) Name of School 
C) Teacher Code 
D) Grade Level Designation (See Below) 
E) Designation: Regular or Floater 
2. Group manila envelopes into 7 bundles according to the following 
designations. To avoid having to mail 7 boxes, we suggest diat you 
might wrap each bundle (for example, K-2 or 3-5) in butcher paper or 
a similar packaging material. Pack bundles in boxes and mail. 
A) K-2 Regular Teachers 
B) 3-5 Regular Teachers 
C) 6-8 Regular Teachers 
D) 9-12 Teachers (All) 
E) K-2 Floater Teachers 
F) 3-5 Floater Teachers 
G) 6-8 Floater Teachers 
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APPENDIX K. 
SPSS-X COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
FOR PROCESSING AND ANALYZING DATA 
I 2J4b6 
b I  
b:/ 
b3 
64 
66 
66 . 
67. 
68. 
69 
70 
7 I  
72 
73 
74 
79. 
76. 
77 
78 
79. 
80 
8 1  .  
83. 
83. 
84. 
85 
8 6 .  
87 
88 
8 8 .  
90. 
91. 
93. 
93. 
94 . 
95 
96 . 
87 . 
98 
99. 
100 
101 
102 . 
103 
104 
105. 
toe. 
107. 
108 
109 
I lU 
I  I  I  
I  12 
I  13 
1 14 
1 15. 
I  16 
I  17 
I  IB 
1 I ' . I  
I . ' I  I  
7890|l 2 34b67H90jl 2 34567890|l 2:l4bb78Wll|l / .Mbb78Uo|l 2 3466 7890jl 234&e7a9o{l 2 34667a90|l 23466789ojl 234667U9olt 2 34h67U9o|l 2 Mbb7U'JO|l 2 j4bb78Ul 
NNIQI7 -9 12 DirrrRENt GROUPS DEPEND ACTIV/ITV 
NNIUlU 9 12 LOOK HROBl EMS/NEW WAYS lO SOLVE' 
NNI019 9 12 AVAtlABLE CIASS/OIHER TIMES' 
NNI020 '9 12 LOOKS AT WORK/SEE IF UN0ERS1AND' 
VALUE LABELS 
NNTQ1 |T0 NNTOaO 
CLPERN12 
0 'NEVER* i 
1 NOT 0FT3EN' 
2 'SOMETIMES' 
3 USUALLY' 
4 ALMOST ALWAYS'/ 
1 PERIOD 1' 
a 'PERIOD a' 
3 PERIOD 3' 
4 PERIOD j4' 
B 'PERIOD 6' 
6 PERIOD i6' 
7 PERIOD T 
8 PERIOD 8' 
9 NO PERIOD LISTED 
COMPUTE rpTSCORE " iSUM (NNTQl! TO NNTQ3d) 
DESCRIPTIVES VARIABLES » TOT^ORE 
/statistics - OEPiAULT ; 
SORT CASES BV TCHNI2 
SPLIT FILE BV TCHNI.3 
DESCRIPTIVES VARIABLES • TOTSCORE 
/STATISTICS -  DEFAULT 
F I N I S H  I I I !  
TEMPQRARin I 
.SELECT if! (TCHNI2 Ei) 40923) : 
r^FREOUENCliES VARIABLES ' NNTOli TO NNT020i/ 
STAT ISiT ICS " DEFAULT 
TEMPORARY 
SELECT IF (TCHN12 EQ 66587) 
FREQUENCIES VARIABLES - NNTQl! 
STATISTICS • OEFiAULT 
TEMPORARY 
SELECT if! (TCHNI2 Ei) 35281) 
FREQUENCIES VARIABLES - NNTQl 
STATISTICS ' DEFAULT 
TEMPORARY 
• SELECT IF (TCHNI2 EQ B8069) 
1 FREQUENCIIES VARIABLES * NNTQl! 
STATISTICS » OEFiAULT 
! TEMPORARY! 
: SELECT IFi (TCHNI2 Ep 81349) 
FREQUENCIES VARIABIES = NNT01 TO NNT020 / 
SIAIISTICS = DEEAULI 
I ( MPUR'ARV 
SHECT IF (1CHN12 EQ 60122) 
: FREQUENCIES VARIABLES - NNIQIi 
STATISTICS - DEFAULT 
TEMPORARY 
Ol 
TO NNjQaq / 
TO NNTQ20: / 
TO NNTQ2d / 
TO NNIQZq / 
SELECT IFi (TCHN12 EP 06805) 
FREQUENCIES VARIABLES ^ NNTQl TO NNTQ2Q /  
STATIST ICS = DEFAUlT 
IfMPORARY 
rH'.lil|l 7 1-It)b7b90|l 2 34b6 7B90|l 2 3 4b67B'J0|l 2;i4 5b7B90jl 2:i4b6 7U90|l 2 34b6 7890|l 2 3466789o{l 2 34b6 789(l|l 2 34bb7U9o|l 2:Mbb7B90|l 2 I4bb /H9o|l 2 14bb /BU 
I 2 3 4 b b 7 8 9 a j l  
1  
2 
3 
4  
6. 
6 
7.  
8 
35 
36. 
37. 
38. 
39.  
40 .  
4 I 
42 
43 
44 
46. 
46 
47 
48 
49 
BO 
51 
52 
63. 
54 
55 
56 
*•>/ 
• iH  
îi'.l 
1,11 
, 2 ;i 4  5 b 7 a 9 IO II I J 
2  34B6 7a90 | l  2  34b67a9o j l  2  345e7a90 j l  2  34667  890 | l  2  34667a90 j l  2  34b67890 | l  2  34b6  7890 | l  2  34S67a90{ l  2  34&67a90 | l  2  3466  7B90 | l  2  34&b 7  a9o | l  2  3466  7  B9(  
//CAVE JOB 
/•JOBPARM IINTS^SO 
//SI EXEC SPSSX 
/ /DAIA4RAW OD DSN=EMO.DATA4RAW.UNI 1=DISK.OISP^SHH 
TITLE CAVE CREEK tf-IS PROGRAM 
DATA LIST^ FILE«DAT/^RAW RECQRjDS-2 
9 /I CARDIN12 1 ! 
10 SE0IN12 2-5.; 
1 t TCHNI2 36-i40 
12 CLPERN12 41 1 
13 /2 CAROiZNU 1 J 
14 SEQtNl3 a-d 
15. NTOtj « 1 
16. NT02S 7 ( 
17 NT03 8 i 
IB . NT04 9 i 
19 NTQ6 ID i 
20 NTOe 11 : 
21 NTO^ «2 1 
22 NTQ«' 13 1 
23. NTOij 14 i 
24 NTOt'P IS ; 
25 NTQI1 16 i 
26 NTQia 17 ; 
27 NT013 18 : 
28 NTQM 19 : 
28. NTQie 20 i 
30 NTOI* 21 ! 
31 . NTOlj/ 22 1 
32. NTQIS 23 1 
33. NTQI9 24 i 
34 NTQ20 25 : 
Ln 
i_n 
RECODE NTOI TO KT020 ( 1 (Gj O )  ( 2  =  I )  < 3  =  2 »  ( 4  =  3 )  4) INliQ NNTQ1 TQ NNTQ20 
VARIABLE MBELS 
CARD I a  'REGULAR 9-12 CiARD 1 '  
SEQINI2 'SEQUENCE OF ENTRY CDI' 
TCHNI2 'TEACHER REGULAR 9-12' 
CLPERNI2 'CLASS PERIOD R 9 12 
SEQ2NI2 -SEQUENCE OF ENTRY CD2' 
NNT01 : '9-121 MAKES CLMSS WORK INTERESTING' 
NNTQ2 : '9- 12! ASK QUESTIONS UNOEi^TAND TAUGHT' 
NNT03 • *9-12= ASSIGNMENTS RELATED! TO SUBJECT' 
NNTQ4 ! '9 121 DISCUSS/SUMMARIZE EACH LESSON' 
NNTQ5 -9 12 TELIS WHAT 1 EARNED TO I EARN NEW 
NNI06 -9 12 TEACHER MAINTAINS DISCIPLINE' 
NNTQ7 9 12 RETURNS TEST/ASSIGNMENTS QUICKLY' 
NNIQ8 -9 12 GIVES FEEDBACK ABOUT PERFORMANCE 
NNT09 ; '9-12 KNOWS MOKE THAN OTHER TEACHERS 
NNTQIO: '9-12! HOMEWORK HELPS ME ItARN' 
NNTQIi; '9-12 MAKES MATERIALS/WORKSHEETS' 
NNTQI2- 9 12 USE VARIElTY ACT IVI TII ES/RESOURtES ' 
NNIUI3 9 12 FILMS/VIDEOlAPES HELP US lEARN 
NNI0I4 9 12 TEH S LIBRARY/MEDIA MATERIALS 
NNIUI5 9 12 ItACHtR Wt I L ORGANIZED 
NNIOIfa 9 12 IIACMER I IKES WHIN ASK OUt SI IDN'j ' ()( J |\|ri ll^lb Z* wilt M . I I / 14bt>  / au ( j | l  7  J456789o| l  234567890] I  234567a90| l  2  34567e9o j l  234567a90 | l  2  14 t ib7a90jl 2  3466789o | l  2  34b67a9o|l 2 J4 t»6  7a9o | l  2  345b  7  a90 | l  2 14;»b  /llUOjl 2  j4hb7B9i  
I 23456 
G I  
( > J  
C4 
7a9Oll2 34B67 89o|l2 34b6 7890(l2 34B67 890|l2 34b6 7B9o|l23<667a9o|l2 34567890jl2 34667B90|l2 34567a9o|l2 34&67a9O|l2 34567a9O|l2 34&6 7U9o|l2.J4t>t,/a9oj 
NNT017 9 12 DIFFERENT GROUPS DEPEND ACTIV/^ITV 
NNIUlU 9 12 LOOK PHOBltMS/NlW WAYS 10 SOLVE 
NNIUI9 9 12 AVAIIABIE CLASS/OIMER TIMES' 
NNI020 9 12 LOOKS AI WORK/SEE I f  UNDERSTAND' 
81 
63 
83. 
84. 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
93 
93. 
94 . 
95 
96. 
97. 
98. 
99. 
100. 
101 
102 
I03. 
104 
10S. 
106 
107. 
108 
I09 
I  ID 
I I I 
I  12 
I  13 
1 14 
I  15 
I  I C  
I If 
I IH 
I II 
I .'I I 
I W,l. 
b& 
66 VALUE LABELS 
67. NNTQI TO NNTOaO 0 NEVER i 
68 1 NOT OFTiEN' 
69 2 SOME T liés 
70 3 USUALLY" 
7 1 4 ALMOST ALWAYS'/ 
72 CLPERN12 1 PERIOD 1' 
73. a PERIOD 12' 
74 9 PERIOD |3' 
75. 4 'PERIOD 4* 
76 Q PERIOD fi' 
77 6 PERIOD ie-
78 7 PERIOD 7' 
79 8 PERIOD 8' 
80 9 NO PERIOD LISTED 
L n  
COMPUTE TlDTSCORE - SUM (NNTQll TO NNTOaOi) 
DESCRIPTIVES VARIABLES - TOTSjCORE 
/STATISTICS - OEFiAULT ! 
SORT CASES BV TCHN12 
SPLIT FILE BY TCHN12 
DESCRIPTIVES VARIABLES = TOTSCORE 
/STATISTICS = DEFAULT 
FINISH 
// 
TEMPORARY: t 
SELECT if! (TCHN12 EiO 40923) 
FREOUENCl'ïS VARIABLES = NNTQI TO NNTQ2Q/ 
STATISTICS • DEFAULT 
TEMPORARY: 
SELECT IF (TCHN12 EO 66587) 
FREQUENCIES VARIABLES « NNTQt! TO NNTQ20i / 
STATT^ICS « OEFIAULT 
TEMPORAR^r 
SELECT IFl (TCHN 12 Ek) 25281) ! 
FREQUENCIES VARIABLES = NNTQI TO NNTQ20 / 
STATISTICS » DEFAULT 
TEMPORARY 
SELECT IF (TCHNI2 EQ 88069) ! 
FREQUENCliES VARIABLES - NNTQl! TO NNTQ2q / 
STATISTICS - OEFIAULT 
TEMPORARY: 
SELECT IF: (TCHN12 EiO 81349) 
(HtQUENCIES VARIABLES " NNTQI ID NNIU20 /  
SIAI1ST ICS = DEFAULT 
UMPORARY 
SI I ECT IF (TCHN12 EQ 60122) 
IREQUENCIES VARIABLES • NNIQI! 10 NNIQ20 / 
STATISTICS » DEFiAULT 
TEMPORARY: 
SELECT IF (TCHN12 EO 06805) 
FREQUENCIES VARIABlES = NNIQI lO NNIU20 /  
SIAIISIICS ^ OEFAUlI 
11 MI'OKARY 
M I  ICI If  ( I I  HNU lU 
/ H ' j o j l  ? J4î»b 7H*Jo|l V J4*>b /H90jl  2:ï4bfa7B90| l  2 . l 4 â 6  /H9o | l  2  . ' M  b67 a9o| I  2  3  4bfa7a90| l  2 3 4 5 6  7a9o| I  2  :i4 b6 7 H 9 ( > |  I  2  3  4 fiti /  H90|  I  2  .14Îj67 H90|  I  2  »  4î»b /  H90|  I  2  1 4  bb H90| 
2 34b67890jl2 34B67B90|l2 34667a90jl234B67a90jl2 34B67B9o|lî34667890jl2 34B6 789O|l2 34567B90jl2 34b67a90jl2 34567B9oll2 34667B9ojl2 34ti67a9o|l2 34567a9ojl 2 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
43  
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
b O  
•j I 
52 
63 
54 
55 
6li 
•j/ 
'.iH 
1,11 
//CAVE dt» 
/•JOBPARM LINES 80 
//SI tXEC SPSSX 
//0AIA4RAW DD DSN = EI$WHA D*IA4MAW.UN11-UISK.DISP-SHR 
TITCE C*VE CREEK 12 PROGRAM 
DATA LISTi FILE-DATA;4RAW RECQRpS-2 
10 SE01NI2 2-S 
11 TCHN12 36-.40 
12 CLPERNI2 41 : 
13. /3 CAR0É2NI3 * 
14 SE02M12 2-« 
19. NTOli 6 ! 
16. tiXQi 7 ; 
17 NTQ3 a i 
18 N5Q4 9 i 
19 NT OS ID i 
20 NToe 11 : 
21 . ntqt ;  12 i 
22 NTQI^ 13 1 
23 NTOaj 14 ! 
24 ntoid IB j 
25 NTQl 1 16 ! 
26 NT012 17 
27 . NT013 18 ; 
28 NTQ14 19 ! 
28 NTQIS 20 i 
30 NTUliS 21 ; 
31 . NTOli? 22 i 
32. NTQia 23 i 
33. NTQI9 24 : 
34 . NTQ20 25 !  
RECODE NTQi TO NTQ20 ( 1 
(5! 
L n  
O )  ( 2 = 1 )  ( 3 = 2 )  ( 4  = 3 )  
4) INip NNTQI TQ NNTQ20 
SE01NI2 
TCHN12 
CIPEHNI2 
SE02NI2 
NNTOI 
NNTQ2 
NNT03 
NNI04 
NNTQS 
NNIU6 
NNIQ7 
NNIQ8 
NNI09 I 
NNTQld 
NNTQtl; 
NNT0I2' 
NNIUI3 
NNI0I4 
NNI0I5 
NNIUI6 
VARIABLE MBELS 
CARDIKlia 'REGULAR 9-12 CÎARD 1' 
SEQUENCE Of EMIRV CDl' 
TEACHER REGULAR 9-12' 
'CLASS PERIOD » 9 12' 
SEQUENCE OF ENTRY C02' 
'9-12 MAKES CLtSS WORK INTERESTING' 
•9-l£ ASK QUESTIIONS UNOERISTAND TAUGHT' 
•8-12: ASSIGNMEMTS RELATED! TO SUBJEC^' 
'9-DISCUSS/SiUMMARIZE EiACH LESSOM' 
12 TELLS WHAT LEARNED TO 1 EARN NEW' 
12 TEACHER MAINTAINS DISCIPLINE' 
12 RETURNS TEST/ASSIGNMENTS QUICKIV 
12 GIVES FEEDBACK ABOUT PERPORMANCE 
9 12: KNOWS MOIS THAN OT»KR I LACHERS' 
9-IZ HOMEWORK HELPS ME UEARN' 
•9-12; MAKES MATiERIALS/WOfWSHEETS' 
I2i USE VARIElTV ACTIVITIES/RESOURCES' 
12 F II MS/VIDEOIAPES HEIP US LEARN' 
12 lEIlS LIBRARY/MEDIA MATERIALS' 
12 IE ACME H WELL OHUANIZIU 
3 12 IE ACME R I IKES WHEN ASK UUtSIION'j _ _ , , , 
\ J I4!.h /HtKljl 2 J4â6 7B90|l 2 34B6 7a90{l 234667H9o|I 2.14667a9o|l 2 34B67B9o|I 2a4bb7B9<j|l 2 :i4b«>7H'J<l|l 2 14t>b7BUo|l V I4h(./HUlljl 2 I4bb /HUojl J Mhh /H'.IOjl 2.14.>b /O J()]l J 
9 
•9 
9 
9 
•9 
9 
' 9 
•9 
'9
I  2  J4b67a90j  
bl 
63 
64 
6b .  
66 
67. 
68 
69 
70 
7  1  
72  
73 .  
74. 
75. 
76. 
77 
78 .  
79 .  
ao 
81  .  
83.  
83. 
84. 
85 
8 6 .  
87 .  
88  .  
88 .  
90 
91 .  
92. 
93.  
94  
95 .  
96 .  
97  .  
98. 
89. 
lOO. 
I01 
t02 
103 
104 
IDS. 
106. 
107. 
108 
t ( )9  
t  t o  
I  I  I  
I  12  
I  13  
I  14  
1 15 
1 16 
I  17  
1  IB 
I  I ' I  
I . ' I  I  
.• MM. 'H'jul 
I 2 3466 7890 |l 2 34b6 7aaojl 2 34bfa7US!0jl 2 34!jb ijl 2 34567a90jl 2 3466 7a90jl 2 34S6 7B90jl 2 346b7B9o|l 234B6 7B90|l 2 34567a9o|I 2 .14bb/auo|l 2.»4t>b/UUoj 
NFE016 F 8 I t  SIS ARE FAIR 
NI10 17 F 8 Gives TtSIS ANO UUI^tS' 
NFtUIS F 8 RFfl lRNS 11 SI S/ASSIGNMENIS QUICK' 
NFE019 18 VARIETY OF ACT IVI11 E S-/RE SOURCE S '  
NFEOaCi F 8 EXPECIS BESiT WORK 1 WN' 
VALUE lAgElS 
NFEQI TO NFE020 
CLPERFSi 
I 
COMPUTE rOTSCWE " &UM 
DESCRIPTIVES VARIABi.ES 
/STATISTICS - DEfiAULT 
SORT CASES BY TCHF« 
SPLIT FILE BY TCHF8! 
DESCRIPTIVES VARIABLES 
/STATISTICS - DEFAULT 
FINISH 
/ /  I  1  
'NEVtR' 
•NOI OFTEN 
'SOMETIMES' 
USUALLY' 
ALMOST ALWAYS'/ 
PERIOD I' 
PERIOD 3' 
'PEf^IDD 3' 
'PERIOD 4' 
PERIOD 5' 
'PERIOD 6' 
'PERIOD 7' 
'PERIOD 8' 
'HO jPERlOO LISTED'/ 
(NFCOt-: TQ NFEOaCt) 
• TOTSjCQRE 
TOTSiCORE 
i 
U i  
00 
TEMPORARY! 
SELECT IF (TCHF8 EQi 63380) 
FREQUENCIES VARIABLES = NFEQI TO NFEQ20/ 
STATISTICS » DEFAULT 
TEMPORARY: 
SELECT IF! (TCHF8 EQi 05671 ) 
FREOUENCljES VARlABljES - NFEOIj TO NFE02(V 
STATI&tlCS • OEFiAULT 
TEMPORARY: 
SELECT IF (TCHF8 EQi 02544 > 
FREQUENCIES VARIABLES = NFEQI TO NFEQ20/ 
STATISTICS - DEFAULT 
TEMPORARY 
SELECT IF! (TCHFB EQ 30641) 
FREQUENCIES VARIABljES " NFE01; TO NFEQ20!/ 
STATIsties - OEFiAULT 
SORI CASES BY CLPERF8 
SI' l  IT FILE BY CLPERF8 
UMPORARY 
SIIECT IF (ICMF8 EQ 63380) 
FREQUENCIES VARIABLES • NFEQI; TO NFEQ2Q/ 
STATISTICS - OEFiAULT 
TEMPORARY: 
SELECT IF: (TCHF8 Ed 05671) 
FREQUENCIES VARIABLES = NFtUI lO N1EU20/ 
SI A! ISlICS = OEFAUl I  
11 MPCIUARY 
I / 14!i»,/B9o|l2 J46b7a90jl2 34t>b;B90|l2 3466 7a90|l234b67B90|l 2 345b7 890{l 2 3466 789o|l 234Bb7890]I 2 14bb /H9o|l 2;l4h6 7a9o|l 2 14bb /a9ojl 2 J4hb ;HUo| 
I 2 J4be7a9aji 
1  
2 
3 
4 
6 
6 
7. 
8 
9 
10 
I  I  
12 
13. 
14 
15. 
16. 
17 
IB 
19 
20 
21 .  
33. 
23. 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 . 
28 
30. 
31 . 
33. 
33. 
34 . 
35. 
36 
37. 
38 
99. 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
4b 
46 
47 
48 
•49 
b O  
b I 
bJ 
t J  
b4 
65 
66 
I 
b H  
b'l 
, 2 :l 4 b k 7 a 9 10 II I / I 
7 3 4 6 6 7 a 9 0|l234667B90jl 2 34B67a90jl  2 34b67a90jl 2 34567890(1 234B67B90ll2 34667a90jl2 34567a90jl 2 34b67a90|l 2 34567 891^1 ï.1456 7U90ll 73 456 7B90|l 
//CAVE JOB -
/•JUBPARM LINES'SO 
//SI EXEC SPSSX 
//DA1A7BAW OD OSN=E1»WHA.DAIA7RAU,UNll=DISK.D1SP=SUR 
TITLE CAVE CREEK Fk-OATER 6-« PROGRAM 
DATA LISli FILE-OATA.^RAW RECQ(^S-2 
/I CARD1F8 
SEQ1F8 
TCHF8 
CLPERFB 
/2 CARDSFt 
SEQ»# 
FEOIj 
eeq:^ 
FE03 
FE04 
FEOS 
FE06 PEQTj FEOOi FEOfl! FEOIp 
FEQIit 
FE0I3 
FE013 
FE014 
FEOlia FEOI* FEOli? FEOl'a 
FEOie 
FEQ2b 
1 
2-5 : 
36-4Q 
41 
I I 
a-# 
c 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
19 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
93 
24 
25 
L n  
vO 
RECODE FEQI TO FEQ20 
VARIABLE MBELS CAROIFlB 
SEOIFff 
TCHFB 
CLPERF8 
CARD2F8 
SEQ3F8< 
NFE01 ; 
NFE02 
NFE03 i 
NtE04 
Nfl05 
NrtU6 
NFE07 
NFE08 
NFEQ9 
NFEOia 
NFEOII 
Ni (Ut2 
NM 013 
NI I U 14 
Nf lUIS 
( 1 « O) (2 ' 1)1 <3 » 2) (4 = 3) (» " i«) fNTO NFiEQt TO NFEjQ20 
i i I 
FLOATjER 6-8 CARb 1' 
SEQUENCE OF ENTRY CD1' 
TEACHER FLOATER 6 8 
CLASS PERIOD F 6-8' 
FLOATER 6-8 CARD 2" 
SEQUENCE OF ENTRY C03' 
F-8 TREACHER MAKES INTERESTING' 
F-8 TREACHER FAIN WITH AI L ' 
F 8 TEACHER MAINTAINS DISCIPLINE-
8 TEACHER WELL PREPARED 
8 GIVES ASSIGNMENTS RELAIE!) SUBJ' 
8 DISCUSS/SUMMARIZE LESSON 
8 DISCUSSIONS ON TOPIC OF I ESSON' 
8 LIKES WHEN WE ASK QUESTIONS' 
F-8 E^PIAINS RUBLES FOR BEHAVIOR' 
F-8 EXPLAINS LEjSSON AND WilY DO IT' 
F 8 ASK QUESTIONS/UNDERSTAND TAUGHT' 
f 8 EXPIAINS IDEAS EASY UNDERSTAND 
f 8 LOOKS AT WORK SEE WE UNDERSTAND 
I  a UU SAME THING IN CLASS fVIKY DAY' 
a I lACMfR EASY 10 UNDIHSIAND 
F 
F 
•f 
'f 
•F 
I y I4;>b /U'Jo|l 34567 auojl 2 3456 7auÔ|l 2 3456789^1 2 34b67B90|l 2 34b6 7 89o|l 2 34bb7a9o|l 2 34 66 7a9o|l 2 3456 /Buujl 2 .14 bti 7 BDO] I 2 3 4!i6 7 a'Jujl 2 34 hb 7 H'JOjl 2 I4hb /Buojl 
I 7:l4b(i 
b I 
bj 
b3 
64 
fafi. 66 
67. 
68. 
69 
70 
71 
Ti 
73. 
74 
75. 
76 
77 
78. 
79. 
80 
81 
83. 
83. 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89. 
90. 
91 . 
82. 
93. 
94 
95 
96 
97. 
98 . 
99. 
too. 
101 
102 
t03 
104 
105. 
106 
107. 
108. 
I09 
I lO 
I I I 
1 12 
1 13 
I 14 
1 15. 
< 16 
1 17 
I 18 
I  I I  
I . ' ( )  
; t rii, 
7g9oj, 2 34667a90|l 2 34b6 7890|l 234667890|l 234&67890|l 2 34 66789(^1 2 3466789o{l 2 34 66789o|l 234B67B9ojl 234&B7B9o|l 234567890|l 2 34bb7B9(j{l 2 34i>b7B9(l|l i 
NFEQI& F 8 TESTS ARE FAIR 
NFEQ17 F 8 GIVES TESIS AND QUIZES' 
NFE0I8 F 8 REIURNS TESIS/ASSIGNMENIS QUICK' 
NFEQ19 F 8 VARIETY OF ACTIVIIlES/RESOURCES' 
NFEOaa F 8 EXPECTS BESà WORK 1 CAN 
VALUE LA^LS 
NFEQt TjO NFE020 0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
CLPERFBl I 1 ) 
I 4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
a 
COMPUTE rOTSCORE - jsuv 
DESCRIPTIVES VARIABILES 
/statistics « OEFiAULT 
SORT CASES BY TCHF® 
SPLIT FILE BY TCHFB 
DESCRIPTIVES VARIAU.ES 
/STATISTICS - DEFAULT 
FINISH 
'NEVÏR' 
'NOT OFTEN 
•SOMETIMES' 
USUALLY' 
'ALMOST ALWAYS'/ 
PERIOD r 
'PEf^IOD 2' 
'PERIOD 3' 
'PEIdlOD 4' 
'PERIOD 5' 
PERIOD 6' 
PERIOD 7' 
PERIOD 8' 
'NO jPCRIOO LISTED'/ 
(NFCQIl TO NFEOad) 
TDTSjCORE 
= TOTSCORE 
TO NFE02(V 
TO NFE020/ 
TO NFE02(^ 
TO NFEQ20S/ 
c\ 
TEMPORARY O 
SELECT IF (TCHF8 EO 63380) 
FREQUENCIES VARIABLES = NFEQI TO NFE02Q/ 
STATISTICS ' DEFAULT 
TEMPORARY! 
SELECT IF! (TCHFB EQÈ 05671) 
FREOUENCLJES VARIABUES « NFEQI 
STATISÎTICS - OEFiAULT 
TEMPORARY; 
SELECT IF (TCHFB EO 02544) 
FREQUENCIES VARIABLES - NFEQI 
STATISTICS • DEFAULT 
TEMPORARY-; 
SELECT IF! (TCHFB EQ' 30541) 
FREQUENCIES VARIABLjES • NFEQI 
STATISTICS - OEFiAULT 
SORT CASES BY CLPERF8 
SPl I I FILE BY CLPERFB 
UMPORARY 
SELECT IF (TCHFB EO 63380) 
FREQUENCIES VARIABLES - NFEQI 
STATISTICS « OEFiAULT 
; TEMPORARY: 
: SELECT IF! (TCHFB EO 05671) 
FREQUENCIES VARIABLES ^ NFEQI fO N1EQ20/ 
SI AI I ST ICS = ULfAUl T 
11 MPOHAKY 
SI I I CI IF (ICMia fU 01!b44) , , 
rHO())l/:i4!iti;H90|l2 34fib7B'J()|l2 3456 7890|l2:i456 7B9(l|l2'(4b<>7890|l2;i4hb7B90|l2 34&67BUo|l2.T4b6 7BU0|l7:i4bb7B9o|l2 14hb7BUOjlV14(>b/UUOjl?l4Si6/ B a <)jli 
0 , 2 3 4 6 6 7 a 9 lO II IV 
I 2.14667890jl 234567890jl 2346"67B9C^I 234667a9ClJl 234667a9ojl 234667890{l 234667890(l 234b67S90|l 234667B90|l 234b67B9o|l 234&67B90{| 234b67a90|l 234bB7B9o{ 
1 //CAVE JOB 
2 /«JOBPARM LINES^SO 
3 //SI EXEC SPSSX 
4 //DAIA7RAW DD DSN^EISLHO 0ATA7RAW.UNI 
b . 
e TULf CAVE CREEK fILOATEP 6-^ PROGRAM 
7 . 
8 DATA LISTÎ FILEvOATAjVftAW RECQ(ÂS-2 
9 /I CARDIF8 1 
10 SEUIF8 2-5 : 
1 1 TCHF8 3«-40i 
12 CLPERF8 41 
13. /2 CARDOP# 
14 SEQ^C a-» 
IS. FEOIj « 1 
16 FEoai 7 I 1 
17 FEQ3 8 
18 FEQ4 9 
19 FEQS 10 1 
2U FE06 M 
21 FEQTj la i 
22 Feoai 13 i i 
23. FEOfli M 
24. FEOlp 15 i 
25 FEOljl 16 
26 FE0li2 17 
27 FE013 18 
28 FE014 19 
20. FEQIB 20 ! 
30 FEQIfe ai 
a t .  FEQil? aa 
32. FEQiii aa 
33 FEOIjB 24 
34 FE020 25 
35 
36 
37. 
3B 
39. 
40. 
4 t 
4 2  
43 
44 
46 
46 
47 
48 
49 
bO 
b I 
53, 
54 
55 
56 
•> / 
'.iH 
'.>*,1 
l.tl 
y Mtii. 'ii'ji)|i 
RECODE FEQI TO FE02.0 
I I 
VARIABLE jLABUS ; 
CAROIFiB 'FLOATlER 
( I 
(B 
Q) 
r* 
(2 - U (3 
INTO NFjEQI 
=• 2) (4 = 
TO NFEjOaO 
3) 
6 » CAP#) 1' I 
SEOIFS SEQUENCE OF ENTRY COI' 
TCHF8 : "TEACHER FLOATER: 6-8* 
CLPERF8 'CLASS PERIOO F é-8' 
CARD2F8 FLOATER 6 8 CARD 2' 
SEQ2F8i "SEQUENCE OF ENTlRV C02' 
NFEQ1 : 'F-8 TREACHER MAKÎES INTERESTING' 
NFE02 : 'F- 8  TiEACHER FAIR WITH ALlj' 
NFE03 i 'F-8 TREACHER MAINTAINS DISCIPLINE 
NFE04 F 8 TEACHER WELL PREPARED 
NHU5 F 8 GIVES ASSIGNMENTS RELAIED SUB J' 
NFLQ6 -F-8 DISCUSS/SUMMARIZE LESSON' 
NFE07 f 8 DISCUSSIONS ON TOPIC Of lESSON' 
NFEOa i 'F-B LIKES WHEN WE ASK QUESTIONS' 
NFEQ9 j 'F-B EjxPlAINS RULES FOR BEHAVIOR' 
NFEQld F-8 EXPLAINS LESSON AND WMV DO IT' 
NFEOir 'F-B A^K OUESTIÙNS/UNOERSTANO TAUGHT 
NiLUI2 -F a EXPIAINS IDEAS EASY UNDFRSIAND' 
NI (013 F a LOOKS AT WORK SEE WE UNOfKSIANl)-
NIFOI-I f a 00 SAME THING IN CI ASS LVIHY UAY ' 
Nliyib F a TEACHER f ASY IO UNIJl HSI AND ' . , . , j. . . , ...wJ 
V Mb«.7B90|l 2;l46fa7B90jl 234bti7a9o{l 214b67B9o|l 2.T4h67B9ojl 734bb7U9o|l 2 7 BUn|l 734bti7B9o|l 2 )4bii7BUu|l 2:l4bb /B9l)|l V MbL /II ll)|l J.14bfa7UJO| 
I  ï  14h67H9 
h I 
bJ 
63 
64 
6b 
66 
67. 
68 
69 
I ^ » 4 O W ' o •» ••• •• •• 
o| l  2 345t i7890j l  2:i4667B90jl 2 : l4bb /H90ll  ? .l<Sj6 7 890|l2 34567B90jl2a<667890jl 2 34567a90jl2 3456 7 89o | l  Ï3456 7B90|| 2 34b6 /H9()|l 2 3-4hb 7a90|l 2 3 4bb 7 U'J  
NSF0t4 6 8 KNOWS MORE IHAN OIHtR UACHfRS' '  
NSLQI6 
NSEQI6 
NSEQt? 
NSEQta 
NSEQ19 
NSEQ30 
VAIUE LABELS 
6 8 WORK lU 00 IF MNISM CLASS OVER' 
-6 8 MAKES MAIERIALS/WORKSHEEIS USE' 
6 8 GIVES TESTS AND QUIZES 
'6 S «TURNS TESTS/ASSIGNMENTS QUICKI' 
6-8 viARIETV OF iACT IVIT lE^RESOURCE^' 
'6-0 ENOUGH TIME! TO DO OUR WORK 
70 NSEQI TO NSEQ20 0 NEVER' 
7 1 1 NOT OFTEN 
72 2 SOMETIMES 
73. 3 USUALLY' 
74 . 4 ALMOST IALWAVS'/ 
75. CLPERSW 1 i 'PERIOD il' 
76. 3 PERIOD i2' 
77 3 PERIOD 3' 
78 4 PERIOD 4' 
79 5 PERIOD 5' 
80. 6 PERIOD 6' 
81 . i 7 1 'PERIOD 7' 
83 8 i PERIOD le-
83. 9 i 'NO PERljDO LISTED 
84. 
85 
86 
87. 
88 
88. 
90. 
91 . 
92. 
93 
94 . 
95 
96. 
97. 
98 
99. 
100. 
t o i .  
102 . 
103 
t04 . 
105 
106. 
107 .  
108 
109 
I to 
I I I 
I U 
I  13 
I  14 
1 15 
1 16 
I  17 
I la 
11*1 
l.'O 
I4!lh I 
1 ! I 
COMPUTE TOTSCORE - SUM (NSEOH TO NSE02Q) 
DESCRIPTIVES VARIABLES • TOT^ORE 
/STATISTICS - DEFAULT 
SORT CASES BY TCHSS 
SPLIT FUJe BY rCHFB 
DESCRIPTIVES V4RIA(â.ES « TOTSiCQRE 
/STATI^ICS - OEFÎAULT 
FINISH I i i ! 
o\ N5 
TEMPORARY: 
SELECT IF (TCHS8 EQi 4 11821) 
FREQUENClieS VARIABLÎES « NSEQll TO NSEQaOi/ 
STATISTICS - DEFAblLT 
TEMPQRARVj 
SELECT IF! (TCHSa EOi 476861) 
FREQUENCIES VARIABLES = NSE01 TO NSEQ20i/ 
STATISTICS " DEFAULT 
TEMPORARY: 
SELECT IF (TCHS8 EO 486581) 
FREQUENCIES VARIABLES • NSEQll TO NSEQ20|/ 
STATISTICS - DEPAÎILT 
TEMPORARin 
SELECT IFi (TCHS8 Ed &60121) 
fUEUUENCIES VARIABLES = NSEUI TO NSEU20/ 
SIAIISIICS = DEFAULI 
lEMPORARy 
SILECT IF (TCHS8 £0 231361) 
FREQUENCIES VARIABLES • NSEQll TO NSEQ20/ 
STATISTICS - DEFAULT 
TEMPORARY! 
SELECT IF: (TCHS8 Ed 879982) 
FREQUENCIES VARIABLES «= NSEQ1 TO NSEU20/ 
STAI1ST ICS = DEFAULT 
IEMPORARY 
SM ECT IF ( TCMS8 f 0 86917 1) 
89(^1 2 3 456 7890| l  2 34567 890| l  2 34 56 789o| l  2 34567890{ l  2 3456 7 89o| l  2 34S6789o | l  2 3 4 B 6 7 a 9 o | l  234567auo| l  2 34b67a90|I  234667a9oj l  2 :Mb67890| l  234bb 789 
u 
I  2 3 4 b 6  
1 
2 
3 
4 
6 
6 
7 . 
8 
9 
lO 
t I 
12 
13 
14 
15. 
te 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
33 
23. 
34 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29. 
30 
31 . 
33 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37. 
38 
39. 
40. 
41 
42 
43 
44 
46 
46 
4 7 
48 
49 
bl) 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
50 
liH 
' . I ' l  
1 , ( 1  
II 2 I4!il, 
, 2 3 * 5 b 7 a 9 10 II I V 
7 8 9 0 j l  2  3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 | l  2  34B67a90jl 234667890jl 2  34B67890jl 234B67890jl 234567B90jl 2 34667a90jl 234B'67a90jl 234B67890jl 2 34567 890|l 2 3456 7a90jl 2  34S67B9 
//CAVE JOB 
/•JOBPARM I INES ^ 80 
//SI EXEC SPSSX 
//0A1A3RAW OD DSN=E1$LM0 DAIA3RAW.UNIT'DISK.DISPS1IR 
TITLE CAS/E CREEK 6-8 RECULAR; PROGRAM 
DATA LIST! FILE-DAT^RAW RECORiDS-2 
/I CAROIS8 I 
2-5 : 
36-4Ci 
41 
1 
a-8 
« 
SEQIS8 
TCHSa 
CIPERS8 
/2 CAROaS# 
sEoslsa 
SEOli 
SEQ2' 
SE03 
SE04 
SEQg 
SEQC 
SEOT 
SEO»; 
SEOSf 
SE01D 
SEOII 
SEQI2 
SE0I3 
SE014 
SEOIB 
SEOtjfi 
SE01:7 
SEOia 
SE019 
SE020 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
ao 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
RECODE SEOI TO SEQ30 
VARIABLE LABELS 
CAROISE 
SEOISE 
TCHSE 
CLPERSEi 
CARD2SEi 
SE02SE '  
NSEOI :  
NSE03 
NSE03 
NSE04 
NSE05 
NSEQ6 
NSEQ7 
NSEOa 
NSE09 
NSTOLO 
NSl (J I I 
NM OI2 
( I 
(5 
O) 
4) 
(2 • 1) (3 '  2) (4 
INTO NSEOjl TO NSEQ:^ 
3) 
o\ 
w 
'6-8 REGULAR CARD 1' 
SEQUENCE OF ENTRY CO I 
TEACHER REGULAR 6 8" 
'CLASS PERIOD R 16-8' 
'6-8 lÂGULAR CARD 2" 
'SEQUENCE OF ENTRY C02' 
'6 8 HAKES class! WORK INTEiRESTING' 
6 8 TEACHER FAIR WITH A1 L' 
•6-8 lEACHER MAINIAINS DISCIPLINE' 
'6-8 lEACHER WEIL PREPARED' 
'6-8 GIVES ASSIGNMENTS RELATED SUBJ 
6 8 DrlSCUSS/SUMIARIZE LESSON' 
6-8 DISCUSSIONS ON TOPIC joF LESSON' 
6 8 LIKES WHEN WE ASK QUESTIONS' 
'6 8 MORE TIME TO WORK THAN NEED' 
6 8 EXPLAINS LESSON AND WHY DO H 
6 a ASK QUESIIONS/UNDERSTAND TAUGHT 
-b 8 EXPIAINS IDEAS EASY UNDERSTAND 
k a lUllKS AI WOKK SI E Wt UNDERSTAND NbiUI 'J w K a «I oi u wt u i wiw , , . J. ï:Mf»b7aai)|l 2 3466 /«90|l 2;Mbb7H9o|l 2 J4b6 7B9o|l 2 34&6 7 B90| I 2 S 4bb / B90| I 2 14 tih 7 a9o| I 2 14îib 2 1 4î ïb 7 HUO|l 2 l4:ifa7BU*)|l 2 »4.»b /B'JOjl 2 ) 4 h (i / U 9 ( 
'  I l  
I  7  . 1466  
(>  I  
fa3 
64 
65 
66 
67. 
68 
69 
70 
7 I  
72 
73. 
74 
75. 
76. 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
Ba 
83. 
84 
95 
96 
97 
98 
99. 
100. 
101 . 
103. 
103 
104 . 
ICS 
toe 
I07 . 
tea 
109. 
110 
111 
1  1 2 .  
I  13 
I  14 . 
116. 
1 16 
1 17. 
I  18 
I  19 
I2U 
12 t 
122  
123 
124 
125 
126 
127 
I2H 
I . " I  
I  I I )  
I  I  I 4 ! . t ,  
, I .1 4  b  b /  u  U I I "  I I  I  • •  I  
/ H90 l l 2 : »4667890 j l  2  34bb  /H90 j l2 .14 t j 6  / 890 | l  2  3456  7B90 j t2  3466  7a 90 | l  2  34B6789o j l  2  346e7a9o | l  2 3 4 b 6 7 8 9 0 | l  2  34567B9o | I  2  3466  7B90 | |  2  :>4 t î b7H90 | l  2  J 4b6  7  89o | l  
NSf0I4 «> 8 KNOWS MORE UIAN Olt l fR rtACHfRS' 
NStUlb fa 8 WOHK 1(1 00 Ih HNIbM CI ASS OVER 
NSfOIG 6 8 MAKtS MATEHIAlS/WOBKSHE11 S USE' 
NSEQ17 6 8 l i lVES lESIS AND QUIZES' 
NSEQI8 
NSEQ19 
NSEQ30 
'6-8 laiURNS rE&'rS/ASSIGN*tfNTS QUICK' 
•6-8 viARlETV OF |aCT IVI IIESl/RESOURCESi' 
'6-8 ENOUGH TIME! TO 00 OUR WORK" 
VAIUE L ABE IS 
NSEQ1 TO NSE020 
CLPERSai 
2 
3 
4 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
"NEVER 
•NOT Of TEN 
"SOMETIMES" 
USUALLY!' 
'ALMOST ULWAVS"/ 
'PERIOD il' 
'PERIOD 2' 
•PERIOD 3" 
'PERIOD 4' 
•PERIOD S" 
"PERIOD 6" 
'PERIOD |7' 
PERIOD ja* 
'NO PERljOO LISTED' 
o 
o 
TEMPORARY 
SELECT IF (TCHS8 EQ 41182) 
FREQUENCIES VARIABLES ' NSEQI TO NSEQ20!/ 
STATISTICS - DEFAULT 
TEMPORARY! 
SELECT iH (TCHS# EQi 47686) 
FREOUENCljES VARUBLIES - NSEOIj TO NSEQZQ/ 
STATISTICS " DEFAlJLT 
TEMPORARY! 
SELECT IF: (TCHS8 EO 48658) 
FREQUENCIES VARIABLES = NSEQI TO NSEQ20/ 
STAIISTICS « DEFAULT 
lEMPORARYi 
SELECT IF! (TCHSe EQi 56012) 
FREOUENCljES VARIABLjES » NSEOIj TO N5E02C^ 
STATISTilCS - DEFAULT 
TEMPORARY: 
SELECT IF (TCHS8 EO 23136) 
FREOUENClks VARIABLES « NSEQI TO NSEQ20/ 
STATISTICS - DEFAULT 
TEMPORARY! 
SELECT IF! (TCHS8 EQi 87898) 
FRE0UENCI3ES VARIABLjES « NSEQI! TO NSE026/ 
STATISTICS - DEFAULT 
TEMPORARY 
SmCT IF (TCHS8 EO 86917) 
FREQUENCIES VARIABLES ^ NSEQI TO NSEQ20/ 
STATISTICS = DEFAULT 
lEMPORARYi 
SEIECT IF (ICHS8 EQ" 40119) 
FREQUENCIES VARIABILES = NSEQI; TO NSEQ26/ 
STATISTICS ' DEFAULT 
TEMPORARY 
SEIICI IF (ICHS8 EQ 06858) 
1 Rl DUE NCI ES VARIABIES " NSEQI 10 NSEU2(>/ 
2  3 4 5 6  7 8 9 0 j l  2  3 4 5 6 7 a 9 o | l  2  3 4 5 6  7  a 9 0 | l  2  3 4 5 6 7 a 9 o | l  2 3 4 & 6 7 a 9 u | l  2  3 4 b 6  7 a 9 o | l  2  3 4 6 6 7 a 9 o | l  2  3  4 6 6  7  a 9 0 | l  2  34b67a9o| I  2  3 4 6 6 7  B 9 0 |  I  2  3 4 b b  7a90 j l  2 3 4 6 6  / H 9 o | l  
I  2 J 4 b "b7B90 | l  234667890 | l  2  34b6 789 f l j l  234£>67890J |  2 34B67a90jl 2  34667B9eJt 2 34667890j l  2  34567a90jl 2 3<Bb7a90j l  2 34b67890| l  2 34B67890 | l  2a4h6/B90jl 2 J4bb7a9 
35 
36 . 
37. 
38 
39. 
40. 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
to 
b I  
bJ 
53 
54 
55 
56 
« j7  
SH 
« . I I  
//CAVE JOB 
/*JOBPARM IINES^BO 
//SI EXEC SPSSX 
//0AIA3RAW DD O S N =  t  HWMA OA IA3RAW. UNI I ^1) I SK .  OI SP = SltH 
TITLE CAVE CREEK 6-8 REGULAI^ PROGRAM 
DATA LIST F|LE*DATABRAW RECORPS-2 
9 /I CARDIS8 1 
to SE01S8 2-5 
1 t TCHS8 36-
12 CIPERSB 41 
13. /2 CARinS* 1 
14 SE03iSS 2-9 
15. SEOlj « 
16 SEQi 7 
17 SEOS 8 
IB SEQ4 9 
19 SE OS to 
20 SE 06 1 1 
21 ÇEOT 12 
33 SEO« 13 
23. SE(Mi 14 
24. SEQIb ts 
35. SE011 16 
26 SE012 17 
27 SEQ13 18 
28 SEQ14 19 
29. seoijs 20 
30 SEOIifi 21 
31 . SEOI? 22 
33. SEQia 23 
33 SE0I9 24 
34 SE030 25 
RECODE SE4I TO SE020 
VARIABLE LABELS 
CARD I  SB 
SEQISB 
ICHS8 
CLPERSft; 
CARDZSg 
SEQ2S8 . 
NSEOI 
NSE02 
Nbt03 
NSEQ4 
NSE05 
NSEQ6 
NSE07 
NSFQB 
NSE09 
NSl UIO 
NbtOI 1 
NSl 012 
NSl Q13 
( I  
(5 
O) 
4) 
( 2 = 1 )  ( 3 = 2 )  ( 4  =  
INTO NSEOJL TO NSEQ#) 
3) 
Oi l_n 
'6-8 REGULAR CARD 1' 
•SEQUENCE OF ENTRY CO I' 
'TEACHER REGULAR 6 8' 
'CLASS PERIOD R iB-S' 
'6-8 REGULAR CARD 2' 
'SEQUENCE OF ENT^Y C03' 
'6-8 MÎAKES CLASS; WORK INTERESTING 
6 8 TEACHER FAIR WITH ALL' 
6 8 TEACHER MAINTAINS DISCIPLINE 
6 8 TEACHER WELL PREPARED' 
'6 8 GIVES ASSIGNMLNIS RELATED SUBJ 
'6-8 DISCUSS/SUMMARIZE LE&SON' 
'6-8 oilSCUSSION& ON TOPIC joF I ESSON' 
-6-8 LjlKES WHEN jwE ASK QUESTIONS' 
'6 8 MORE TIME Tb WORK THAN NEED' 
•6-8 EXPIA INS LESSON AND iMV DO I 1 
6 B ASK UUtSIlONS/UNOEHSIANO TAUGHI 
•G B EXPIAINS lUtAS EASY UNDFRSTANW 
•fa 8 lOOKS AI WUKK SLE WE UNDIRSIANU 
y  M f j f a  23W66 7a90j l  2  3 4  5 6  7 a 9 0 j l  2 3466 7a90 | l  234b67890j l  2 3 4 5 6  7 B 9 0 | l  2  3 4 5 6  V f l 9 o j  I  2 3 4 6 6  V  a 9 o |  I  2 3 4 6 6  7 & 9 0 | l  2 34bb V  a 9 0 | l  2  1 4 h b  7  H 9 0 j  I  ?  1 4 h b  /  U 9 0 | l  2 1 4 t ï 6  7  8 9  
u 
I 2346b 
62  
' (i3 
64 
65 
6 6 .  
67 
ee. 
68 
70 
7 I 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76. 
77 
78 
79. 
80 
81 
82. 
83 
84. 
86 
86 
87 
88 
89 
BO. 
91 
92. 
93. 
94 
95. 
96. 
97 . 
98. 
99 
100. 
l o t .  
I02 
t03. 
104 
105 
I06. 
t07 
108. 
I09 
I  to 
I I I 
I 12 
I 13 
I 14 
1 lb 
I 16 
I 17 
t 18 
I 19 
K'O 
I.' I 
; usi, 
I 4  h  b  /  H  y  I I  I  . •  I  
7B90|l2 34667890jl2 34b6 7B9ojl2 34b6 7 B 9 0|l2 34b6789o|l2 34B67a90jl2 3466 7890|l2 3466789ojl2 34& 6 7 a 9 0|l2 34667a9ojl?3'«bb7a9o|lï;i4!>b/89ojl2 34b6/aBo| l  
NFrois 
NI I U 16 
NFfOI7 
Nf K0I8 
NFF0I9! 
NFF020i 
5  
b  
•5 
5 
b 
*F-5 
• f 
F 
F 
F  
F 
WORK Al IHE RIGHI PACE 
IFIIS NiW IMINGS IfcARN IN IFSSON 
EXPLAIN WAV EASY 10 UNDERSTAND' 
I FACHER AVAILABIE TO HEtP' 
TEACHER KNOW ABOUI lÎESSON TAUQU' 
TCACHER WEÎLL PREPARED' 
VALUE LABfLS 
NFFOI TO NFF020 
CLPERFSJ 
o NEVER' 
1 NOT OFTEN 
2 'SOMETIMES' 
3 USUALLY' 
4 'ALMOST AjLWAYS'/ 
1 'PERIOD ij' 
2 'PERIOD ai" 
3 PERIOD 3' 
4 PERIOD 4-
5 'PERIOD S' 
6 PERIOD 6' 
7 PERIOD T' 
• 'PERIOD 
a 'NO PERIOjD LISTEO'/i 
(NFFQli TO NFFOad) COMPUTE rOTSCORC 
DESCRIPTIVES VARIABLES • TOTSjCORE 
/STATISTICS • DEFAULT 
SORT CASES BY TCHFS 
SPLIT FILE BY TCHFS 
DESCRIPTIVES VARIAÛ-ES « TOTSCORE 
/STATISTICS • OEfiAULT 
FINISH l\ 
TEMPORARVi 
SELECT IF (TCHFS EO 07481) 
FREQUENCIES VARIABLES < NFFQ1 TO NFFQZO/ 
STATISTICS » DEFAULT 
TEMPORAR^ ri 
SELECT IFi (TCHFS ECÎ 22106) 
FREQUENCIIES VARIABUES - NFFQII TO NEFOSOÎ/ 
STATI^ICS • OEFiAULT 
TEMPORARim 
SELECT IF (TCHFS EQ 60669) 
FREQUENCIES VARIABLES - NFFQli TO NFFQ20/ 
STATISTICS • DEFAULT 
TEMPORARY 
SELECT IFi (TCHFS EO 76111) 
FREQUENCIES VARIABlWs - NFFQIj TO NFFQ30!/ 
STATISTICS - DEFjAULT 
TEMPORARY! 
SEIECT IF (TCHFS EO 84801) 
EKEOUENCIES VARIABLES = NfFUI 10 NFF020/ 
STATISTICS = DEFAULT 
SURI CASES BY CLPEKFS 
SPLII FILE BY CLPtl^S 
TEMPORARY: 
SELECT IF! (TCHFS EQ 07481 I 
FREQUENCIES VARIABLES - NFFQli TO NFFQZO/ 
STATISTICS = DEFAULT 
IIMPORARY 
S I  I  I C I  I f  I  I C H F b  f O  2 2  t o o  
I  W l  ( J U C  N C  I  E  S  V A R I A B l l S  -  N I  I  ( J  1  1 0  N I  I  0 2 0 /  
o\ 
o\ 
: /  l 4 t i b  / U U 0 | l 2 : t 4 £ > b 7 U 9 0 | l  2 : M b 6 / H U o j l  2 : i 4 â t i 7 B 9 o | l  ?  M b 6  / H W O j :  2  : i 4  t j 6 7 H 9 0 | I  2 3 4 b 6 7 B 9 o | l  2  ; j - 4 1 » 6 7 H 9 * ) |  I  2  J 4 ; » t i  7  H 9 o | I  2  7 a 9 0 | I  ^  l 4 h 6 7 U U t > | l  2  1 4 b b ; U 9 ( ) | l  
o 
I 2 3 4 b 6  
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 .  
7 
8 .  
9 
, 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 10 II 
7  8 9 0 | l  2 3 4 b 6 7 B 9 0 j l  2  34667a90jl 2  3 4  5 6 7 a 9 0 |i 2  3 4 5 b 7 a 9 0 j l  2  3 4 6 6  7 B 9 0 j l  2  3 4 b 6  7 a 9 0 j l  2  3 4 6 6 7 8 9 0 j l  2  34B67B90| l  2 3 4 t > 6 7 a 9 0 | l  2  3 4  6 6 /B90| l  ï  3 4 b b  
//CAVE JOB 
/•JUBPARM 1 INFS^AO 
//SI EXEC SPSSX 
//0AIA6RAW 00 O S N = E l*WMA OAIA6RAW.UNI I-OISK.01SP = SHR 
TITLE CAjvE CREEK FjLOATER 3-S PROGRAM 
1 2  I  J  
/U*JO|l 234&67ago| l  2 
30. 
39. 
40. 
41 . 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 . 
47 
48 . 
49 
hO 
bl 
î>2 
63 
64 
55 
56 
57 
SB 
il 11 
<.() 
(> I 
12 14 b «I J 
•o /I CARDIF5 1 
11 SEQIFS 2-5 : 
12 TCHF5 36-4Cj 
13 CLPERF5 41 
14. /3 CARDQFS « i 
IS SE03iF6 i-9 i 
16. FFOlj « 
17 f f Q i  y 
18 FFQ3 s 
19 F F 04 g 
20 FFQ5 io 
21 FFQ6 11 
22 f fqt ;  «2 
23 FFoai 13 
24. FFOai M 
26 FFOlb 15 
26 FFQ11 16 
27 FFQ1!2 17 
28 FfQI3 18 
29 FFQI4 19 
30. FFQIS 20 
31 FFQliB 21 
32. FFOlj? 22 i 
33. FFQliB 23 
34 FF019 24 
35 FFQ20 25 
36 
37 RECODE FFQl TO FF02C ( t 
(5 "j 
VARIABLE LABELS 
CARD IFS 
SEQIF5 
TCHF5 
Cl PERE5 
CAROAFS 
5EQ2F5: 
NFFOl 
NFF02 
NI F 03 
NI tU4 
NFFU5 
NFFOG 
NFF07 
NFFQ8 
NFF09 
NFfOlO 
NfFOI I 
NI IUI2 
NI I U 13 
NI I 014 
C7> 
O) (2 • Ij) (3 = 2) :(4 = 3) 
4) INTO ##fUI TO NFjF020 
FLOATER 3-5 CARD I" 
SEQUENCE OF ENTRY CD I 
TEACHER FLOATER 3-5' 
CLASS PERIOD F 3-5' 
FLOATER 3-6 CAHD 2' 
SEQUENCE OF ENTRY CD2 
F-5 MAKES WORK INTERESTING' 
F-5 isCHOOL OAVi INTERESTING' 
F 5 GO OVER EACH LESSON F INI SHED 
F 5 00 SAME THING EVERY DAY" 
F 5 DISCUSS ABOUT SUBJECT SIUDIEO' 
F 5 TEACHER USUALLY PREPARED 
F-B MAKES FEEL GOOD / GOOD WORK' 
F-5 CAN GET HEilP FROM TEACHER' 
F 5 TEACHER FAIR WITH EVERYBODY' 
F 5 WAKES FOLLbw RULES' ! 
F 5 IE11 S ME I DO GOOD WORK' 
I 5 tXPIAINS ItSSON CILARIY-
i 5 ItACHIK EASY 10 UNO!RSI AND 
I 5 lEACHtR STAYS IN CIASSKUOH 1 I t L l U K b l A b 1 . 1  A b b I I M  ,  ,  . . .  . . . . . . . 1 .  J .  ,  
/ B ' J l ) | l  2  I 4 b b 7 a 9 0 |l 2 ; i 4 b 6 7 B 9 0 |l 2 . 1 4 h 6  ; H 9 l l j l  2 : i 4 5 b 7 H 9 o |l 2 3 4 & 6 7B'JO| |  2 : l 4 b b 7 B ' J < ) | l  2  : 1 4 b » > V B ' . l < ) | l  Ï  I 4 h b  7  B U o |  I  7  1  4  t i b  /  I  7  1 4  h b  /  B ' J l l |  1  7  1 4 . H .  I  4  
Il 
I^1466 
r> I 
b j  
63 
64 
68 
66 
67. 
68 
69 
70 
7 I 
72 
73. 
74. 
79. 
76. 
77 
78. 
79. 
80.  
81. 
sa. 
83. 
84. 
85. 
8 6 .  
87 
88 
88.  
90 
91. 
03. 
93. 
94 . 
95. 
96. 
07. 
98. 
99. 
100. 
101 . 
t02 
103. 
I04 
tUB. 
106. 
107. 
108 
109 
I lO 
I I I 
I 12 
I 13 
1 14 
I 15. 
I 16 
I 17 
I 18 
I I!) 
I .'Il 
Il HM. 
,  2 J 4  5 6 7 B 9 I  U I I  l . - l  
7H9<l|l2 34667B90ll2 34567890jl2;l4&67 890jl2.14b67B9ojl2 3456 789O|l234667890|l2 34567B9ojl2 34667B90jl2 34667a9o|l2:»456 789o|l2 34bfa/890ll2 3 4b6 7a90|l 
NFF0I5 f 5 WORK AT THE RIGHT PACE' 
NffOI6 K 5 ItILS Nly THINGS l EARN IN LESSON' 
NFFQI7 'f 5 EXPIAIN WAY EASY TO UNDERSTAND' 
NFFOia F 5 TEACHER AVAILABLE TO HEIP' 
NPFQieÉ 'f-B TEACHER KNOW ABOUT L£SS0N TAUGHT' 
'F-5 IT CACHER WEjUt PREPARED' NFF020i 
VALUE LABÏLS 
NFFOI TO NFF020 
CUPCRFSi 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
• 
NEVER' 
NOT OFTEiN 
•SOMETIMES' 
•USUALLY' 
•ALMOST ALWAYS'/ 
'PERIOD 
'PERIOD 
'PERIOD 
'PERIOD 
PERIOD 
'PERIOD 
'PERIOD 
'PERIOD 
Î  
s :  
4' 
5:' 
C' 
I  
NO PERIOP LISTED'/ 
COMPUTE fOTSCORE - SUM (NFFQL! TO NFFFQSQO) 
DESCRIPTIVES VARIABLES • TOTSjCORE 
/STATISiTICS • DEAULT 
SORT CASES BY TCHFS 
SPLIT FILE BY TCHF& 
DESCRIPTIVES VARIABLES - TOTSjCORE 
/STâTisIrics - OEFIAULT 
FINISH 
TEMPORARY! 
SELECT IF: (TCHFS EO 07481) 
FREQUENCIES VARIABLES ' NFFOI TO NFFQ20y 
STATISTICS - DEFAULT 
TEMPORARY! 
SELECT IFl (TCHFS EQÎ 22106) 
FREQUENCIES VARIABUES " NFFQti TO NFFQ3Ci/ 
STATI^tCS - OEFjAULT 
TEMPORARY! 
SELECT IF: (TCHFS EQ 60669) 
FREQUENCIES VARIABLES - NFFQ1 TO NFFQ20/ 
STATISTICS « DEFAULT 
TEMPORARY-
SELECT IF! (TCHFS EQ 76111) 
FREQUENCIES VARIABUES > NFFQl; TO NFFQ3Qi/ 
STATISTICS - DEFIAULT 
TEMPORARY! 
SLLECT IF (TCHF5 £084801) 
IKIUUENCIES VARIABIES = NFFQL 10 NFFQ20/ 
STATISTICS =• DEFAULT 
SORf CASES BY CLPERF5 
SPLII FILE BY CLPEW5 
TEMPORARY: 
SELECT IFi (TCHFS EQ 07481) 
FREQUENCIES VARIABLiES - NFFQl: TO NFFQ2Qi/ 
STATISTICS • DEFAULT 
TEMPORARY 
S l t tCJ  IF (rCMFS EO 22I06) 
I U U E N C I F S  V A H I A U I E S  -  N I  F  0 1  1 0  N I  f 0 2 0 /  
00 
RlODtNCIf  I lLb ^  e U  lU t  U'JO  ,  ,  .  ,  ,  .  ^ - ,  /  «uni .  
^.I4b67a90|l 2 3466 7890|l i34â6 7B90|l 2 3466 7B90|l 2 34â67 89o|l 2 34 66 7a90|l 2 3466 789ojl 2 3466 7 a9()| I  2 3 4b6 /a90|l 2 3456 /a90|l 2 3456 /890|l 23456 8 0| 
0 1 2 3 4 6 6 
234h67890 • 334667B90|l234B~67B90|l 234667B90 1234667890 1234667890 1 234667B90j 
1 //CAVE JOB 
2 /*.JOBPARM 1 I NE S <=80 
J //SI EXEC SPSS* 
4 //OAIA6BAW DO DSN^E KLMO DA1A6RAW.UNI1 = DISK.DISP^ SHR 
6 . 
6 NUE CACVE CREEK FLOATER 3 9 PROGRAM 
7. 
8. DATA LIST! FILE«DATI^RAW REC0RBS«2 
9 /1 CAROIF5 1 
LO SE01F5 2-5 i 
1 t TCHFS 36-4Q 
12 CIPERF5 41 
13 /3 CAR0Ê2FS « 
14 SEQTFK a-» i 
15. FFOLJ « 
16 FF02' 7 
17 FF03 8 
18 FF04 9 
19 FFQG 10 
20 FFOE H 
21 . FFQT; 12 
33 . fFQ« 13 1 
23. F FOB! M I 
24 FF01D ts 
25 FFOIJL 16 
26 FF012 17 
27 FF013 18 
28 FF0I4 19 
38. FFOLJB 20 
30 FFOliB 21 
31 . FFQli? 22 i 
32. FFOia 93 ! 
33 FF0I9 24 
34 . FF020 25 
35 
36 RECODE FFQI TO FF030 ( 1 ' 0) (2 • 1 ) (3 • 2) (4 = 3) 
37. 
1 
(S 4) INTO ##FQI TO NF|FQ20 
38. i 
39. i 
40. VARIABLE LABELS 
4 1 CAR0IF5 'FIOATER 3-5 CARD 1' 
42 SE01FS 'SEQUENCE OF ENTRY CD1' 
43 . TCHFS TEACHER FLOATER 3-5' 
44 CIPERF5 CLASS PERIOD F 3-5' 
46 CAR03FS •FLOA.TER 3'B CARD 2' 
46 SEQ2FS 'SEQUENCE OF ENTRY CD2' 
47 NFFOL ; 'F-9 MAKES WORK INTERESTING' 
48 NFF02 : F 5 -SCHOOL DAY: INTERESTlKlG' 
49 Nfm3 F 5 GO OVER EACH LESSON FINISHED 
SO NfF04 F - 5  U O  S A M E  T H I N G  E V E R Y  DAY 
b 1 Nl-f 05 ' F - 5  D I S C U S S  A B O U T  S U B J E C T  S T U D I E D  
52 NFFQ6 F S TEACHER USUAL1 Y PHEPARED' 
63. NFF07 i • F - B  M A K E S  F E E L )  G O O D  /  G O O D  W O R K '  
54 NFFQ8 : •F-5 icAN GET HE» P FROM TEiACHER' 
55 NFF09 : ' F - 5  T E A C H E R  F A I R  W I T H  E V E R Y B O D Y '  
5G NFFOLO •F E MAKES FOLLOW RULES' 
'.1 / NM 01 1 1 5 IH LS MT I 00 GOOD WORK' 
'.111 NI i 0 12 •F 5 EXPLAINS LfSSUN CllARIV 
'.)•! NI 1 U 1.3 • f  5 ILACMIR tASY TO tJNOERS 1 AND ' 
(>()  NM 0 14 1 b ItACMTR STAYS IN ClASSROOM' J  I4hl, /U*Jll|l 2 34 667aU()|l 2 34&6 7B90|| 3.14b6 7B'J0 1 234567890 1234567890 1 234567890] 
ON 
VO 
1.2:i4be 
6 I 
bJ 
faj 
64 
6S. 
66 
67. 
68.  
69. 
70. 
71 . 
72 
73. 
74. 
79. 
78 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
aa. 
83. 
84 
85. 
86 
87 
88 
88.  
90. 
91 . 
sa.  
93. 
94 . 
95 
96 
87 . 
98 
99. 
100. 
101 
102 . 
103. 
104 
10B. 
106 
107 . 
loe 
l()9 
I lO 
111 
I i:/ 
I 13 
1 14 
I 15. 
I 16 
t «7 
I IH 
I 1*1 
' I .'(I 
I 1 JMi 
I  y  I  - •  « •  » •  - r  «  »  •  •  .  
/U'J0|| 3 34b6 7B90{l 2a4tib7a9u|l 2 34Sib /a'Jo|l 2:i4bb /HUOjl 2 34b6 /a90|l 2 34b6/BSojl 2 34&6 7B9a]l 2 34&67B9u|l 234b67U9o|l 234bb7Hyo|l 2:14bb/U9u{l 2 J4bb7Byi 
NI50I4 
NI5UI5 
NI5Q16 
NI5QI7 
NI5Qta 
NT9049 
NT5Q20 
3 5 WOHK TO 00 flNISMEO BtFORE OVER' 
3 5 WOHK A! IHb R«(iMI PACE 
3 5 lELLS NEW THINGS lEAHN IN LESSON' 
•3-5 EXPLAIN WAV EASY 10 UNOERSTANO' 
'3-5 TEACHER AVAilLABLt TO HELP' 
'3-9 WARJETV ACIÎIWITIES RESOURCES 
'3-5 TEACHER WELjL PREPAREOj' 
VALUE LABELS 
NTSOL TO NTS020 
CLPERTSi 
G 'NEVER' 
1 NOT OFTEN' 
2 SOMETIMES 
3 'USUALLY' 
4 'ALMOST ALWAYS; 
1 PEIËEOD 1' 
2  PERI00 2' 
3 'PERIOO 3 
4 'PERIOO 4' 
5 PERIOO 5' 
6 'PERilOO 6' 
7  'P l fUoO T  
• 'PEiilDO «' 
9 'MO iPERlOO LI&TEO'/ 
COMPUTE TOT SCORE - SUM (NTSQt: TO NTS020) 
OESCRIPTIVES VARIABLES ' TOTSCORE 
/STATISTICS ' DEFAULT 
SORT CASES BY TCHTSj 
SPLIT FUIE BY TCHTS 
OESCRIPTI-VES VARIAMES < TOTSÎCORE 
/STATISTICS - OEFlAULT 
FINISH 
TEMPORARY 
SELECT If: (TCHT5 EO 26671) 
FREQUENCLKS VARIABLES - NT&QLJ TO N1B030L/ 
STATISTilCS - OEFAjULT 
TEMPORARY! 
SELECT IF (TCHT5 EO 01552) 
FREQUENCIES VARIABLES - NT50I TO NT5020/ 
STATISTICS - DEFAULT 
TEMPORARY 
SELECT IF! (TCHT5 EO 2074B) 
FREQUENCIES VARIABLES " NTSQLJ TO NT9Q20|/ 
STATISTICS • DEFAiULT 
TEMPORARY! 
SI I EC! If (TCM15 EO 44699) 
lUIUlitNCIES VARIABLES = N150I lO NI5U30/ 
SlAI ISIICS = OEFAULI 
IfMPORARY 
SELECT If (ICHT5 EO 0B055) 
FREQUENCIES VARIABLES = NIBQL! TO NI5U20J/ 
STATISTICS » OEFAMLT 
: TEMPORARY 
SHECI If (TCH15 EO 42558) 
ERIQUENCIES VARIAHItS ^ NIbQl 10 NI51I20/ 
SI AI ISI ICS = Otf AIJI I 
i I Y 
?  » 4 h b  7 H 9 0 | l  ï : ï 4 f i 6 7 H y o | l  ?  7 8 9 o | l  ï : i 4 t ) 6 7 B 9 0 ] l  V 1 4 5 6  / a90 | l  / aaojl 2  3 4 5 6  7 8 9(>|l ï  ; j 4 6 b 7 B y o|l / H9l)|l 2  J4hti 7H90|l ? /H9(»|l 7 I4t»b ;H9< 
Q  I  ' 2  . >  m  u  M  • ' - »  • •  I  *  I X  
2.1«6«7a90jl2 34667B90|l234b6 7a90jl2.-l456789o(l2 3-«667a90|l2 34Bb789ojl2.146t/a9ojl2 34667a90jl2 34667a90|l2 34667a90|l2 3<66 789o|l2:Mbb7a9oll2 3 4Stt7B9oll2 
37. 
38 
39. 
40. 
4 I 
42 
43 
44 
46 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
b 1 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
tj7 
'.iB 
//CAVE JOB 
/•JOBPARM 1 INES°BO 
//SI EXEC SPSSX 
//0A1A2RAW 00 OSN=EUWHA DAT A2RAW. UNH-DI SK . 01 SP = SHR 
TI1LE CAjVE CREEK REGULAR 3-&; PROGRAM 
DATA LIST! FILE-DATAi2RAW RECQRiDS-2 
9 /I CARDITS 1 
10 sEons 2-5 i 
1 1 TCHT5 3«-4i0 
12 CLPERT5 41 i 
«3 /2 CAROÉ2T6 1 I 
14 SEQZr» a-B 1 
15. T60li 6 ! 
16 T»Q:É 7 1 
17 T503 8 
18 T5Q4i 9 
19 1505; 10 i 
20 T5Q6 11 
21 . ISQf :  12 i 
32 . TSQIi 13 1 
23. TBQif 14 i 
34 TSOID IB 1 
35 T5011 16 : 
36 T5012 17 
37 T5QI3 18 
38 . T50I4 19 i 
28. 1SQ1S ao i 
30 TfiatiB 21 : 
31. T901!7 22 i 
32. TSOliB 23 1 
33 T5019 24 ; 
34 T502P 25 ; 
35 
36 RECODE TSiOl TO T5Q2P 
VARIABLE LABELS 
CAROITS 
SEUII5 
TCHT5 
CLPERTK 
CAR02TS; 
SE02T5 
NT&Ot 
NI 51)2 
NI 503 
NI 504 
NI 505 
NIBOe 
NTSQ7 
NTSOa 
NTS09 
NI501O 
NI50II 
NIbUI2 
( I 
(5 
O) 
•4) 
( 2  «  U  (3 = 2) (4 = 3) 
INTO NT^QI TO NTBJQ2Û 
REGULAR 3-5 CARD I 
SEQUENCE OF ENTRY CO I 
'TEACHER REGULAR 3-5' 
'CLASS PERIOD R 3-5' 
-REGULIAR 3 S CAW 2' 
'SEQUENCE OF ENTfiV 003' 
'3-5 MÎAKES WORK jlNTERESTIMG' 
3 5 SCHOOL DAY INTEREST 11^ 
•3-5 GO OVER EACH LESSON FINISHED 
3 5 GIVES WORK TO DO AI HOME 
•3 5 DISCUSS ABOUT SUBJECT STUDIED' 
GIVES WORK BACK QUICKLY' 
MAKES FEEL COOO / GOOD WORK' 
CAN GET HELP FROM TE/^HER' 
FINISH WORIt BEFORE CLASS OVER' 
MAKES FOLLOW RULES' 
NEW WORK WITHOUT WAIIING' 
EXPIAINS LESSON CLE ABLY' 
'3 6 
'3-5 
3-5 
'3 5 
3 5 
3 5 
3 5 
I.I) NI5UI3 3 5 TEACHER KNOWS ME WILL' . , . i . > 
I J l4bt>7HU0|l 2346G7890{l 2 34&6 7 89ojl 2 34 B6 7a90|l 2 34bU7a9o|l 2 3466 789ojl 2 34&e 7a9ojl 2 3 4 iib 7V 34h»i 7 8 !Jo|l 2 3 4bO 7 H9o|l Ï 3 4bf. 7 H9l)j I 7 14hb /H JOjl 2 
u 
7 ; l 4 ( > b  
6 I 
bJ  
63 
64 
6 6 .  
66 
67. 
68. 
69 
70 
7 1 
72  
73 .  
74  .  
75 .  
76. 
77 
78 
79 
80. 
81 .  
sa 
83. 
84. 
85.  
86  
87 .  
88 . 
88. 
90. 
91. 
03  
93 
94 .  
95  
96 .  
87 .  
90  
99. 
100. 
101 . 
t02 
I03. 
104 
10&. 
106. 
107. 
I08 
I OS 
1 lO 
I  I  I  
I  12  
I 13 
I 14 
1 15. 
1  16 .  
I  17  
I  IS  
I  19  
t.'O 
4htj 
I '2  J  4  b  b  /  U 'J  I  O II  I /  
7 a 9 0 j l  2  3 4 6 6  7 B 9 0 j l  2  3 4 B 6 7 B 9 0 j l  2  3 4 5 6 7 B 9 0 j l  2  3 4 5 6 7 B 9 0 j l  2  3 4 B 6 7 B 9 0 j l  2 3 4 B 6 7 B 9 (^t 2  3 4 6 6 7 B 9 0 j l  2  3 4 6 6 7 B 9 0 | l  2  3 4 5 6 7  8 9 0 | l  2  3 4 6 6 / B 9 0 | l  2  J 4 b 6 / B a o j l  2  3 4 & 6  7  8 9 0 |  
NT50I4 
NI&UI5 
NI5Q16 
Nt5QI7 
NIBQia 
NTS0I9 
NT5Q30 
•3 5 WORK TO DO FINISHED BEFORE OVER' 
3 5 WRK AT IHE RIGIII PACE 
•3 5 TELLS NEW THINGS LEARN IN ItSSON' 
'3-5 EXPLAIN WAY EASY TO UNDERSTAND' 
'3-5 TiEACHER AVAilLABLE TU HELP" 
3-5 viARIETY ACTilVITIES RESOURCES' 
3-5 TEACHER WEU- PREPARED!' 
VALUE LABELS 
NT5Q1 TO N15020 
CLPERTSi 
0 
1 
2 
9 
4 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
# 
9 
'NEVER' 
NOT OFTEN' 
'SOMETIMES' 
•USUALLY' 
ALMOST ALWAYS 
'PEi^lOD 1' 
PERIOD 2' 
'PERIOD 3' 
'PERIOD 4' 
PERIOD 5' 
'PERIOD 6' 
'perIIQO 7 
PERT 00 
NO pERlOO LlSitEO'/ 
COMPUTE TOTSCORE - SUM (NT5QI 
DESCRIPTIVES VARIABLES • 
/STATISTICS - DEFAULT 
SORT CASLIS BV TCHTS 
SPLIT rtue et TCHTS 
DESCRIPTIVES VARIABLES < 
/STATl&tlCS , DEFAULT 
FINISH 
TEMPORARY 
SELECT If 
TOTSCORE 
TOT 
TO NT5Q2Q) 
^OBE 
to  
I / 
(TCHTS EQI 2B671) 
FREQUENCIiES VARIABLÎES - NTSQii TO NT8Q3Qt/ 
STATISTICS # OEFAiJLT 
TEMPORARY! 
SELECT IF: (TCHTS ECT 01S52) 
FREQUENCIES VARIABLES - NT5QI: TO NT5Q2Q/ 
STATISTICS - DEFAULT 
TEMPORARY: 
SELECT l f \  (TCHTS EQÎ 20749) 
FREOUENCTIES VARIABUES " NTBQII TO NTBOacî/ 
STATISTjlCS « OEFAiULT 
TEMPORARY! 
SELECT IF (TCHTS EO 44699) 
FREQUENCIES VARIABLES = NIS01 TO NT5020/ 
STATISTICS = DEFAULT 
ItMPORARY 
SELECT IF (TCHTS EO 08056) 
FREQUENCES VARIABLES > NTBQIl TO NTSQ30|/ 
STATISTICS - OEF/^LT 
TEMPORARY! 
SEIECT IF (TCHTS EO 42558) 
FREQUENCIES VARIABLES = NI5QI TO N15020/ 
SIA1IS1ICS = DEFAULT 
I i Mf*ORAR Y 
'H9o| l  Ï  34567 a90 | l234 56  7890] l234&67a90( l  2  34S67a90| l  2  34&67a90| l  2  3 4 5 6  7a90| l  2  3 4  567a90j l  2  34b6 7a9o | l  2  34b6 7B90| l  2  3 4 5 6  7 890]  I 234567890]% 2  3 4 5 6 7  890]  
I  2  3 4 5 6  7 a 9 0 j l  2 3 4 B 6 7 8 9 0 j l  2 3 4 6 6 7 e 9 0 j l  23466 7a90j l  234B6 7890j l  234é6 7890j l  23<b67a90| l  23 .«567a90jl 23456 7890j l  23 .4567a90| l  23<56 7B90j l  234b6 /890|l 234667f l90 |  
1 
2 
3 
4 
B 
6 . 
7. 
8 
9 
lO 
I I 
12 
13 
14 . 
19. 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 . 
23. 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29. 
30 
31 . 
32. 
33. 
34 
35. 
36 
37. 
38. 
39. 
40. 
4 I 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
'.>/ 
bB 
liO 
I V 
//CAVE JOB 
/*JOBPARH LINES=80 
//SI EXEC SPSSX 
//0A1A2RAW 00 OSN-E l$LMO 0AIA2RAW.UNIr^PISK.DISP=SHH 
TITLE CA.VE CREEK IFTGULAR 3 $ PROGRAM 
DATA 
/I 
/a 
LIST: FILE'DATi^RAW RECORiDS-2 
CAR01I5 
St 0115 
TCHÎ5 
CIPERTS 
CAR0i2T5 
SEQi^ft 
TSOlj 
TSOi 
1503 
1504) 
T50S 
T50e 
IBOTj 
T6Q« 
TB08! 
T8Q10 
TSOl 1 
15012 
15013 
T5014 
TSQijB 
TBOliS 
T50«?7 
TSOtiB 
1501$ 
15Q20 
I 
2-5 i 
36-4Ô 
41 : 
1 
a-8 
c 
I 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
«4 
IB 
16 
17 
18 
19 
ao 
21 
73 
23 
24 
25 
I 
RECODE 1501 10 15Q20 
VARIABLE LABELS 
CARD11S 
SE01I5 
1CH15 
CLPERTB 
CAR021&: 
SE02T5 
NT 601 
NI5U2 
NI 503 
NI 504 
NI505 
NI 606 
NÏ5Q7 
NT508 
NT509 
NI5UIO 
Nisun 
NI5UI2 
NI 50 I:l 
( 1 
(B 
O) 
4) 
(2 « 
INTO 
1 )  (3 2 )  (  
NTfiQI TO NTEp20 
'REGULAR 3 5 CAW 1 
'SEOUENCE OF ENIiRV C01 ' 
'1EACHER REGULAR 3 5' 
'CLASS PERIOD R 3-5' 
'REGULjAR 3-9 CAfip 2' 
SEQUENCE OF ENTRY C02' 
'3 6 MAKES WORK ilNTERESTINK' 
3 5 SCHOOL DAY IN1ERESIING 
3 5 GO OVER EACH LESSON FINISHED' 
•3-5 GIVES WORK 10 DO A1 HOME' 
-3 5 DISCUSS ABUU1 SUBJECT STUDIED 
'3 5 GIVES WORK BACK OUIClàV' 
'3-5 MAKES FEEL igOOD / GOOt) WORK' 
3-5 CAN GE1 HEMP FROM TEACHER' 
'3 6 FINISH WORK BEFORE CLiASS OVER' 
3 5 MAKES fOLlOW RULES' 
-3 5 NEW WORK WITHOUT WAIIING' 
-3 5 EXPIAINS LESSON CIEARLY-
3 5 KACHER KNOWS ME Will 
4 = 3) 
 I 3U # J J 3 It riLK IMMU :) L t LI , i . i ^ ^ 
ojl 2 3466 7 890] I 234â6;a9ûjl2 34 567U9ojl 2 34b67U9o|l 2 34667B9u|l 2 34b6 7B90|l 2 : | 4 f a b  7  B 9 o | |  : i  J  4 b b  7 a90| I  2 3 4b6 7 89o| I  V ;i4bb / H9o| I  ^ 14 / U J O j l  2 J Oj 
I 234667890] 
6 I b j  
63 
64 
66 
66 
67. 
6 8 .  
69 
70 
7 1 . 
72 
73. 
74 
79. 
76. 
77 
78 
79 
80 .  
81 
83. 
83. 
84. 
85 . 
86 
87 . 
88 
89. 
90. 
91. 
92. 
93. 
94 . 
95. 
96 
97. 
98. 
99. 
too.  
101 . 
102. 
103 
104 . 
lOB.  
106. 
107. 
ICS.  
109 
I  ID 
I I I 
1 12 
I 13 
I 14 
1 15. 
I 16 
I 17 
t IB 
I I y 
I.'() 
Mîit. '8'»o| 
I 2 34567890|l 2 34B6 7 890|l 2 34667a90|l 2 34b67B90jl 2 34667890|l 234667a90jl 234667890|l 234567890jl 2 34567a90jl 2 34567B90|| 2 345b7B90jl 2 34b67B90jl 2 
NF20I7 - f  2 IFACMEP EASY TO UNOERSIAND' 
NF2018 P 2 IFAHN HAHD I ISSONS SMALL SI EPS' 
NF2Q19 F 2 EXPLAIN WAYS EASY TO UNOERSIAND 
NF2020 F 2 TEACHER TELLS NEW THINGS LEARN' 
VALUE LA^IS 
NFaOt IP NF2Q30 
CLPERF2 
p 'NEVEI?' 
j2 ' SOME T!l MES' 
4 'ALMOSl ALWAYS'/ 
1 PERIOD 1' 
a PERIOD 2' 
q PERIOD 3' 
M 'PERIOD 4' 
1 'PERIÔ) 8' 
t 'PERIOP 6 
T 'MRIOb T 
a 'PERIOD 8' 
9 NO PERIOD LISTED / 
SUM (NF2Q1 TO NF202Q) 
-J 
COMPUTE TOTSCORE 
DESCRIPTIVES VARIABLES • TOTSCORE 
/STATISTICS • DCf^LT i 
SORT CASmS BV TCHFa i 
SPLIT FIME BY TCHfSi i 
DESCRIPTIVES VARIAMES « TOTSjCORI 
/STATISTICS • DEFAULT 
FINISH 
// i i i 
TEHPDRARvi 
SELECT m (TCHF2 EQt 31212) 
FREOUENCljES VARIABLES - NF201: TO NF2020(/ 
STATIStJCS • DEFApLT 1 
TEMPORARY! 
SELECT IF (TCHF2 EQ 24281» 
FREQUENCIES VARIABLES = NF201 TO NF2020/ 
STATISTICS - DEFALT 
TEMPORARY 
SELECT If; (TCHF2 EOi 87743) 
FREOUENCljES VARlABLjES - NF201: TO NFZQZQ/ 
STATISTICS ' DEFidlLT 
TEMPORARY; 
SELECT IF! (TCHF2 EO 86500) 
FREQUENCIES VARIABLES « NF2Q1 TO NF2Q2Ci/ 
STATISTICS - DEFWJLT 
SORT CASEiS BY CLPERiFS 
SPLIT FIUE BY CLPE*2 
TEMPORAR^n 
SELECT IFi (TCHF2 EO 31212) 
FREQUENCIES VARIABLES = NF2Q1 TO NF2020/ 
STATISTICS = DEFAULT 
UMPORARY 
SELECT IF (TCHF2 EO 24281) 
fREQUENCItS VARIABLES • NF2QI: TO NF2Q2(V 
STATISTICS « DEFAULT 
TEMPORARY! 
SELECT IF (TCHF2 £0 87743) 
FRFOUENCIES VARIABMS - NF2QI 10 NF2020/ 
STAT 1ST ICS = DEI A. . I 
l( MI'ORAKV 
S H t C I  I F  ( Î C H F 2  t o  B f l b O O )  ,  ,  j  .  . J  -
I v:M56 7B9ojl 2 34 b6 7 89^1 2 34h6 7 B9o| I 23456789()|l 2 3456 7B90|l 2 34&6 7B90|l 2 34567B90jl 2  34 66 7  a 9 o | l  2  3 4&fa 7 a 9 o | l  2  34b6 7 B9l>| I  2 J 4 b6 7 H90|l 2 14h6 / B90|  2 
o I  2 3 4 b 6 7 U 9 lO II I J 
I  7 . 1 4 f > 6  7 B 9 0 j l  2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 | l  2 3 < B 6 7 B 9 0 j l  2 34567a90jl 2  34B67B90]l 2  34667a90jl 2  34B67B90jl 2 34B67B90jl 2346b7a90|l 2  34667B90jl 2  3466 7B90|l ? 34h6 7B90jl 2  3 4b67B90| 
1 
2 
3 
4 
6. 
6 
7 . 
8 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
4 I 
42 
43 
44 
4B 
46 
47 
48 
49 
b« 
51 
52 
63 
54 
55 
bfa 
!> / 
!>H 
'..ÏI 
//CAVE JOB 
/•dOBPARM I INtS^BO 
//SI tXEC SPSSX 
//OAIAbRAW DD DSN=El$WHA DATA5RAW.UNII-DISK.1)1SP-SHR 
TlTtE CAVE CREEK FÏ-OATER K-Z PROGRAM 
DATA LIST! FILE^OATA&RAW REC0R|D$-2 
9 /I CARD IF 2 « 
ID SE01F2 2-5 
1 1 ICHF2 36-4ai 
12 CIPERF2 41 
13. /2 CARDi2F3 1 
14 . SEQ2iF2 a-B i 
IS. FEOli « 1 
16 FE02i 7 I 
17 FE03 8 
18 FE04 9 
19 F EOS lO 
20 FEO& 11 
21 feoTi ta 
22 . FtQ9i 13 
23. FEOfli 14 
24 FEOID ts 
25 FEOIil 16 
26 FEOia 17 
27 FE013 18 
28 . FE014 19 
28. PEOljB 20 
30 FEQIlB a« 
31 FE01i7 32 
32 FEOta aa 
3 3 .  FE0I9 24 
34 . FE020 25 
Ul 
RECODE FEOI TO FE020 
! 
variable LABELS 
CARDIF:^ 
8EQ1F2 1 
TCHF2 ! 
CIPERF2 
CARD2F2 
SEQ2F2 
NF2QI 
( 1 = Q ) ( 2 « 2 ) ( 3 = 4 )  
INTO TO NFa020 
NFaQ2 
NFa03 
NF204 
Nf 205 
NF3Ue 
Nf 207 
Nf 208 
NF2Q9 
NF2Q10 
NF20I1 
Nf2012 
NI 2013 
NI 2014 
NI 201b 
FLOATIER K-a CARP 1' 
SEQUENCE OF ENTlRV C O t '  
TEACHER FLOATER K-2' 
CLASS PERIOD F K-2' 
FLOATER K-2 CARD 2' 
SEOUENCE OF ENTRY CD2' 
F 2 HV SCHOOL OEAV INTERESTING' 
F-2 ob SAME THING EVERY DIAV ' 
F-2 PiAY ATTENTI.DN IN CLASS' 
F 2 DISCUSSIONS! LESSONS StUDIEO 
F-2 WORK TOO HARD' 
F - 2  T E A C H E R  U S U A L 1 V  P R E P A R E D '  
F-2 TEACHER COMES ON TIME' 
F - 2  M A K E S  F O L L O W  R U L E S '  
F - 2  F A I R  W I T H  E V E R Y B O D Y  
F-2 CARES IF WiCSTE TIME 
F-2 WORK IF TEACHER NOT WATCHING 
F-2 ÙAN GET HELjP WHEN NEED IT 
F-2 Tins MF I 00 GOOD WORK ' 
I 2 Id is WHERE TU FIND INfORMAIION 
I 2 IIACHIR READY FUR CI ASS' 
(.() NI2IJU. I 2 KNUW WIIAI ItACIItU WAN IS , , , , ^ ^ 
I / l4ï»t»7H9o|l 2 14E)6 7B9O|| 2 3-46b7B9o|l234b6 7a9o|l 2:S4&6 7B90|t 2 3 4 5 6  7a90| I  2 3  4  t i 6  7 B90| I  2 14 f>f» 7 B90|l 2 TMfati 7 B90|  7 I *1 hb 7 BUOJ I 2 14 fib 7 B ilOj I ^ 'B90| I 2 14 b t> 7 890] 
I 2 34667B90ll 23<B6 7890|l 2 34667890|l 2 34S67a90jl 2 34b67a90|l 2 34b67a90ll 2 34667a90jl 23466789^1 2 34667890ll 2 3<667890jl 2 34667890|l z:>4Sjb7UU0|l 2;Mb6 7Baol 
61 
62 
63 
64 
68 
66 
67 
68 
8 1 .  
83 
83. 
84. 
85. 
86 
87 
8 8 .  
88 
90. 
81. 
9 2  
93  
94 
95. 
96. 
87. 
98. 
89. 
too.  
t o t .  
t02 
103 
104. 
tOB. 
toe 
107. 
108 
I09 
I IC) 
111 
I 13 
I 13 
1 14 
1 15. 
I 16 
I 17 
I 18 
I 10 
I JO 
NK20tS 
NK20I6 
NK2QI7 
NK20I8 
NK20tei 
NK3030 
VALUE LABELS 
'K 2 IEACHER READY FOR CI ASS' 
•K-2 KNOW WHAT TEACHER WANTS' 
'K-2 INTEREST WORK BEFORE; CI ASS OVER 
'K-2 LEARN HARD LESSONS SMAIL STEPS' 
•K-2 GIVES WORK BACK QUICKLY" 
K-2 ÎTELtS NEW fTHINGS TO LEARN' 
69 NK2Q1 TO NK2020 0 'NEVER' 
70 2 SOMETIMES' 
7 1 4 ALMOST ALWAYS' / 
72. CLPERK2 1 PERIOD t 
73. 3 'PERIOD 3 '  
74 a 'PERlbo 3' 
75 4 'FERljDO 4' 
76 9 'PGRljOO B' 
77 6 'PERIOD 6' 
78 7 PERIOD 7' 
79. 8 PERIOD 8' 
80. 9 NO PERIOD LISTED'/ 
- L  J  (Mcaot! TO NKsoaoi) 
- TOT^QRE i COMPUTE rOTSCORE OESCDIPTIVES VARIAOHES 
/STATIS'TICS • OEFiUJLT i 
SORT CASES BY TCHK2i 
SPLIT FILE BY TCHKZ 
DESCRIPTIVES VARIABLES • TOTâCORE 
/STATISTICS - DEFAULT 
FINISH i i 
// ) i I 
TEMPQRARin J 
SELECT IF! (TCHK2 EO 24191) 
FREQUENCIÎES VARIABLE S ' NK201i TO NK202Q/ 
STATISTICS • DEFAULT 
TEMPORARY: 
SELECT IF (TCHK2 EQ 25238> 
FREQUENCIES VARlABLiES « NKaQlj TO NK302q/ 
STATIsrilCS " DEFAULT 
TEMPONARin 
SELECT IF! (TCHK2 E(X 26S97) 
FREQUENCIES VARIABLES • NK2Qt: TO NK202Q/ 
STATISTICS - DEFAULT 
TEMPORARY! 
SELECT IF! (TCHK2 £0 36103) 
FREQUENCIES VARIABLES • NK2Qli TO NK2Q2(^ 
STATISTjlCS - DEFAklLT 
TEMPORARY! 
SELECT IF 
TO NK2U20y 
TO NK2Q2q/ 
(TCHK2 Ed 44634) 
FREQUENCIES VARIABLES ' NK2Q1 
STATISTICS = DEFAULT 
TEMPORARY 
StlECT IF (TCHK2 EO 28084) 
FREQUENCIES VARIABLES - NK2Q1 
STATISTICS - DEFAULT 
TEMPORARY! 
SELECT IF! (TCHK2 EQI 60399) 
FREQUENCIES VARIABLES = NK2Qt TO NK2Q20/ 
STATISTICS • DEFAULT 
ICMPORARY 
S t l l C I  I f  (  U : HK 2  t o  0 8 8  I  
c\ 
•• Kbh /H'jojl 2 .14b6 7 89o|l 2 34h67890ll 2 34b6 7a90|l 2 3456 7890|l 2 34667B90|l2 34 567a90|l 2 3466789o{l2:l4bC789o|l 2.»4Sb7a90|l 2 34b6 7 89o|l 2 I4bb 7B90jl 2 14 66 
234b67a90| l  
1 
2 
:i 
4 
B. 
6 .  
7. 
8 .  
35. 
36 
37. 
38 
39. 
40. 
41 . 
42 
43 
44 
46 
46 
47. 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
63. 
54 
55. 
56 
bf 
bH 
b'J 
bO 
I 2 J 4 5 6 7 
2 3 4 B 6 7 8 9 0 | l  2  3 4 5 6 7 B 9 0 | l  2 3 4 B 6 7 B 9 0 j l  2  3 4 B 6 7 8 9 0 l l  2 3 4 B 6 7 B 9 0 j l  2 3 4 B 6 7 8 9 0 j l  2 3 4 6 6 7  
, « ...• I I - •— . " //CAVE JOB 
/•vIOBPARH I INES^SO 
//SI EXEC SPSSX //OATAIRAW 00 OSN'El$WHA OATAtRAW.UNIT-DISK.OISP^SMR 
TITLE CAÎVE CREEK «^QULAR K-:^ PROGRAM 
DATA LISTi FILE«OATi^tRAW RECQlÂS*2 
a 9 10 II IJ 
I 234B67B90jl 2 34667a9o|l 2 34&6 789o|l 2.14&b7a9o|l 2 34S6 7a9o|l 2 
9 /I CARDIK2 1 
lO SEQIK2 2-5 
1 1 TCHK2 36-40 
12 CLPERK2 41 
13. /2 CAR0QK2 1 
14. SEQSXa a-9 
15. K20li « 
16. Kao^ 7 
17 K2Q3 8 
IB. K20« 9 
19 K20£ ID 
20. K20e 11 
21 KSQ-li «a 
22 KaooE 13 
3 3 .  K30fl! 14 
24. 1 Kaoio 15 
25. K2QII 16 
26 K2QI2 17 
27 . K2Q13 IB 
38 K20ti4 19 
29. KaOljB 20 
30 Kaoiie 21 
31. K201f7 22 
32. KaoijB aa 
33. K20I9 24 
34 . K202P 25 
RECOOE K3j01 TO K2Q20 ( I = O) (2 ' 2) 
INTO TO WC2 
(3 = 4) 
020 
VARIABLE LABELS 
CARD IK? 'REGULAR K 2 CARD I' 
SEQIK2: -SEOLSNCE OF ENTRY CD I 
TCHK2 'TEACHER REGULAR K-2' 
CLPERK2 'CLASS PERIOD R K-2' 
CAR02Ki2 'REGULAR K-2 CAjRO 2' 
SEQ2Kai 'SEQlàNCE OF EMTRV CD2' 
NK2Q1 i 'K-2 SCHOOL DAl^ INTERESTING' 
NK202 1 'K-2 hriHE TO DO' OUR WORK'! 
NK203 'K-2 PAY ATTENTION IN CLASS' 
NK2Q4 'K-2 DISCUSSIONS LESSONS STUDIED 
NK2Q5 'K-2 WORK TOO HARD' 
NK206 'K-2 GIVES HOMEWORK 
NK207 i 'K-2 TEACHER COMES ON TIME' 
NK3Q8 i 'K-2 MAKES FOLLiOW RULES' ! 
NK209 i 'K-2 iOFTEN TAKE! TEST IN (^-ASS' 
NK20l0i K 2 SCARES IF WASTE TIME'! 
NK2Q1I 'K-2 WORK IF TEACHER NOT WATCHING' 
NK2UI2 K 2 CAN GET HELP WHEN NEED IT' 
NK2013 'K-2 GIVES N(W WORK WHEN I AM READY' 
NK20I4 •K-2 TELLS WHERE TO FIND INFORMATION' 
I  ^ 14*ib7a9u|l 2 34667a90|l 2346ti7a90jl 2 3466 7U9o|l 2 34&6 7a9ojl 2 34&67a9o[l 2 34bb7a9o|| 234fab7a90|l2;i4bb7aU()|l 2 .14 fib 7 B90| I  2 34bb 7 B9()| I  ? J4hb /U90jl 2.ï4bb a90|l I 
ly I / * • w » " » •• « « 
I  ?34h67890|l 2 3466  7890{ l  2 34b67a9a j l  2 34b67a90(l 2 34b6 7a9ojl 2 3466789ojl 234667B90 | |  2  34b67B90|l 2 34567a9o|l 2  34b67B90ll 2 34bb7a90 j l  2  34b67a9o| l  2 34b6 7a9oj l  
b I 
62 
63 
64 
66 
66 
67. 
68 
69 
70 
7 I 
72 . 
73. 
74 
75. 
76. 
77 
78 . 
79. 
80 
8 1  .  
8 2 .  
83. 
84. 
85. 
86.  
87 . 
88 
89. 
90. 
91. 
93. 
93. 
94 . 
95. 
96. 
97 . 
98. 
89. 
100. 
lOI . 
102. 
103. 
t04 . 
loa.  
106. 
107. 
108. 
I09 
I 10 
I I I 
I 12 
I 13 
I 14 
1 15 
1 16 
I 17 
t 18 
I I'J 
I JO 
NK2U15 K 2 ItACHtR READY FOR CLASS' 
NK2Q16 'K-2 KNOW WHAT TEACHER WANTS' 
NK20I7 'K 2 INTEREST WORK BEFORE CLASS OVER' 
NK2QI8 'K-2 LEARN HARD LESSONS SMAlL STEPS' 
NK20ia 'K-2 GIVES WORK BACK QUICKLY' 
NK3Q2d 'K-a iTELUS NEW [THINGS TO jLEARN 
VALUE LABtLS 
NK201 TO NK2020 
CLPERK2 
O NEVER' 
2 SOMETIMES 
4 'ALMOST ALWAYS' y 
1 PERIOD 1' 
a 'PERIOD 2' 
a PERliOD 3' 
4 'PERIPD 4' 
« 'PERljDD 6' 
6 PERIOD 6' 
7 PERIOD 7' 
8 'PERIOD 8' 
9 NO PERIOD LISTED'/ 
i  i  
COMPUTE rOTSCORC " isuw (NK3aii TO NK2Q3C|) 
DESCRIPTIVES VARIAMES • TOTKORE 
/STATIsties • DEfiAUlT | 
SORT CASES BY TCHK3-; 
SPLIT FILE BY TCHK2 
DESCRIPTIVES VARIA&ES - TOTStORE 
/STATISTICS - DEFAULT 
FINISH 
i TEMPORARY! SELECT IF! (TCHK2 Ed 24191) j 
FREQUENCIES VARIABLIES • NK20t; TO NK2Q2Q/ 
STATISTICS - DEFALT 
TEMPORARY! 
SELECT IF (TCHK2 EQi 25238) 
FREQUENCliES VARIABUES " NKSQll TO NK2Q20(/ 
STATISTIICS - DSFAklLT 
TEMPORARli Î 
SELECT IM (TCHK2 EQI 26897) 
FREQUENCliES VARIABLES - NK2Qt: TO NK202(V 
STATISTICS • DEFAULT 
TEMPORARY! 
SELECT IF! (TCHK2 Eft 36103) 
FREQUENCliES VARIABUES * NK2Q4: TO NK2Q2q/ 
STATISlilCS « DEFAULT 
TEMPORARY! 
SELECT IF! (TCHK2 EQ* 44634) 
FREQUENCIES VARIABLES - NK2QI TO NK2Q20/ 
STATISTICS » DEFAULT 
TEMPORARY 
SELECT IF (TCHK2 EQ 28084) 
FREQUENCliES VARIABLES - NK3Qli TO NK2Q2C|/ 
STATISTIICS " DEFAULT 
TEMPORARY 
SELECT IF! 
C3 
(TCHK2 EQ 60399) 
FREQUENCIES VARIABLES • NK2Q1 
STATISTICS • DEFAULT 
TEMPORARY 
SELECT IF (rCHK2 fQ OB834 ) 
TO NK2Q20/ 
ir I I t.llRZ t  KJ UOOJM I . TQCinli •> i  j  /UUojl  2 3456 7B90 | l  2 34b6 7a90 j l  2 3456  7a90 | l  234b6789o | l  2 34b6789o | l  2 34b6 7S90 j l  2 34b6  7a9oj l  2 34b67B9o | l  234b67a90 j l  234667a90 | l  2  J4b6  7BBOjl  2 34bb  7a90 | l  i  
3 I 2 
I  2  3 4 6 6 7 B 9 0 j l  2  34B67aB0jl 2 3466 789(^1 234b67890jl 2 34667a90j l  23456789^1 2 34B67890jl 2 34667890( l  23<B67890jl 234B67 890l l  2 34567B90|l 2 34b6 7890j l  2 3466 7a90j  
I 
• J  
•J 
4 
B. 
6 
7. 
8 
40. 
4 1 
42 . 
43 
44 
46 
46 
47 
48 
49 
bC) 
b I 
b2 
63. 
54 
55 
5(1 
b/ 
bH 
b'l 
(i(> 
//CAVE JOB 
/*JOBPARM I INES^BO 
//SI EXEC SPSSX 
//OAlAIRAW UD OSN=tIJLMO.OAlAIRAW.UNIT'E)iSK.OISP=SHR 
TITtE CAcVe CREEK làoULAR ti-î PROGRAM 
DATA list! FILE^DATAjlRAW RECOÂS-Z 
9 /1 CARDIK2 t 
ID SEQ1K2 2-5 
1 1 TCHK2 36-4Ci 
12 CLPERK2 41 
13. /2 CARDÉ2K3 » 
14 . SEQ^a a-B 
19. K20li « 
16 MQ± 7 
17 K2Q3 a 
18 K204 9 
19 K2Q5 ID 
20 K2Q& 11 
21 . KaQZ ta 
23 . Kaoai 13 
23 Kaos; M 
24 K30lb IS 
25 K20t:l 16 
26 K2Q13 17 
27 K2QI3 18 
38 . K2QM 19 
28. KaqiiS ao 
30. Kaotis 31 
31 . K20l|7 aa 
32. KaotiB 33 
33. K2QI9 24 
34 K2Q:a) 25 
35 
36. RECODE K2j0t TO K202 
37. i 
38 1 
39. 1 
( I • 
INTO 
Q )  ( 2  =  2 )  
TO MG)Q20 
VARIABLE LABELS 
CARD IKS 
SEQIK2 
TCHK2 
CIPERK2 
CARD2K2 
SE02K2; 
NK201 : 
NK202 i 
NK2U3 
NK204 
NK3Q5 
NKZOe 
NK2U7 
NK3Qa 
NK2Q8 
NK20IO 
NK2UII 
NK2UI2 
NK20T3 
(3 • 4) 
ill) NK2UI4 r. z ititD mm Mc lu riwu ini ukpih • lui* i . i ,j ^  
, ; I4!i(i /a90|l 2 34567a90jl 2 3456 7a90jl 2 346ti7a9o|l 2 34&6 7a90{l 3 34b6 7a90jl 2 34b6 7B9o|l 2:14Sb7a'J0|l 7 ;I4&6 7aUll|l 2 :i4S>b/a'Jo|l 2;i4bb7a9ll{l V Mhl. /aUOjl "I 
'REGULAR K-2 CARD t' 
'SEQUENCE OF ENTRY CD I 
T E A C H E R  R E G U L A I R  K - 2 '  
'CLASS PERIOD R K-2' 
'REGCiLAR K-2 CARD 2' 
SEQUENCE OF ErÎTRV CD2 
'K-2 SCHOOL DAVi INTERESTING 
'K-2 ITIME TO DOi OUR WORK 
K 2 PAY AI TENT ION IN CLASS 
'K-2 DISCUSSIONS LESSONS STUDIED' 
•K-2 WORK TOO HARD' 
' K - 2  G I V E S  H O M E W O R K  
'K-2  [ T E A C H E R  C O M E S  O N  T I M '  
K - a  W A K E S  F O l l i o W  R U L E S '  !  
" K - 2  O F T E N  T A K E !  T E S T  I N  C l A S S '  
-K 2 tARES IF htoSTE TIME'! 
•K 2 WORK IF lEACHEK NOT WATCHING' 
• K  2  C A N  G E 1  H E L P  W H E N  N E E D  I I '  
K  2  G I V E S  N I W  W O R K  W H I N  I  A M  H E A D Y '  
K 2 lEllS WHERE 10 FIND INI OHMAI ION
vO 
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APPENDIX L. 
CAVE CREEK CAREER LADDER PLAN ALGORITHM 
181 
Scoring of Student Feedback Summative Report 
Student feedback surveys arc conducted by each teacher late in each course offered 
(semester or year). Primary grades (K-2) are surveyed with an instrument that uses a 
three-point scale; upper elementary, middle school and high school surveys use a five-point 
scale. 
The primary grades' instrument has 20 questions which will be tabulated with the 
following values: [This item describes my teacher] 
No = 0 
Sometimes = 2 
Almost always = 4 
Thus a teacher receiving an "almost always" rating on eadi of the 20 items would receive a 
total rating of 80. Next, all of die ratings of all of his/her students would be averaged and 
the average rating would be transfonned by the following conversion table: 
Average Rating Total CompOSilB Scgg 
70-80 10.0 
60^ 7.5 
50-59 5.0 
<50 2.5 
Scoring for teachers in the upper elementary school, middle school and high school 
would be done in a similar manner. rating scale for these grades uses the following 
response mode and values: (Describes my class or teacher] 
Never «0 
Not Often * 1 
Sometimes » 2 
Usually * 3 
Almost always = 4 
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APPENDIX M. 
HUMAN SUBJECTS RELEASE LETTER 
FROM DAVE ALEXANDER 
Cave Creek 
Public Schools 
Post Office Box 426 
Cave Creek, Ariz. 85331 
Phone (602) 488-9816 
183 
October 25, 1990 
Dr. Richard P. Manatt, Director 
School Improvement Model 
Iowa State University 
2926 Monroe Dr. 
Ames, Iowa 50010 
Dear Dr. Manatt: 
This memorandum grants you permission to use Cave Creek School 
District student feedback data for conducting analysis of same for 
District purposes. 
You also are authorized to use such data, assign such data, and to 
have analyzed such data, for use in dissertations by appropriate 
candidates under your supervision. 
David C. Alexander, Ed.D. 
Superintendent 
DCA:ijr 
Cactus Shadows High School — 488-2620 
Middle School Division — 488-2373 
Black Mountain School — 488-9200 Cave Creek School — 488-3382 
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APPENDIX N. 
1990 CAVE CREEK STUDENT RATINGS OF TEACHERS 
ANALYSIS AND SUMMARY 
CAVE CREEK ELEMENTARY MENNE-TOLSMA REG* 
ANALYSIS BASED ON465 SUBJECTS IN 19 GROUPS. 
1990 CAVE CRKKK STUPgMT RATINGS OF TKATHgRS 
-
ITEM CODE DESCRIPTIVE N MEAN VARIANCE ITEM DISCRIMINATION 
« 1 SR 'K-2 SCHOOL DAY INTERESTING' 429 2. 27972 0. 59309 6% 
s 2 S 'K-2 TIME TO DO OUR WORK' 423 2. 52246 0. 50481 14% 
6 3 S 'K-2 PAY ATTENTION IN CLASS' 422 2. 82938 0.19364 8% 
: 4 SR 'K-2 DISCUSSIONS LESSONS STUDIED' 424 2. 40802 0.51984 8% 
» 5 S 'K-2 WORK TOO HARD' 426 1. 44836 0.47738 5% 
6 SR 'K-2 GIVES HOMEWORK' 428 2. 53972 0. 50543 25% 
7 SR 'K-2 TEACHER COMES ON TIME' 427 2. 61593 0. 41455 6% 
II 8 CC 'K-2 MAKES FOLLOW RULES' 427 • 2. 79391 0.28071 8% 
9 S 'K-2 OFTEN TAKE TEST IN CLASS' 428 2. 01636 0. 70768 20% 
n 10 SR 'K-2 CARES IF WASTE TIME' 426 2. 46714 0. 65268 6% h-* 
1- 11 SR 'K-2 WORK IF TEACHER NOT WATCHING' 437 2. 56674 0. 56405 8% 00 
15 12 SR 'K-2 CAN GET HELP WHEN NEED IT' 425 2. 62353 0. 38533 11% 
li 13 SR 'K-2 GIVES NEW WORK WHEN I AM READY' 427 2. 43794 0.55528 ISK 
11 14 S 'K-2 TELLS WHERE TO FIND INFORMATION' 426 2. 40610 0.61208 7% 
15 SR 'K-2 TEACHER READY FOR CLASS' 428 2. 72196 0.33625 6% 
16 SR 'K-2 KNOW WHAT TEACHER WANTS' 429 2. 21445 0. 67662 117. 
17 SR 'K-2 INTEREST WORK BEFORE CLASS OVER' 422 2. 16588 0.67391 17% 
18 S 'K-2 LEARN HARD LESSONS SMALL STEPS' 422 2. 33649 0. 64507 9% 
19 S 'K-2 GIVES WORK BACK QUICKLY' 424 1. 95755 0 68688 23% 
:: 20 SR 'K-2 TELLS NEW THINGS TO LEARN' 424 2. 55660 0. 45434 11% 
CRÛNBACK ALPHA RELIABILITY BASED ON 6 ITEMS WITH DISCRIMINATION :'= 137. IS O. 968 
DESCRIPTIVE = an abbreviated label used to identify the 
specific student rating question. 
CODE - S a original question (known to be a valid and reliable 
discriminating Item) from the School Improvement 
Model (SIM). 
SR= revised question from the original SIM 
listing of discriminating Items. 
CC= new questions developed by Cave Creek Schools 
H = total number of students who completed a teacher rating 
questionnaire. 
MEAN = the arithmetic average of the total student responses 
for each item. 
VARIANCE = the relationship of scores to a central value, 
such as the mean. Variance is defined as the sum of squared 
deviations around the mean. This statistic describes how 
similar or different the scores ate, from the mean, for a 
given group. 
ITEH DISCRIMINATION = A question is considered to be most  
effective when it has a high level of item discrimination. 
This means that the question is useful in separating hlg.n 
teacher performance from that of average and low performance. 
A percentage value of at least 13% equals discrimination 
(at the .05 level of significance) and a percentage value ot  
at least 22% equals discrimination at the .01 level o£ 
significance. 
CAVE CREEK SPECIAL MENNE-TOLSMA 
1990 CAVB CREEK STUDENT RATINGS OF TEACHERS ( 
ANALYSIS BASED ON 339 S OBJECTS IN 4 GROUPS. 
ITEM CODE DESCRIPTIVE N MEAN VARIANCE ITEM DISCRIMINATION < 
1 SR 'F-2 MY SCHOOL DAY INTERESTING' 286 2. 25874 0.59739 1% 
2 S 'F-2 DO SAME THING EVERY DAY' 2S5 1. 56842 0.56313 2% 1 
3 S 'F-2 PAY ATTENTION IN CLASS' 281 2. 76868 0 27034 3% 
4 SR 'F-2 DISCUSSIONS LESSONS STUDIED' 281 2. 32028 0.54510 3% 
5 S 'F-2 WORK TOO HARD' 281 1. 53381 0.52644 2% 1. 
6 SR 'F-2 TEACHER USUALLY PREPARED' 283 2. 53004 0. 52472 1% -• 
7 SR 'F-2 TEACHER COMES ON TIME' 285 2. 50877 0. 45343 1% » 
8 CC 'F-2 MAKES FOLLOW RULES' 277 2. 70758 0. 40903 4% t 
9 S 'F-2 FAIR WITH EVERYBODY' 284 2. 59155 0.46697 4% 
10 •" SR 'F-2 CARES IF WASTE TIME' 280 2. 44643 0.63284 2% 
11 SR 'F-2 WORK IF TEACHER NOT WATCHING' 281 2. 45196 0.65339 3% 00 
12 SR 'F-2 CAN GET HELP WHEN NEED IT' 275 2. 52000 0. 46051 4% ON •' 
13 CC 'F-2 TELLS ME I DO GOOD WORK' 271 2. 53137 0. 41876 
14 S 'F-2 TELLS WHERE TO FIND INFORMATION' 281 2. 20996 0. 68545 3% i 
15 SR 'F-2 TEACHER READY FOR CLASS' 284 2. 53099 0. 44062 2% 
16 SR 'F-2 KNOW WHAT TEACHER WANTS' 282 2. 14894 0. 69413 1% 
17 CC 'F-2 TEACHER EASY TO UNDERSTAND' 283 2. 47350 0. 51785 9% f 
13 S 'F-2 LEARN HARD LESSONS SMALL STEPS' 281 2 16370 0. 69913 2% 
1? S 'F-2 EXPLAIN WAYS EASY TO UNDERSTAND' 285 2 55088 0. 50706 3% 
20 S ' F-2 TELLS NEW THINGS TO LEARN' 255 2. 53947 Ù. 40340 3% I 
:R0NBACH ALPHA RELIABILITY BASED ON 0 ITEMS WITH DISCRIMINATION >= 13% IS' 0.000 
DESCRIPTIVE = an abbreviated label used to identify the 
specific student rating question. 
CODE = S = original question (known to be a valid and reliable 
discriminating item) from the School Improvement 
Model (SIM). 
SR= revised question from the original SIM 
listing of discriminating items. 
CC= new questions developed by Cave Creek Schools 
N = total number of students who completed a teacher rating 
questionnaire. 
MEAN = the arithmetic average of the total student responses 
for each Item. 
VARIANCE = the relationship of scores to a central value, 
such as the mean. Variance is defined as the sum of squared 
deviations around the mean. This statistic describes how 
similar or different the scores are, from the mean, for a 
given group. 
ITEM DISCRIMINATION = A question is considered to be most 
effective when it has a high level of item discrimination. 
This means that the question is useful in separating high 
teacher performance from that of average and low performance. 
A percentage value of at least 13% equals discrimination 
(at the .05 level of significance) and a percentage value of 
at least 22% equals discrimination at the .01 level of 
significance. 
MENNE-TOLSMA (R) EM ELEMENTARY 
OF TEACHERS 1990 CAVE CREEK STUDENT RATINGS 
AN6I VP T z. BASCD ON 805 SUBJECTS TN 36 GROUPS 
ITEM CODE DESCRIPTIVE N MEAN VARIANCE ITEM DISCRIMINATION 
1 S '3-5 MAKES WORK INTERESTING' 798 3. 68546 1. 40357 21^% 
2 SR '3-5 SCHOOL DAY INTERESTING' 799 3. 40676 1. 46784 19% 
3 SR '3-5 GO OVER EACH LESSON FINISHED' 798 3. 47995 1 54784 10% 
4 S '3-5 GIVES WORK TO DO AT HOME' 798 3. 61153 1.43556 30% 
5 SR '3-5 DISCUSS ABOUT SUBJECT STUDIED' 791 4. 20607 1. 04603 11% 
6 S '3-3 GIVES WORK BACK QUICKLY' 798 3. 29699 1 46443 20% 
7 S '3-5 MAKES FEEL GOOD / GOOD WORK' 797 4. 05646 1.44098 16% 
8 s '3-5 CAN GET HELP FROM TEACHER' 798 4. 36341 0. 90302 1 1% 
9 s '3-5 FINISH WORK BEFORE CLASS OVER' 798 3, 66541 1 08730 12% 
10 cc '3-5 MAKES FOLLOW RULES' 799 4. 65707 0. 52821 7% 
11 SR '3-5 NEW WORK WITHOUT WAITING' 799 3. 75970 1. 32899 10% 00 
12 S '3-5 EXPLAINS LESSON CLEARLY» 799 4, 0 90502 •(3% 
13 s '3-5 TEACHER KNOWS ME WELL' 796 4. 32915 1.12031 11% 
14 SR '3-5 WORK TO DO FINISHED BEFORE OVER' 799 3. 49186 1.66921 11% 
15 SR '3-5 WORK AT THE RIGHT PACE' 793 4. 03253 1 40746 14% 
16 S '3-5 TELLS NEW THINGS LEARN IN LESSON' 796 3. 79397 1.44499 14% 
17 s '3-5 EXPLAIN WAY EASY TO UNDERSTAND' 799 4. 14268 1.17864 1 7% 
18 cc '3-5 TEACHER AVAILABLE TO HELP' 796 3. 90327 1.29343 13% 
1 = s '3-5 VARIETY ACTIVITIES RESOURCES' 79i 3. S1234 1.45723 
20 SR '3-5 TEACHER WELL PREPARED' :-9. 4. «424S C.??764 
CRONBACr A' -PHA RE LIABILITY BASED ON 12 ITEMS WITH ['iSCRIMINATiON :•= 13% IS 0. sës 
DBSCRIPTIVK = an abbreviated label used to Identify the 
specific student rating question. 
CODE = S = original question (known to be a valid and reliable 
discriminating item) from the School Improvement 
Model (SIM). 
SR= revised question from the original SIM 
listing of discriminating items. 
CC= new questions developed by Cave Creek Schools 
N = total number of students who completed a teacher rating 
questionnaire. 
MEAN = the arithmetic average of the total student responses 
for each item. 
VARIANCE = the relationship of scores to a central value, 
such as the mean. Variance is defined as the sum of squared 
deviations around the mean. This statistic describes how 
similar or different the scores are, from the mean, for a 
given group. 
ITEM DISCRI MI NATION = A question is considered to be most 
effective when it has a high level of item discrimination. 
This means that the question is useful in separating high 
teacher performance from that of average and low performance. 
A percentage value of at least 13% equals discrimination 
(at the .05 level of significance) and a percentage value of 
at least 22% equals discrimination at the .01 level of 
significance. 
SPECIAL B . M. ELEMENTARY SCHOOL MENNE-TOLSMA 
1990 CAVE CREEK STUDENT RATINGS OP TEACHERS 
AM AI vcyq HAQFn nw Aid qiin.lFi-Tq TtJ A CD HUP R 
ITEM CODE DESCRIPTIVE N MEAN VARIANCE ITEM DISCRIMINATION 
1 S •F-5 MAKES WORK INTERESTING' 407 3. 76413 1. 92471 13% 
2 SR 'F-5 SCHOOL DAY INTERESTING' 407 3. 59214 1. 65183 12% 
rt SR 'F-5 GO OVER EACH LESSON FINISHED' 407 n 0AA45 P 4P461 10% 
4 S . 'F-5 DO SAME THING EVERY DAY' 407 2.49877 2. 20577 1 6% 
5 SR 'F-5 DISCUSS ABOUT SUBJECT STUDIED' 406 3. 95813 1. 67559 ?% 
A SR 'F-5 TEACHER USUALLY PREPARED' 407 4 1P039 1 49656 17% 
7 S •F-5 MAKES FEEL GOOD / GOOD WORK' 407 3.68059 2. 07488 6% 
a S 'F-5 CAN GET HELP FROM TEACHER' 407 3. 79115 1. 59029 6% 
9 s 'F-5 TEACHER FAIR WITH EVERYBODY' 405 3. 97284 1 59679 6% 
10 cc 'F-5 MAKES FOLLOW RULES' 407 4. 36855 1. 24009 15% 1—' 
11 cc 'F-5 TELLS ME I DO GOOD WORK' 406 3. 55665 1. 87241 7% 00 
12 s 'F-5 EXPLAINS LESSON CLEARLY' 406 4.00985 1. 47774 9% 00 
13 cc 'F-5 TEACHER EASY TO UNDERSTAND' 404 3. 84653 1. 62496 12% 
14 SR •F-5 TEACHER STAYS IN CLASSROOM' 406 4.05172 1. 63033 12% 
1 5 SR 'F-5 WORK AT THE RIGHT PACE' 407 3. 82801 1. 79843 •3% 
16 S 'F-5 TELLS NEW THINGS LEARN IN LESSON' 406 3. 57882 1. 95807 3% 
17 S 'F-5 EXPLAIN WAY EASY TO UNDERSTAND' 407 3. 88452 1. 52721 iO% 
IP cc 'F-5 TEACHER AVAILABLE TO HELP' 406 3. 56158 1 . 67478 2% 
19 SR 'F-5 TEACHER KNOW ABOUT LESSON TAUGHT' 40 i 4. 42365 1. 14565 
=G SR 'F-5 TEACHER WELL PREPARED' 397 4. 21159 1. 42123 9% 
CRQNBACH ALPHA RELIABILITY BASED ON 5 ITEMS WITH DISCRIMINATION :-= 13% IS 0.701 
DESCRIPTIVE = an abbreviated label used to identify the 
specific student rating question. 
CODE = S = original question (known to be a valid and reliable 
discriminating item) from the School Improvement 
Model (SIM). 
SR= revised question from the original SIM 
listing of discriminating items. 
CC= new questions developed by Cave Creek Schools 
N = total number of students who completed a teacher rating 
questionnaire. 
MEAN = the arithmetic average of the total student responses 
for each item. 
VARIANCE = the relationship of scores to a central value, 
such as the mean. Variance is defined as the sum of squared 
deviations around the mean. This statistic describes how 
similar or different the scores are, from the mean, for a 
given group. 
ITEM DISCRIMINATION = a question is considered to be most 
effective when it has a high level of item discrimination. 
This means that the question is useful In separating high 
teacher performance from that of average and low performance. 
A percentage value of at least 13% equals discrimination 
(at the .05 level of significance) and a percentage value of 
at least 22% equals discrimination at the .01 level of 
significance. 
MENNE-TOLSMA ( r )  da.  MIDDLE SCHOOL 
ANALYSIS BASED ON 1626 SUBJECTS TIM 78 GROUPS 
1990 CAVB CREEK STUDENT RATINGS OP TEArHRBS 
ITEM CODE DESCRIPTIVE N MEAN VARIANCE ITEM DISCRIMINATION 
1 S '6-8 MAKES CLASS WORK INTERESTING' 1623 3. 43993 1 91367 31% 
2 S '6-8 TEACHER FAIR WITH ALL' 1625 3. 71631 1 70844 29% 
3 SR '6-8 TEACHER MAINTAINS DISCIPLINE' 1622 4 07152 1 25382 19% 
4 S '6-8 TEACHER WELL-PREPARED' 1622 4. 17201 1 22627 23% 
5 SR '6-8 GIVES ASSIGNMENTS RELATED SUBJ' 1620 4. 29136 1 26943 28% 
6 SR '6-8 DISCUSS/SUMMARIZE LESSON' 1620 3 69877 1 73025 26% 
7 SR '6-8 DISCUSSIONS ON TOPIC OF LESSON' 1623 4. 02403 1. 29887 26% 
8 CC '6-8 LIKES WHEN WE ASK QUESTIONS' 1607 3. 75233 1. 43337 18% 00 
9 SR '6-8 MORE TIME TO WORK THAN NEED' 1615 2 92384 1 65426 16% VO 
10 CC '6-8 EXPLAINS LESSON AND WHY DO IT' 1620 3. 58642 1. 68080 19% 
11 SR '6-8 ASK QUESTIONS/UNDERSTAND TAUGHT' 1621 3. 90253 I. 53276 
12 R '6-8 EXPLAINS IDEAS EASY UNDERSTAND' 1618 3. 67182 1. 67413 27% 
13 S '6-8 LOOKS AT WORK SEE WE UNDERSTAND' 1621 3. 53112 1 77087 19% i 
14 S '6-8 KNOWS MORE THAN OTHER TEACHERS' 1610 3. 63727 1 69824 25% 1 
15 SR '6-8 WORK TO DO IF FINISH CLASS OVER' 1619 2. 90485 1 86371 2 5% 
16 S '6-8 MAKES MATERIALS/WORKSHEETS USE' 1618 3. 64400 1 64706 21% 
17 s '6-8 GIVES TESTS AND QUIZES' 1617 3. 98949 1. 56884 36% 
18 s '6-8 RETURNS TESTS/ASSIGNMENTS QUICK' 3. 44Q32 1 72704 , 
19 s '6-8 VARIETY OF ACTIVITIES/RESOURCES' 1616 53106 1. 69021 1 20 s '6-8 ENOUGH TIME TO DO OUR WORK' 1593 55744 1 82737 1 9% 
I , 
GRONBACH ALPHA RELIABILITY BASED ON 20 ITEMS WITH DISCRIMINATION 
DESCRIPTIVE = an abbreviated label used to identify the 
specific student rating question. 
CODE = S = original question (known to be a valid and reliable 
discriminating item) from the School Improvement 
Model (SIM). 
SR= revised question from the original SIM 
listing of discriminating items. 
CC= new questions developed by Cave Creek Schools 
M = total number of students who completed a teacher rating 
questionnaire. 
MEAN = the arithmetic average of the total student responses 
for each item. 
VARIANCE = the relationship of scores to a central value, 
such as the mean. Variance is defined as the sum of squared 
deviations around the mean. This statistic describes how 
similar or different the scores are, from the mean, for a 
given group. 
;= 13% IS 
ITEM DISCRIMINATION = a question is considered to be most 
effective when it has a high level of item discrimination. 
This means that the question is useful in separating high 
teacher performance from that of average and low performance. 
A percentage value of at least 13% equals discrimination 
(at the .05 level of significance) and a percentage value o£ 
at least 22% equals discrimination at the .01 level oC 
significance. 
DESERT ARROW MIDDLE -SPECIAL - MENNE-TOLSMA 
1990 CAVE CREEK STUDENT RATINGS OP TEACHERS 
ANALYSI 3 BASED ON 517 SUBJECTS IN 21 GROUPS. 
ITEM CODE DESCRIPTIVE N MEAN VARIANCE ITEM DISCRIMINATION 
1 S 'F-8 TEACHER MAKES INTERESTING' 516 3. 22868 2.02910 26% 
2 S 'F-a TEACHER FAIR WITH ALL' 517 3. 30948 1. 94678 16% 
3 SR 'F-8 TEACHER MAINTAINS DISCIPLINE' 517 3. 56673 1.85870 13% 
4 S 'F-8 TEACHER WELL-PREPARED' 514 3. 75875 1. 80172 21% 
5 SR 'F-8 GIVES ASSIGNMENTS RELATED SUBJ' 512 3.43945 2.54712 11% 
6 SR 'F-8 DISCUSS/SUMMARIZE LESSON' 515 3.23301 2.10493 19% 
7 SR 'F-8 DISCUSSIONS ON TOPIC OF LESSON' 509 3. 53438 1.96984 22% 
8 CC 'F-8 LIKES WHEN WE ASK QUESTIONS' 511 3.34834 1.80430 18% 
9 CO 'F-8 EXPLAINS RULES FOR BEHAVIOR' 512 3.46289 2.01034 20% 
10 CC 'F-8 EXPLAINS LESSON AND WHY DO IT' 514 3.50584 1.98927 21% 
i SR 'F-8 ASK QUESTIONS/UNDERSTAND TAUGHT' 517 3.37718 2.07244 17% S j 1 12 S 'F-8 EXPLAINS IDEAS EASY UNDERSTAND' 513 3. 33138 1. 91358 18% O 1 
13 S 'F-8 LOOKS AT WORK SEE WE UNDERSTAND' 512 3. 25000 2. 27734 15% 
14 s 'F-8 DO SAME THING IN CLASS EVERY DAY' 514 3. 14003 2. 14380 8% 
15 CC 'F-8 TEACHER EASY TO UNDERSTAND' 515 3.36505 2. 04150 19% 
16 CC 'F-a TESTS ARE FAIR' 516 3.40891 2. 13705 24% 
17 SR 'F-8 GIVES TESTS AND QUIZES' 516 3.46899 1. 87695 11% , 
18 s 'F-a RETURNS TESTS/ASSIGNMENTS QUICK' 516 3.21705 2.06529 11% 
19 SR 'F-8 VARIETY OF ACTIVITIES/RESOURCES' 514 3. 50778 1 99702 23% 
zc SR 'F-a EXPECTS BEST WORK I CAN' 503 3.78728 2. 19928 •21% 
CRONBACH ALPHA RELIABILITY BASED ON 16 ITEMS WITH DISCRIMINATION >= 13% IS 0 950 
i 
DESCRIPTIVE = an abbreviated label used to identify the 
specific student rating question. 
CODE = S = original question (known to be a valid and reliable 
discriminating item) from the School Improvement 
Model (SIM). 
SR= revised question from the original SIM 
listing of discriminating items. 
CC= new questions developed by Cave Creek Schools 
H = total number of students who completed a teacher rating 
questionnaire. 
MEAH = the arithmetic average of the total student responses 
for each item. 
VARIANCE = the relationship of scores to a central value, 
such as the mean. Variance is defined as the sum of squared 
deviations around the mean. This statistic describes how 
similar or different the scores are, from the mean, for a 
given group. 
( 
ITEM DISCRIMINATION = A question is considered to be moat 
effective when it has a high level of item discrimination. 
This means that the question is useful in separating high 
teacher performance from that of average and low performance. 
A percentage value of at least 13% equals discrimination 
(at the .05 level of significance) and a percentage value of  
at least 22% equals discrimination at the .01 level of  
significance. 
MENNE-TOLSMA C. S. HIGH SCHOOL 
ANALYSIS BASED ON 2551 SUBJECTS IN 139 GROUPS. 
1990 CAVK CREEK STUDENT RATINGS OF TEACHBR3 
ITEM CODE DESCRIPTIVE N MEAN VARIANCE ITEM DISCRIMINATION < 
1 S '9-12 MAKES CLASS WORK INTERESTING' 2496 3. 30329 1. 91563 41% 
2 _ S '9-12 ASK QUESTIONS UNDERSTAND TAUGHT' 2497 3. 71005 1. 64280 33% < 
3 SR '9-12 ASSIGNMENTS RELATED TO SUBJECT' 2473 4. 01051 1. 61574 37% » 
4 SR '9-12 DISCUSS/SUMMARIZE EACH LESSON' 2490 3. 70602 1. 64290 31% 
5 S '9-12 TELLS WHAT LEARNED TO LEARN NEW' 2489 3. 42909 1. 87695 31% '« 
a SR '9-12 TEACHER MAINTAINS DISCIPLINE' 2495 3. 78277 1. 77325 40% 
7 SR '9-12 RETURNS TEST/ASSIGNMENTS QUICKLY' 2482 3. 37631 1. 93736 32% 
8 SR '9-12 GIVES FEEDBACK ABOUT PERFORMANCE' 2487 3. 47165 1. 76106 26% I 
9 S '9-12 KNOWS MORE THAN OTHER TEACHERS' 2485 3. 78551 1. 78941 33% 
10 S '9-12 HOMEWORK HELPS ME LEARN' 2456 3. 59731 1. 88141 31% 
11 SR '9-12 MAKES MATERIALS/WORKSHEETS' 2470 3. 61012 1. 86297 36% VO 
1 12 SR '9-12 USE VARIETY ACTIVITIES/RESOURCES' 2452 3. 42863 1. 90478 36% I—* : 
1 13 SR '9-12 FILMS/VIDEOTAPES HELP US LEARN' 2405 3. 19293 2. 36527 3=% 
14 SR '9-12 TELLS LIBRARY/MEDIA MATERIALS' 2436 3. 03777 a. 36311 36% ( 
15 S '9-12 TEACHER WELL ORGANIZED' 2481 J. 60419 1. 83608 37% 
16 cc '9-12 TEACHER LIKES WHEN ASK QUESTIONS' 2482 3. 72280 1. 75153 34% 
17 SR '9-12 DIFFERENT GROUPS DEPEND ACTIVITY' 2468 3. 32455 2. 14304 35% ( 
18 S '9-12 LOOK PROBLEMS/NEW WAYS TO SOLVE' 2462 3. 33712 1 99195 33% 
19 cc '9-12 AVAILABLE CLASS/OTHER TIMES' 2472 2. 70024 1 81184 37% 
20 s '9-12 LOOKS AT WORK/SEE IF UNDERSTAND' 2427 3. 84508 1 34497 «; 
CRONBACH ALPHA RELIABILITY BASED ON 20 ITEMS WITH DISCRIMINATION >= 13% IS 0. 971 
\ 
DESCRIPTIVE n an abbreviated label used to identify the 
specific student rating question. 
CODE = S = original question (known to be a valid and reliable 
discriminating item) from the School Improvement 
Model (SIM). 
SR= revised question from the original SIM 
listing of discriminating items. 
CC= new questions developed by Cave Creek Schools 
total number of students who completed a teacher rating 
questionnaire. 
= the arithmetic average of the total student responses 
for each item. 
VARIANCE = the relationship of scores to a central value, 
such as the mean. Variance is defined as the sum of squared 
deviations around the mean. This statistic describes how 
similar or different the scores are, from the mean, for a 
given group. 
N 
MEAN 
ITEM DISCRIMINATION = A question is considered to be most 
effective when it has a high level of item discrimination. 
This means that the question is useful in separating high 
teacher performance from that of average and low performance. 
A percentage value of at least 13% equals discrimination 
(at the .05 level of significance) and a percentage value of 
at least 22% equals discrimination at the .01 level of 
significance. 
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APPENDIX 0. 
1991 CAVE CREEK STUDENT RATINGS OF TEACHERS 
ANALYSIS AND SUMMARY 
OMATANI DATAI CCES SPRING 1991 MEENE-TOLSMA 
ANALYSIS BASED ON 857 SUBJECTS IN 26 GROUPS 
APRIL 30, 1991 
ITEM N MEAN VARIANCE SS TOTAL SS WITHIN SS BETWEEN ITEM DISCRIMINATION 
1 797 1. 50314 0. 40808 325. 24216 285. 49896 39. 74320 12% 
2 789 1.36755 0.34653 273.40938 248.86222 24.54716 9% 
3 ZSS 1. 16416 Q. 15977 127. 49499 118. 77643 8, 71856 TA 
4 792 1.27525 0.27525 217.99495 195. 16486 22. 83008 107. 
5 796 2.36307 0.57296 456.07412 415.34329 40.73083 97. 
6 Z2fl 1- 71679 Q. 64912 517 99499 352 22154 165 77345 32% 
7 798 1.25063 0.25548 203.87469 184.56343 19.31126 9% 
8 785 1. 13758 O. 18744 147. 14140 140. 39221 6. 74920 5% 
1 Z2Z 1 76286 Q, 52720 42Q. 18068 299 26182 120 91886 22% 
10 798 1. 46992 0. 64759 516. 77820 468. 07078 48. 70742 9% (g 
11 794 1.28212 0.37129 294 80605 273.24491 21.56114 7% w 
12 724 1. 27330 O. 26158 5Q7. 69395 190 95410 16. 73985 8% 
13 793 1.36444 0.35773 283.67718 256.13894 27.53824 10% 
14 795 1.39371 0.37958 301.76855 264.89866 36.86989 12% 
15 Z23 1. 18537 Q. 20649 163. 75032 155, 00037 U. 74995 Z% 
16 798 1.44486 0.43242 345.07393 312.46482 32.60911 9% 
17 795 1.52453 0.45569 362.27170 312.24517 50.02653 14% 
IB 796 1. 33543 O 38121 303 44095 274. 69478 28. 74617 5%. 
19 796 1. 67085 O. 53739 427. 76382 357.72913 70. 03469 16% 
20 793 1.27869 0.28173 223.40984 195.55804 27.85180 12% 
CRQNBACH ALPHA RELIABILITY BASED ON 4 ITEMS WITH DISCRIMINATION >=13% IS 0.739 
OMATANI DUES DATA2 MENNE-TOLSMA SPRING 1991 
ANALYSIS BASED ON 1497 SUBJECTS TN 55 GROUPS 
e ITEM N MEAN VARIANCE SS TOTAL SS WITHIN SS BETWEEN ITEM DISCRIMINATION 
1 1491 3. 84306 1. 34894 2011. 27565 1533. 29414 477. 98151 24% 
#  2 1494 3. 65328 1. 42999 2136.39893 1746. 11325 390. 28568 18% 
3 1489 3. 68905 1, 78847 2663. 03156 2155. 98734 507. 04423 19% 
4 1489 3. 59033 1. 98664 2958. 10074 1651. 28589 1306.81485 44% 
5 1490 4. 18389 1. 07894 1607. 61342 1429.40028 178.21314 11% 
» 6 1488 3. 49866 1. 78494 2655. 99731 2110. 49819 545. 49913 21% 
lU 7 1490 4. 05034 1 40753 2097. 22483 1721.91137 375. 31346 18% 
# "  8 1487 4. 20377 1. 16964 1739. 25891 1354. 00752 385. 25139 22% 
9 1481 3. 77245 1, 38036 2044. 31600 1758. 64228 285. 67373 14% 
10 1486 3. 30754 2. 01107 2988. 45559 2449. 23471 539. 22087 18% 
11 1487 3. 83457 1. 53282 2279. 30330 1837. 20930 442. 09400 19% 
12 1485 4. 25522 1, 035B7 1538.27205 1180. 62782 357. 64424 23% 
10 13 1490 4. 13020 1. 48372 2210. 74094 1710. 96009 499. 78085 23% 
# "  14 1489 4. 10678 1. 21157 1804. 02149 1404. 98985 399.03164 22% 
lb 15 1489 4.05104 1 38087 2056. 12089 1671. 92221 304.19868 19% 
" 16 1478 3. 84844 1. 40870 2082. 05142 1729. 50129 352. 55013 17% 
17 1480 4. 09797 1. 19783 1772. 79392 1370. 11667 402. 67725 23% 
10 1476 3. 88279 1 49642 2208, 72290 1764. 59120 444. 13170 20% 
19 1468 3. 93188 1. 44768 2125.18801 1775. 67643 349 51158 16% 
20 1413 4.35173 1. 15937 1638.18825 1241. 54437 396. 64398 24% 
# ' 
CRQNBACH ALPHA RELIABILITY BASED ON 19 ITEMS WITH DISCRIMINATION >=13% IS 0. 937 
# 
m 
» 
ÛMATANI DAMS DATA3 MENNE-TOLSMA SPRING 1991 
ANALYSIS BASED ON 2159 SUBJECTS TN 98 GROUPS 
ITEM N MEAN VARIANCE SS TOTAL SS WITHIN SS BETWEEN ITEM DISCRIMINATION 
1 2146 3. 56151 1. 71406 3678. 38071 2740. 85642 937. 52429 25% 
• ' 2 2146 3. 81407 1. 54092 3306. 81500 2690. 55166 616. 26335 19% 
' J3 2148 4 1485) 1 P379A 2657 AP523 2149. 69546 507 9297B 19% 
4 2142 4. 16760 1. 20487 2580. 83147 2124. 69213 456. 13933 18% 
5 2123 4. 23457 1. 36372 2895. 18229 2194. 98562 700. 19667 24% 
6 9139 3 75H77 1 63325 3493. 52314 2832.16471 661. 35843 19% 
7 2134 4. 04405 1. 30171 2777. 85942 2306.87851 470.98091 17% 
#" 8 2120 3. 80283 1. 46961 3115. 58302 2651. 25601 464. 32701 15% 
" 9 2. 95335 1 98133 4204. 38124 3406. 35864 798 02261 19% 
10 2139 3.64843 1. 70903 3655. 62225 2959. 47896 696.14330 19% vo 
11 2146 3. 88117 1. 57255 3374. 69944 2752. 79603 621. 90341 18% Oi 
12 2132 3 67589 1 62056 3455 04081 2776. 98034 678. 06047 20% 
13 2136 3. 68773 1. 79434 3832. 71863 2907. 71553 925. 00310 24% 
• " 14 2122 3. 85297 1. 57782 3348. 12630 2729. 59360 618. 53269 18% 
15 2125 3. 15341 1, 98964 4227. 98776 3321. 46962 906. 51814 21% 
16 2123 3. 56288 1. 76183 3740. 35516 2857. 61667 882.73849 24% 
17 2122 3. 97926 1. 56036 3311. 08765 2193.70664 1117. 38102 34% 
18 2113 3. 52769 1 . 83560 3878 63038 2974. 81895 903. 81143 23% 
« 19 2123 3.70089 I. 68020 3567. 06830 2826. 88075 740.18755 21% 
20 2080 3. 65240 1, 93447 4023 68798 3320. 07040 703. 61758 17% 
CRONBACH ALPHA RELIABILITY BASED ON 30 ITEMS WITH DISCRIMINATION >= 137. IS 0. 948 
OMATANI CSHS DATA4 MENNE-TOLSMA SPRING 1991 
ANALYSIS BASED ON 2085 SUBJECTS IN 47 GROUPS 
ITEM N MEAN VARIANCE SS TOTAL SS WITHIN SS BETWEEN ITEM DISCRIMINATION 
« 1 2071 3. 53066 1. 53443 3177. 80299 2321. 27607 856.52692 27% 
=• 2 2073 4. 09793 1. 12452 2331. 12108 1964. 86525 366. 25583 16% 
3 2064 4. 43798 0 90701 1872 06202 1613. 98252 258 07949 1 4% 
' 4 2063 4. 05332 1. 15663 2386. 13476 2092. 00903 294. 12572 13% 
5 2065 3. 65860 1. 55463 3210. 30993 2591. 89686 618.41306 19% 
6 206S 4 13540 1 05420 2180 08897 1883 79565 296 29333 1 4% 
7 2066 3. 62246 1. 59706 3299. 51791 2700. 99375 598.52415 18% 
" 8 2064 3. 78052 1. 41355 2917. 57703 2544. 67904 372. 89800 13% kO ON 
9 2035 4. 05209 1. 34569 2738. 47862 2172. 59373 565. 88489 21% 
10 2037 3. 87923 1. 52984 3116. 29161 2662. 10431 454. 18729 15% 
11 2050 3. 94439 1. 37252 2813. 66049 2435. 34437 378. 31612 13% 
12 2039 3. 66797 1. 59010 3242. 21873 2482. 56498 759. 65375 23% 
13 1948 3. 52669 2. 30062 4481. 61191 3050. 62242 1430. 98948 32% 
14 1980 3. 15556 2. 23540 4426. 08889 3359. 27569 1066. 81320 24% 
15 2051 3. 99025 I. 30951 2685 80497 2270. 61054 415. 19443 15% 
16 2054 4. 04625 1. 29338 2656. 60613 2215. 35973 441. 24641 17% 
17 2040 3. 70588 1. 73997 3549. 52941 2761.88103 787.64838 22% 
71 18 2040 3. 72990 1. 48146 3022. 17598 2489. 37112 532. 80486 18% 
n 19 2049 4. 07565 1. 24904 2559. 27477 2129. 23339 430. 04137 17% 
20 2028 4. 05769 1. 37685 2792. 25000 2261. 56594 530. 68406 19% 
CRONBÂCH ALPHA 'RELIABILITY BASED ON 19 ITEMS WITH DISCRIMINATION >= 13% IS 0.950 
